Dear Insurance Professional:
We are pleased to again provide our Summary of Tort and Insurance Law for
2013. Next year, we will celebrate a quarter-century of service to the insurance industry
since our Firm’s founding.
Your support has allowed us to expand from one office to six. We have now
opened our second, and largest, Florida office in downtown Orlando, in addition to
expanding and updating our Kentucky office. Plans are currently underway to further
expand our Columbus, Ohio office as well. We take each of these steps to better serve
the clients who place their trust and confidence in our providing of legal services.
We are proud to remain a law firm focused exclusively on being of service to the
insurance industry. We believe our clients deserve a law firm committed to exceeding
your expectations and focusing our full knowledge, skill and attention on the major issues
of law facing America’s property and casualty insurers.
Our Firm continues to be recognized as one of the nation’s leading law firms in
assisting insurers in both litigation and fraud investigation, whether those claims involve
property losses, bodily injury claims or medical fraud. We have also dramatically
increased our role in assisting insurance carriers in seeking financial recovery against
both individuals and corporations who profit from insurance fraud. Our practice in the
field of insurance bad faith defense continues to expand across the United States.
On behalf of our Firm, we thank you for your support in the past and place our
trust, as you do in us, in our continued working relationship for the future.
Sincerely yours,

Matthew J. Smith
President
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FEATURE ARTICLE

I.

USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO YOUR
INVESTIGATE INSURANCE CLAIMS

ADVANTAGE:

NEW

WAYS

TO

Is social media a fad or the biggest shift in society since the Industrial Revolution? I was
attending an insurance conference in Washington, D.C. when that question flashed on the screen.
It was a question I had never considered though I had lectured for years on the effect of
electronic communications on insurance claims. Certainly I had not considered the impact of
social media in the context of being more than the latest “fad” of communications. However, it
did not take me long to fully comprehend social media’s impact on our society is worth much
deeper analysis, as its impact might be much more far-reaching than we comprehend today.
Most of us now use, or at least are aware of, the phenomenon of social media. Even those
from an older generation might not fully understand its implications, but recognize at least on
some level its impact on our society. Today’s leaders such as Facebook™, Twitter™ and
LinkedIn™ all might eventually fade away as technology and newer trends evolve, but the basic
concept of social media is here to stay. Each new generation of the post-Industrial Revolution era
has developed its own “unique” form of communication, ranging from slang to different genres
of music, but none has had the economic or world-wide impact social media has spawned in less
than a decade. The future of this newest form of communication appears unbounded.
To understand the impact of social media, we should first consider historical perspective.
To reach fifty million users, the medium of radio required thirty-eight years, television thirteen,
and the Internet only four. Facebook™ added double that number, signing on one hundred
million users in less than nine months. If it were a country, Facebook’s™ user population would
be the fourth largest in the world. The most recent statistics show one of eight newly-married
Americans met via social media. We are truly in a new era of communication, and the question
for those who handle insurance claims is not how we adapt, but how we thrive and utilize this
new technology to investigate claims and battle against insurance fraud. To date, we have not
done a very good job of keeping up with these new trends or understanding how to use these new
avenues to our strategic advantage.
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The value of social media as an insurance investigation tool is unequalled in recent history.
It affects all aspects of the insurance industry from how agents market and secure policies
through underwriting, to how we investigate insurance claims. The adage “everyone wants to
tell everything to everybody” remains true. Think of the person who tells you her life story while
sitting next to you on an airplane, only because she knows she will never see you again. In
today’s era of communication, the avenue by which people tell us things they would not
ordinarily say is via social media postings. Therein lies a wealth of information.
We have seen both fire and theft claims withdrawn when, at an Examination Under Oath for
example, the claimant is shown postings found on Facebook™. In one case, an internet posting
by a business owner’s teenage son on the morning of a building fire led to filing a petition to
compel the son’s testimony. The insured refused to allow his son to testify on the grounds he was
not an insured on the commercial policy. While “legally correct,” the judge instead ruled the
social media posting raised sufficient concern to grant the insurer’s petition to compel the son’s
testimony, and he ordered the insurer not to make any coverage decision until the son complied.
While rare, these are the first bold steps in creating new insurance law for the electronic era.
Utilizing social media effectively begins before the claim ever occurs. ISO and other
similar organizations, along with insurers themselves, are just beginning to consider what policy
provisions need to updated, added, or eliminated to comport with the electronic era. Making
changes to the policy contract is only the beginning. It will take decades for courts to fully
address and interpret the changes we are only beginning to consider today. By comparison, we
have more than a century of case law interpreting policy terms, conditions, duties, and
exclusions. In the time it takes most lawsuits to go from filing to resolution, social media will
add more users than the entire population of the U.S. and Canada combined! By the time current
law has any chance of “catching up,” we might well be onto the next and newest form of
electronic communication. The reality is, however, everything from the policy application
process through the issuance or renewal of policies and the provisions contained in the written
contract of insurance are changing at a greater pace than ever before in the insurance industry.
Consider whether your company has updated policy language to include in the duty-tocooperate provisions the most basic of steps, such as: providing electronic data, retrieving
information from computers, and providing access to electronic communications, including texts
or social media postings. Most claim investigation authorization forms are outdated and do not
specifically authorize access to an insured’s social media postings and electronic
communications or retrieval of electronic data. In an abundance of caution, carriers should
include authorization to access public social media postings and the duty of the claimant to
provide access to private postings which may be relevant to the investigation. It is easier to
change these types of authorization and claim forms than to undertake re-writing of the insurance
policy, which might require many layers of corporate review and state insurance department
approval.
These same investigative “updates” need to be considered in matters as simple as taking
recorded statements. When statements are taken, you should routinely ask the right questions of
both claimants and witnesses to determine if any texts were sent, postings were made, or
electronic photos were taken or sent around the time of the accident or incident concerning the
occurrence of the claim. We have successfully downloaded incriminating text messages sent in
the minutes before a fire, and on one claim retrieved cell phone pictures taken the night before
the fire which documented all room-by-room contents, including the interiors of drawers and
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closets. As part of background information collection, adjusters, investigators, and attorneys
taking statements should secure contact data, including email addresses, and identifying
information for social media accounts on sites such as Facebook™, Twitter™, or Digg™.
An entire new industry exists to assist the insurance industry in the age of social media.
While SIU or claims teams might not have the time, resources, or ability to monitor a claimant’s
social media postings “24/7,” there are companies which will do so for a fee. These companies
monitor primary, secondary, and even obscure social media sites, blogs, and forums, tracking
specific individuals by their email addresses or “user names.” Even if a post is made and
immediately removed or altered, these companies are often able to image the site and preserve
the posting for later use in investigation or litigation. Many companies also provide background
checks and reviews of social media postings by potential jurors before they are seated for trial.
Attorneys provide the court-issued jury questionnaires and these companies will have sufficient
data to locate, analyze, and report any incriminating comments or evidence of bias a potential
juror may not otherwise candidly disclose. These services will also monitor juror postings
during and after the trial to identify actions in violation of the judge’s instructions or posted
opinions on the case or a potential verdict. Immediately after verdict, when released from
service, jurors often post candid comments regarding the case, witnesses, parties, or attorneys in
the case just ruled upon. Even if you are not using these services, it is crucial to be aware your
opponent might be.
As part of an insurance investigation, also ask whether social media or electronic postings
have been altered or deleted relative to the claim. You should specifically be questioning about
services such as Reputation.Com, Reputation Builders, and similar services promising to “clean
up” a person’s social media or electronic postings. While this may often be done for
employment purposes, it also affords a potentially fraudulent claimant the ability to attempt to
“erase” something he wishes he had never posted. These are the types of simple questions we
often fail to ask because we are not keeping up with technology.
Investigative attorneys also have a duty to be well-versed in all forms of new electronic
communication, and cover these same areas fully when questioning witnesses during both EUOs
and depositions. Once a claim enters litigation, the insurance company and counsel have many
more “tools” available to secure valuable electronic information. Many companies in today’s
emerging social media and electronic communications fields will not release information, even
with a signed authorization. Cell phone companies and social media sites are equally concerned
about privacy issues, and they frequently require subpoenas for release of records.
Written discovery, whether interrogatories or requests to produce, also must be updated to
address new areas of communication. Background identification questions should be modified
to include email addresses and social media identifiers as routinely as mailing addresses or
telephone numbers. Specific questions based on the facts of the case should be included that are
relevant to social media, email, cell phone calls and texts, or other emerging forms of
communication. Even the often-ignored “Definitions” section of written discovery should be
updated to include definitions of terms including “social media,” “text messages,” or “electronic
communications.” Our Firm routinely includes written instructions detailing the steps required
to access and produce a complete copy of the respondent’s Facebook™ archive.
Attorneys and insurance companies need to be aware of the new area emerging regarding
admissibility of social media evidence at trial. In the same manner debate raged a generation ago
3

over whether photocopies were admissible in lieu of an original, battles are being fought today
concerning electronic communications. Questions arise such as “what constitutes the original of
a social media posting?” or “is the posting admissible at all if you prove it is from the person’s
account, but they deny it is their posting?” Courts are sorting out these issues to decide whether
evidence should be admitted, excluded, or admitted subject to potential impeachment or
rehabilitation by the person claiming they did not actually make the posting.
The insurance industry has never been known to move forward rapidly or adapt quickly to
change. The social media revolution is here and will remain for most of our work life
expectancies. Fifteen years ago, we would have thought the idea “absurd” of emailing
information concerning a claim or lawsuit. Today, most insurers are moving toward email as the
primary method of communication concerning policy issues and claims. While those in a
generation raised on mailed letters and telephone calls might find this technology daunting, the
reality is a new generation has been raised on social media and already finds emails “outdated.”
The generation which prefers texting and tweeting over emails will someday replace today’s
adjusters and investigators in the workplace. The reality of the first “tweeted claim” is not in the
future, but was actually received in our law firm six months ago.
The new reality of social media is here, and it might be the largest societal shift in more
than a century. How we use this technology will define whether we stay ahead in the battle
against insurance fraud or allow time and technology to pass us by. The future is now and we
must face the challenge to adapt, prepare, or be left behind.
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II.

STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS TABLE – STATE BY STATE COMPARISON

Claim Type

Ohio

Kentucky

Indiana

Michigan

Florida

West Virginia

Assault &
Battery

1 year
R.C.
§2305.111

1 year
K.R.S.
§413.140

2 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-4
(1)

2 years
M.C.L.A.
§600.5805
(2)–(4)

4 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(3)(o)

2 years
W. Va. Code
§55-2-12(b)

Bodily Injury
Due to
Negligence

2 years
R.C.
§2305.10

Auto Acc. – 2 yrs.
K.R.S.
§304.39-230

2 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-4 (1)

3 years
M.C.L.A.
§600.5805(10)

4 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(3)(a)

2 years
W.Va. Code
§55-2-12(b)

BI Claims/other
than auto accs.– 1 yr
K.R.S.
§413.140
Personal
Property
Damage Due to
Negligence

2 years
R.C.
§2305.10

2 years
K.R.S.
§413.125

2 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-4 (2)

3 years
M.C.L.A.
§600.5805(10)

4 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(3)(a)

2 years
W.Va. Code
§55-2-12(a)

Wrongful Death

2 years
R.C.
§2125.02

1 year (from appt.)
K.R.S.
§413.180

2 years
I.C.
§34-23-1-1

3 years
M.C.L.A.
§600.5805(10)

2 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(4)(d)

2 years
W.Va. Code
§55-7-6

Libel, Slander,
Defamation

1 year
R.C.
§2305.11

1 year
K.R.S.
§413.140

2 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-4

1 year
M.C.L.A.
§600.5805(9)

2 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(4)(g)

1 year
W.Va. Code
§55-2-12(c)

Bad Faith

4 years
R.C.
§2305.09(D)

5 years
K.R.S.
§413.120

2 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-4(2)

N/A

5 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(2)(b) (breach
of contract action)

1 year
W.Va. Code
§55-2-12(c)

Contract in
Writing

8 years
R.C.
§2305.06

15 years
K.R.S.
§413.090(2)

10 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-11

6 years
M.C.L.A.
§600.5807(8)

5 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(2)(b)

10 years
W.Va. Code
§55-2-6

Contract not in
Writing

6 years
R.C.
§2305.07

5 years
K.R.S.
§413.120(1)

6 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-7(1)

6 years
M.C.L.A.
§600.5807(8)

4 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(3)(k)

5 years
W.Va. Code
§55-2-6

Fraud

4 years
R.C.
§2305.01(C)

5 years
K.R.S.
§413.120(12)

6 years
I.C.
§34-11-2-7(4)

6 years
M.C.L.A.
§600.5813

4 years
Fla. Stat.
§95.11(3)(j)

2 years
W.Va. Code
§55-2-12
(common law
fraud)

Identity Fraud
5 years
R.C.
§2305.09(C)
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III.

THE STATE OF OHIO
A.

FREQUENTLY CITED OHIO STATUTES
1.

General Considerations in Insurance Claims Management

Ohio Administrative Code § 3901-1-54
Unfair Claims Practices
This provision is not a statute but is part of the state regulations governing insurers. It governs
unfair settlement practices in the handling of property and casualty claims. Numerous minimum
standards of conduct for claims representatives are set forth. It was substantially modified in
November 2004.
Although the code expressly provides violations of the code may result in disciplinary action
being taken by the Department of Insurance, violations do not lead to civil liability, even on firstparty claims.
R.C. § 2111.18
Settlement of Minor’s Claims
All settlements of personal injury claims of minors must be approved by the probate court of the
county where the minor resides.
Amended by 2009 Ohio SB 106 to change the amount of net settlement from $10,000.00 or less
to $25,000.00 or less after payment of fees and expenses. Additional language added includes:
“In the settlement, if the ward is a minor, the parent or parents of the minor may waive all claim
for damages on account of loss of service of the minor, and that claim may be included in the
settlement.”
R.C. § 3737.16
Release of, or Request For, Information Relating to Fire Loss by Insurance Company
Civil authorities investigating property fire losses (including the fire marshal, a fire department
chief, local law enforcement, or the county prosecutor) may request an insurance company
investigating a property fire loss to release any information in its possession concerning the loss.
R.C. § 4505.11
Salvage Titles
If it is economically impractical to repair a vehicle and the insurer has paid the owner an agreed
sum for the purchase of the vehicle, the insurer shall obtain the title and within thirty (30) days
obtain a salvage title.
If the owner retains possession of the vehicle, the insurer cannot pay the owner to settle the claim
until the owner first obtains a salvage title.
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R.C. § 4509.51
Automobile Minimum Liability Limits
The statute requires minimum automobile liability coverage limits (per accident) of: (1)
$12,500.00 for bodily injury to or death of one person; (2) $25,000.00 for bodily injury/death of
two or more persons; and (3) $7,500.00 for property damage.
Alert: The General Assembly recently passed House Bill Number 278 increasing the minimum
liability coverage Ohio drivers must carry. The bill will increase the minimum limits to: (1)
$25,000.00 for bodily injury or death of any one person in any accident; (2) $50,000.00 for
bodily injury to or death of two or more persons in any one accident; and (3) $25,000.00 for
injury to property of others in any one accident. The bill is expected to be signed by Governor
Kasich before the end of 2012 and will take effect in September of 2013.
R.C. § 4509.53(D)
Motor Vehicle Insurance Policy Applications
The written application of insurance is part of a motor vehicle liability policy.
2.

Clarification of Facts and Legal Duties

R.C. § 2317.48
Action for Discovery
When information and facts surrounding a case are difficult to obtain, a person claiming to have
a cause of action, or a person against whom a cause of action has been filed, may bring an action
for discovery. A discovery action allows such party to explore the strengths of the complaint or
defense without subjecting the party to the potential penalties associated with frivolous lawsuits.
R.C. §§ 2721.01 et. seq.
Declaratory Judgment Actions
This chapter allows parties to file suit to have the court determine the validity of a contract
and/or the rights of the parties under the contract. This is the most effective tool for resolving
disputes on the availability or amount of insurance coverage available.
Effective September 24, 1999, a plaintiff who is not an insured under a policy cannot bring a
declaratory judgment action against a third party’s insurer to determine if coverage is available
for a claim until or unless a final judgment has been placed of record awarding the plaintiff
damages against the insured.
R.C. § 4123.01(A)(1)(c)
“Employee” under Construction Contract
The statute sets out specific factors to determine whether a person is an “employee” under a
construction contract.
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3.

Uninsured Motorist Coverage

R.C. § 3937.18
UM/UIM Coverage
(A) Effective October 31, 2001, an insurer no longer has a duty to offer UM/UIM coverage to
its insured with the sale of a policy. As a result, there will no longer be any requirement that
a rejection or reduction in coverage be in writing.
(A) UIM coverage is not excess coverage.
(G) Insurers may preclude both inter-family and intra-family stacking in their policies.
(H) On wrongful death claims, any claim for a single death is subject to the per person limit on
coverage.
(H) An insured has a three-year statute of limitations to assert a UM/UIM claim, assuming they
did not destroy the insurer’s right of subrogation.
(K) A vehicle available for the regular use of the insured, a family member, or a fellow
household member can be deemed an uninsured vehicle.
(L) These requirements only apply to policies meeting the financial responsibility requirements
or to umbrella policies.
R.C. § 3937.44
Per Person Limits
For both liability and UM/UIM coverages, only the per person limit is available for recovery for
each person suffering a bodily injury or for each decedent.
4.

Statutory Subrogation Rights

R.C. § 2744.05
Immunity of Political Subdivisions to Subrogation Claims
Political subdivisions are immune to any subrogation claim brought by an insurer.
R.C. § 3937.18(E)
UM/UIM Claims
In the event of payment to an insured for an uninsured/underinsured motorist claim, the insurer
making such payment is entitled to the proceeds of any settlement or judgment resulting from the
exercise of the insured’s rights against a legally liable party. This right is limited by relevant
insolvency proceedings.
R.C. § 3937.21
Subrogation
If an insurance company pays to, or on behalf of, its insured any amount later determined to be
due from another insurer, it shall be subrogated to all rights of the insured against such insurer.
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R.C. § 4123.93
Workers’ Compensation Subrogation Rights
This statute became effective April 9, 2003, and therefore applies only to injuries occurring on or
after that date. It restores subrogation rights of the Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation and
self-insured employers. For claims where the injury occurred prior to April 9, 2003, there is no
right of subrogation.
Employees now must notify the lienholder if there is a third-party who is responsible for their
injuries so that there is a reasonable opportunity to assert their subrogation rights. Responsible
parties include UM/UIM insurers.
If an employee is not made whole, then the statute prescribes a formula for pro-rata distribution
of any recovery between the employee and lienholder.
If there is the potential for future payments by the lienholder, a portion of the recovery is to be
put in an interest-bearing trust account to protect any future lien.
5.

Liability and Damages Considerations

R.C. § 1533.181
Immunity – Recreational User Claims
The statute provides where a premises owner may be immune from claims by a recreational user
of the premises.
R.C. §§ 2125.01 et. seq.
Wrongful Death Actions
A wrongful death action can only be brought by the executor or administrator of the decedent’s
estate.
The decedent’s surviving spouse, parents, and children are rebuttably presumed to have been
damaged by the death.
All other family members must prove their entitlement to damages.
R.C. § 2305.402
Pending Changes to Trespass Liability Statute
Pending 2012 Ohio Senate Bill 202 would specify the responsibility of a possessor of real
property to a trespasser and the circumstances in which the possessor may be liable in a tort
action for the death or injury of a trespasser. The amendment seeks to clarify that it is the intent
of the General Assembly to declare that the American Law Institute's finalized "Restatement
Third of Torts: Liability for Physical and Emotional Harm" does not constitute the public policy
of the state of Ohio. If passed, Senate Bill 202 would codify the longstanding common law rule
that a land possessor owes no duty of care to a trespasser except to refrain from willful, wanton,
or reckless conduct that is likely to injure the trespasser. This change would also keep in place
Ohio’s current exceptions to this rule where a land possessor owes a trespasser a duty of
reasonable care.
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R.C. § 2307.22
Allocation of Damages
This statute only applies to claims where the injury occurred on or after April 8, 2003. If there
are multiple defendants at fault, any defendant who is more than fifty percent at fault is subject to
joint and several liability for the plaintiff’s economic damages. All other at-fault defendants are
liable only to the proportionate extent of their liability. All at-fault defendants are only
proportionally liable for non-economic damages.
If there are multiple defendants at fault, and no one defendant is more than fifty percent at fault,
then the at-fault defendants are liable only to the proportionate extent of their liability for both
economic and non-economic damages. The only exception exists for intentional tortfeasors, who
are still subject to joint and several liability for economic damages.
R.C. § 2307.25
Right of Contribution
This statute only applies to claims where the injury occurred on or after April 8, 2003. A right of
contribution will exist only if two or more tortfeasors are subject to joint and several liability.
R.C. § 2307.28
Set-offs for Damages
This statute only applies to claims where the injury occurred on or after April 8, 2003. A nonsettling defendant is entitled to a set-off from any award of damages from what a plaintiff has
already recovered from any settling party. This right exists even if the settling party is not found
to be liable. This overrules Fildelholtz v. Peller, (1998), 81 Ohio St. 3d 197, which required a
finding the settling party was liable before a set-off could be imposed.
R.C. § 2307.32
Enforcement of Contribution
This statute only applies to claims where the injury occurred prior to April 8, 2003. If the injury
occurred on or after that date, R.C. § 2307.25 is applicable instead.
A party has one year from the date of judgment against it to seek contribution from joint
tortfeasors.
If the party settles a claim without a judgment, that party has one year from the date of settlement
in which to seek contribution.
A party who enters into a good faith settlement with a plaintiff or claimant for only a portion of
the plaintiff’s damages is immune to claims for contribution from other tortfeasors. The release
of claims bars any contribution claims of joint tortfeasors made either before or after the date of
settlement.
R.C. § 2307.711
Comparative Fault in Product Liability Actions
Assumption of risk is a defense in product liability claims. Depending upon the nature of the
assumption of risk, it can be an absolute bar to a plaintiff’s recovery, without any comparative
fault analysis, or serves as a proportionate basis for reducing damages and liability. This statute
took effect in April 2005.
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R.C. § 2315.18
Caps on Compensatory Damages
There are no caps on economic damages. There are no caps on non-economic damages for
“catastrophic” injuries, which are defined as “permanent and substantial physical deformity, loss
of use of a limb, or loss of a bodily organ system, or permanent physical functional injury that
permanently prevents the injured person from being able to independently care for and perform
life-sustaining activities.” With respect to “non-catastrophic” injuries, non-economic damages
are capped at the greater of $250,000.00 or three (3) times the amount of economic damages,
with an absolute maximum of $350,000.00 per plaintiff or $500,000.00 per occurrence. Thus, if
an individual plaintiff incurs more than $83,333.00 in economic loss damages, the cap for noneconomic damages increases from $250,000.00 to $350,000.00.
R.C. § 2315.19
Comparative Fault
A plaintiff’s recovery is reduced in proportion to their percentage of comparative fault. If a
plaintiff is 51% or more at fault, they are barred from recovery.
For injuries occurring prior to April 8, 2003, there is joint and several liability among joint
tortfeasors for economic damages. For non-economic damages there is only several liability
among joint tortfeasors. If the injury occurred on or after April 8, 2003, R.C. § 2307.22 is
applicable instead.
R.C. § 2315.20
Collateral Benefits
A defendant in a tort action may introduce evidence of certain collateral benefits for the plaintiff,
with stated exceptions. One such exception is if the source of collateral benefits has a federal,
contractual or statutory right of subrogation.
R.C. § 2315.21
Punitive or Exemplary Damages
Effective April, 2005, a defendant now has an absolute right to bifurcate a trial on a punitive
damage claim.
Punitive damages are capped at one to two times the amount of any compensatory damage
award. In the case of a small employer or private individual, punitive damages are capped at two
times the amount of damages or ten percent of their net worth.
R.C. § 2317.02
Waiver of Physician-Patient Privilege
By filing a tort action, a plaintiff waives any physician-patient privilege and the defendant is
entitled to obtain the entirety of the plaintiff’s medical records.
R.C. § 2745.01
Workplace Substantial Certainty Torts
This statute took effect April 7, 2005. It reflects the latest legislative effort to codify workplace
substantial certainty torts. An employee making such a claim must now either prove the
employer intended to injure them or that the employer acted with the belief that injury was
11

substantially certain to occur. Substantial certainty is considered a deliberate intent to cause
injury, disease, or death. The statute goes on to provide that the deliberate removal of a safety
guard or any misrepresentation of a toxic or hazardous substance creates a rebuttable
presumption of an intent to injure.
R.C. § 3109.09 and § 3109.10
Parental Liability
Liability of the parents is limited to $10,000.00 where their child willfully damages property or
commits a theft offense (R.C. § 3109.09) and where their child has assaulted someone (R.C. §
3109.10).
R.C. § 3929.06
Insurance Money Applied to Judgment
Once a final judgment is entered in favor of a plaintiff against a person insured against such
liability, after thirty (30) days the judgment creditor may file a supplemental complaint directly
against the insurer to pay the amount of the unpaid judgment against the insured.
R.C. § 3929.25
Extent of Liability under Policy (Valued Policy Statute)
The valued policy statute applies to any structure insured against loss by fire or lightning. In case
of a total loss the insurer shall pay the amount of the policy; however, if the policy requires
actual repair or replacement of the structure, then the amount paid shall be as prescribed by the
policy.
R.C. § 3929.86
Fire Loss Claim – Payment of Property Taxes
Where fire damage to a structure exceeds $5,000.00, the statute sets forth procedures for
payment of delinquent property taxes from the insurance proceeds.
R.C. § 3937.182
No Insurance for Punitive Damages
Motor vehicle policies cannot insure against punitive damages.
R.C. § 4123.741
Fellow Employee Tort Immunity
An employee may not bring suit against an employer or fellow employee for injuries sustained as
a result of the negligence of the employer or fellow employee.
The injury must have occurred within the scope and course of employment and be compensable
under Workers’ Compensation laws.
The statutory immunity does not apply to intentional torts.
R.C. § 4319.18
Liquor Liability Claims
This statute limits the scope of claims against a tavern due to actions of an intoxicated person
resulting in injury to a third party.
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R.C. § 4513.263
Seatbelt Defense
This statute became effective April 2005. A defendant may now interject evidence the plaintiff
failed to wear a seatbelt. This evidence is not admissible for the purposes of establishing liability
but can be utilized to establish a plaintiff’s injuries would not have occurred or not have been as
severe, had a seatbelt been worn.
6.

Insurance Fraud

R.C. § 2913.47(B)(1)
Presenting Fraudulent Claims
A person commits insurance fraud if, while acting with purpose to defraud or knowing the
person is facilitating a fraud, the person presents or causes to be presented any written or oral
statement that is part or in support of an application for insurance or a claim for a benefit under a
policy of insurance, knowing the statement, in whole or in part, is false or deceptive.
R.C. § 2913.47(B)(2)
Fraud in the Application or Claim for Insurance
It is illegal to assist, aid, abet, solicit, procure, or conspire with another to prepare or make any
written or oral statement intended to be presented to an insurer as part or in support of an
application for insurance or a claim for a benefit under a policy of insurance, knowing the
statement, in whole or in part, is false or deceptive.
R.C. § 2913.47(C)
Penalties
First Degree Misdemeanor—Fraudulent claims in an amount less than $500.00.
Fifth Degree Felony—Fraudulent claims between $500.00 and $4,999.99.
Fourth Degree Felony—Fraudulent claims between $5,000.00 and $99,999.99.
Third Degree Felony—Fraudulent claims of $100,000.00 or more.
R.C. § 3904.01(T) and § 3904.03
Pretext Interviews
A “pretext interview,” as defined in R.C. § 3904.01(T), is an interview whereby a person, in an
attempt to obtain information about a natural person, performs one or more of the following:
(1)

Pretends to be someone else;

(2)

Pretends to represent another entity;

(3)

Misrepresents the true purpose of the interview; and/or

(4)

Refuses to identify himself/herself.

An insurer is generally prohibited from using pretext interviews to obtain information in
connection with an insurance transaction; however, a pretext interview may be undertaken to
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obtain information for the purpose of investigating suspected criminal activity, fraud, material
misrepresentation, or a material non-disclosure in connection with an insurance claim.
R.C. § 3904.13
Disclosure of Personal or Privileged Information by an Insurance Carrier
An insurer is prohibited from disclosing any personal or privileged information about an
individual collected or received in connection with an insurance transaction, unless the
disclosure is necessary for detecting or preventing criminal activity, fraud, material
misrepresentation, or a material non-disclosure in connection with an insurance action.
Disclosed information must be limited to that which is reasonably necessary to detect or prevent
criminal activity, fraud, material misrepresentation, or a material non-disclosure in connection
with insurance transactions.
When the above conditions are met, disclosure may be made to law enforcement or other
governmental agencies to protect the interest of the insurer in preventing and/or prosecuting
fraudulent claims or if the insurer reasonably believes illegal activities have already been
conducted by the individual.
R.C. § 3911.06
False Answer in Application for Insurance
An insurer is prohibited from denying recovery under a policy of insurance on the basis the
applicant gave false answers in his application, unless it is proved the answer was willfully false,
fraudulently made, material, and induced the company to issue the policy.
The agent or insurance company must have no prior knowledge of the application’s falsity or
fraudulent nature prior to issuing the policy of insurance.
R.C. § 3929.87
Time for Determination in Arson Investigation
The Fire Marshall has ninety (90) days after a fire loss in excess of $5,000.00 to determine
whether the loss was caused by arson.
R.C. § 3937.42 and § 3937.99
Exchange of Information with Law Enforcement and Prosecuting Agencies
An insurer has a legal obligation to notify law enforcement authorities when it has reason to
suspect its insured has submitted a fraudulent motor vehicle claim.
Failure to notify the proper authorities constitutes a fourth degree misdemeanor.
R.C. § 3999.21
Insurance Fraud Warnings
All application and claim forms issued by an insurer must contain the following warning: Any
person who, with intent to defraud or knowing he is facilitating a fraud against an insurer,
submits an application or files a claim containing a false or deceptive statement is guilty of
insurance fraud.
Failure to include the warning is not a valid defense for insurance fraud.
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R.C. § 3999.31
Immunity for Providing or Receiving Information Relating to Suspected Fraudulent Insurance Acts
No person is subject to liability for libel or slander by furnishing information to the
Superintendent of Insurance relating to suspected fraudulent insurance acts. This immunity
extends to any such information provided to any law enforcement official and any other person
involved in the detection or prevention of fraudulent insurance acts.
R.C. § 3999.41
Anti-Fraud Programs
Every insurer is now required to adopt a written anti-fraud program. This program must include
procedures for detecting insurance fraud.
Additionally, this program is to identify the person(s) responsible for the anti-fraud program.
Those not yet engaged in the business of insurance must submit a written plan within ninety (90)
days after beginning to engage in the business of selling insurance.
R.C. § 3999.42
Notice to Department of Insurance of Suspected Fraud
Requires an insurer to notify the Ohio Department of Insurance whenever it suspects insurance
fraud (as established in the Theft Fraud Law under R.C. § 3917.47) involving a claim of
$1,000.00 or more.
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B.

OHIO STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Assault and Battery
R.C. § 2305.111

One year from the date of assault or battery. If the identity of the
person committing the assault or battery is unknown, the statute
of limitations begins on the date plaintiff either learns the identity
of the person or should have learned the identity of the person,
whichever comes first.

Medical Malpractice
R.C. § 2305.11

One year from the date of the malpractice incident. If the act of
medical malpractice is not discoverable within one year, the
plaintiff has one year from the date plaintiff knew or should have
known of the malpractice, not to exceed four years from the date
of malpractice.

Libel, Slander,
Defamation
R.C. § 2305.11

One year from the publication of the defamatory act.

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Bodily Injury Due to
Negligence
R.C. § 2305.10

Two years from the date of incident.

Wrongful Death
R.C. § 2125.02

Two years from the date of death.

Personal Property
Damage Due to
Negligence
R.C. § 2305.10

Two years from the date of incident.

Product Liability
Claims
R.C. § 2305.10

Two years from the date of injury.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

UM/UIM Claims
R.C. § 3937.18

Three years from the date of the accident. If the wrongdoer’s
insurer becomes insolvent, then the plaintiff has one year from
the date of insolvency to make the UM/UIM claim, even if it is
more than three years after the accident.

T
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S

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Intentional Infliction of
Emotional Distress
R.C. § 2305.09

Four years from the date of incident.

F
O
U
R

Damage to Real Estate
R.C. § 2305.09

Four years from the date the damage occurred.

Fraud
R.C. § 2305.09

Four years from the alleged act of fraud.

Y
E
A
R
S

Breach of Covenant to
Provide Adequate
Insurance
R.C. § 2305.09

Four years from the date inadequate insurance is discovered.

Tort of Bad Faith
R.C. § 2305.09

Four years from the alleged act of bad faith.

Torts, Rights not
Otherwise Enumerated
R.C. § 2305.09

Four years after the cause thereof accrued.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Appeals
R.C. § 2305.10

Unless otherwise provided by law, 30 days after the entry of the
judgment or appealable order, whichever comes last. In a civil
case, 30 days after service of notice of judgment and its entry.

Statutorily Created
Actions
R.C. § 2305.07

A liability created by statute, other than forfeiture or penalty,
must be brought within six years of the date the claim arose.

Breach of Contracts
Not in Writing
R.C. § 2305.07

Six years from the date plaintiff’s claim first arose.

Breach of Contracts in
Writing
R.C. § 2305.06

Amended by 2012 Ohio Senate Bill 224 to reduce the statute of
limitations period for actions based upon a breach of a written
contract to eight (8) years. The new law shortens the period
within which a lawsuit may be brought for breach of contract
actions accruing both before and after the effective date of
September 28, 2012. For claims that accrued prior to September
28, 2012, the limitations period is the earlier of: eight years from
September 28, 2012; or the expiration of the limitations period in
effect prior to the enacted of 2012 SB 224, which is 15 years from
the date of the breach.

Minor’s Claims Claims of Incompetent
Persons
R.C. § 2305.16

The limitation period for any minor’s claim does not begin until
the minor reaches age 18. If a plaintiff is incompetent when
injured, the limitation period does not begin until plaintiff is
found competent.
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SIGNIFICANT OHIO COURT DECISIONS
1.

Supreme Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

Miller, et al v. Motorists Mutual Ins. Co., et al., 2012-Ohio-4959 (11th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-4959.pdf
Policy Limits as Applied in Multi-Car Crash
Miller addressed whether Ohio courts should use a “causation theory” to determine the number
of “accidents” subject to motor vehicle insurance policy limits in the context of a policy that does
not define an “accident.” The Supreme Court dismissed this question as being improvidently
accepted. This dismissal signifies that the analysis of whether multiple collisions are part of a
single “accident” may vary based on the definition of “accident,” if any, in the auto insurance
policy.
Westfield Ins. Co. v. Custom Agri Sys., Inc., 2012-Ohio-4712
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-4712.pdf
Defective Workmanship Not “Property Damage” Caused by “Occurrence” Under Commercial
General Liability Policy
The Court found that defective construction/workmanship does not constitute “property damage”
under a CGL policy, which do not insure an insured’s work itself but the consequential risks that
stem from that work. The Court also found that defective construction/workmanship is not the
type of “occurrence” contemplated in the policy because it is not accidental or fortuitous but is
instead a contemplated business risk.
b.

Employment Decisions

Acordia of Ohio, L.L.C. v. Fishel, 2012-Ohio-4648
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-4648.pdf
Non-Compete Agreements Transfer to Surviving Company After Merger and Still Subject to
Challenge on Reasonableness
The Supreme Court granted the motion for consideration and reaffirmed its finding that
employee non-compete agreements transfer by operation of law to the surviving company after
merger. The Court held that the surviving company may enforce the non-compete agreements as
if it had stepped into the shoes of the original contracting companies, provided that the noncompete agreements are reasonable under the circumstances.
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Hewitt v. L.E. Myers Co., 2012-Ohio-5317
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-5317.pdf
Advice Not to Wear Protective Gloves Not Deliberate Removal of Safety Equipment Guard
Under R.C. 2745.01
Plaintiff, an electric lineman, was injured during the course of his employment while handling an
energized power line and was severely burned. Plaintiff alleged a workplace intentional tort
under R.C. 2745.01, alleging a supervisor advised him to work without protective gloves. The
appellate court found that protective gloves were equipment safety guards within the meaning of
R.C. 2745.01. The Supreme Court reversed and found no deliberate removal of an equipment
safety guard had occurred, holding that under R.C. 2745.01(C), “equipment safety guard” means
a device designed to shield the operator from exposure to or injury by a dangerous aspect of the
equipment, and the “deliberate removal” of an equipment safety guard occurs when an employer
makes a deliberate decision to lift, push aside, take off, or otherwise eliminate that guard.
Houdek v. ThyssenKrupp Materials, 2012-Ohio-5685
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-5685.pdf
Employer Intentional Tort Requires Deliberate Intent to Injure
A supervisor for defendant employer directed plaintiff to work in an aisle of a warehouse when
he was struck by a co-worker operating a side loader. Plaintiff sued under employer intentional
tort theory and the appeals court held the employer could be held liable for plaintiff’s injuries if
they “objectively believed the injury to Houdek was substantially certain to occur,”
notwithstanding the lack of proof of a deliberate intent to injure. The Supreme Court reversed,
holding that absent a deliberate intent to injure another, an employer is not liable for a claim
alleging an employer intentional tort, and the injured employee’s exclusive remedy was within
the workers’ compensation system.
State ex rel. Oakwood v. Indus. Comm., 2012-Ohio-3209
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-3209.pdf
Lord/Fisher Factors Not Mandatory in Workers’ Compensation Analysis
A village police officer was injured while performing traffic-control duties on a construction
project overseen by a third party company. The issue before the Court was which entity was the
police officer’s employer for purposes of his workers’ compensation claim. Specifically
challenged on appeal is whether the commission’s failure to consider the Lord/Fisher factors in
making that determination was an abuse of discretion. The Supreme Court found that the village
was the responsible employer where it directed the company to use the assigned officer and
officer was in uniform and used a police cruiser. The Court also found that the Lord/Fisher
factors may, but are not required to be, used in workers’ compensation analysis and thus there
was no abuse of discretion.
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c.

Governmental Immunity Decisions

Coleman v. Portage Cty. Engineer, 2012-Ohio-3881
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-3881.pdf
Upgrading a Storm-Sewer System Is a Governmental Function of a Political Subdivision Under
R.C. 2744.01
Plaintiffs sued defendant, the Portage County Engineer, complaining that their property was
flooded numerous times during a span of thirty (30) years and that their property would continue
to be flooded due to defendant’s failure to maintain storm-sewers or appropriately upgrade them.
The issue before the Court was whether “upgrading” a storm-sewer system is a governmental or
proprietary function of a political subdivision within the meaning of R.C. 2744.01. The Court
held that because upgrading involves construction and design, such upgrading is a governmental,
not a proprietary function. Thus, defendant retained political subdivision immunity under R.C.
2744.01.

M.H. v. Cuyahoga Falls, Slip Opinion No. 2012-Ohio-5336 (Nov. 20, 2012)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-5336.pdf
No Immunity for Injuries Suffered By Patron at Municipal Swimming Pool
After their child suffered a broken knee while using a diving board at an indoor municipal
swimming pool, the parents filed suit against the city for negligence in maintaining a diving
board. The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of the city, finding political
subdivision immunity under R.C. 2744.02(B)(4), but the court of appeals reversed, finding the
“building used in connection with the performance of a governmental function” exception
applied. The Supreme Court ruled that the state law granting general immunity from civil
lawsuits to political subdivisions does not bar a civil action again a city that is based in or on the
grounds of an indoor municipal swimming pool, because the operation of the pool is a
government function.
d.

Other Significant Decisions

Flynn v. Fairview Village Retirement Community, 2012-Ohio-2582
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-2582.pdf
Order Denying Motion to Bifurcate Constitutes a Final Appealable Order
Defendants in a tort action filed motions to bifurcate the trial to separate plaintiffs’ claims for
compensatory damages from their claims for punitive damages, pursuant to R.C. 2315.21(B)(1).
The trial court denied the motions, and the court of appeals dismissed their appeals for lack of a
final, appealable order. The Supreme Court held that the trial court’s order denial of defendants’
motions to bifurcate the trial constituted a final, appealable order and remanded the case for
application of Havel v. Villa St. Joseph, 131 Ohio St.3d 235.
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Havel v. Villa St. Joseph, 2012-Ohio-552
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-Ohio-552.pdf
Law Mandating Bifurcated Trials in Tort Claims Seeking Both Compensatory and Punitive
Damages Upheld
Plaintiff brought suit for medical malpractice, wrongful death, and violation of the Ohio Nursing
Home Patients’ Bill of Rights. The complaint sought both compensatory and punitive damages.
The issue facing the Supreme Court was whether R.C. 2315.21(B) was unconstitutional because
it conflicted with Civ.R. 42(B) by purporting to legislate a procedural matter addressed by the
Ohio Civil Rules. The Court held that R.C. 2315.21(B) created a mandatory, substantive right to
bifurcation of trial in tort actions where both compensatory and punitive damages are sought.
Horvath v. Ish, Slip Opinion No. 2012-Ohio-5333
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-5333.pdf
Skier Cannot Recover for Injuries from Collision with Other Skier without Showing of Reckless
or Intentional Conduct
Plaintiff skier filed a personal injury suit against a snowboarder following a collision between the
two in which plaintiff was injured. Plaintiff alleged that defendant acted negligently, carelessly,
recklessly, willfully and wantonly in causing the collision and the trial court granted summary
judgment in favor of defendant. The court of appeals reversed, finding that the legislature
intended skiers to be held liable for injuries caused to others by skiing under R.C. 4169.08(C).
The Supreme Court held that persons who engaged in the sport of skiing assume the ordinary
risks of that activity, which includes collisions with other skiers, and cannot recover from
another skier for injuries absent a showing that the other skier’s actions were reckless or
intentional.

Jones v. Centex Homes, 2012-Ohio-1001
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-1001.pdf
Duty to Construct in a Workmanlike Manner Cannot Be Waived
Appellants purchased their new home from appellee and alleged the metal joists in the house
were improperly “magnetized,” thereby resulting in the failure of the home’s electronic devices.
The Court was asked to consider the issue of whether appellants had waived all warranties. The
Court held that while the obligation to construct in a workmanlike manner may arise from a
contract, the cause of action is not based on contract but on a duty imposed by law. The Court
held that a home builder’s duty to construct a house in a workmanlike manner using ordinary
care is a duty imposed by law, and a home buyer’s right to enforce that duty cannot be waived.
Ruther v. Kaiser, 2012-Ohio-5686
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-5686.pdf
Medical Malpractice Statute of Repose Upheld as Constitutional
Plaintiff claimed his 2008 diagnosis of liver disease was the result of alleged acts of negligence
occurring in the mid-1990s and sued his physician in 2009 for medical malpractice, well past the
expiration of the statute of repose. The appellate court found the medical malpractice statute of
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repose unconstitutional as applied to plaintiff’s claim on the grounds it violated his right to a
remedy, relying on Hardy v. VerMeulen. The Supreme Court reversed, upholding the
constitutionality of the medical malpractice statute of repose and overruling Hardy. The Court
explained that the application of the statute of repose did not violate plaintiff’s right to a remedy
because the statute did not bar a vested cause of action, but prevented a cause of action from
vesting more than four (4) years after the breach of the duty of care.
Schwering et al. v. TRW Vehicle Safety Systems, Inc., et al., 2012-Ohio-1481
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-1481.pdf
Plaintiff May Not Voluntarily Dismiss Claim without Prejudice When Mistrial Declared
Plaintiff was involved in a traffic accident and subsequently filed suit asserting products liability
and negligence claims. Following a jury trial, the Court declared a mistrial and scheduled the
matter for re-trial. Plaintiff dismissed the claim without prejudice and filed suit in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Ohio, asserting identical claims. The Ohio
Supreme Court held that a plaintiff may not voluntarily dismiss a claim without prejudice after
the jury has been empanelled, the trial has commenced, and the Court declares a mistrial.
Troyer v. Janis, 2012-Ohio-2406
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/0/2012/2012-ohio-2406.pdf
Failure to File Affidavit of Merit in Medical Malpractice Claim Is Dismissal without Prejudice
Plaintiffs filed a medical malpractice complaint, which was dismissed for failure to file an
affidavit of merit as required by Civ.R. 10(D)(2). Plaintiffs then re-filed and defendants moved
for summary judgment based on res judicata. The issue before the Court was whether dismissal
of a complaint for failure to file an affidavit of merit results in a dismissal without prejudice by
operation of law. The Court held that a dismissal of complaint for failure to attach the affidavit of
merit as required by Civ.R. 10(D)(2) is an adjudication otherwise than on the merits and a
dismissal without prejudice by operation of law.
2.

Appellate Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

21st Century Ins. Co. v. Doubrava, 2012-Ohio-3374 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-3374.pdf
Insurance Company Not Liable Under Policy – Employee Vehicle Not Covered Vehicle
This dispute arises from a motor vehicle accident in which an employee of defendant rear-ended
a vehicle in which plaintiff was a passenger, causing her death. The insurer filed a complaint for
a declaration of its liability under the policy issued to defendant. The Court granted summary
judgment to the insurance company, stating the insurer had no liability under the policy because
the driver owned the truck, was not an insured under the policy, and the truck was not listed on
the declarations page.
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Avis Rent-A-Car Sys., LLC v. Atkinson, 2012-Ohio-4921 (5th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/5/2012/2012-ohio-4921.pdf
Loss in Fair Market Value Appropriate Valuation of Damages to Rental Car
Defendant rear-ended a rental car owned by plaintiff rental agency. The vehicle sustained
structural damage and was sold at auction in its unrepaired state, pursuant to company policy.
Plaintiff filed a complaint for damages incurred from the accident and was awarded the loss of
the fair market value of the vehicle, as well as auctioneer’s fees. The defendant appealed,
claiming the trial court used the incorrect valuation to assess damages and should have utilized
the cost of repair method. The Court affirmed, finding that the plaintiff was placed in the position
it would have been if the accident had not occurred, so the loss in fair market value was the
correct valuation.
Crum & Forster Indemnity Co. v. Ameritemps, Inc., 2012-Ohio-4160 (8th District)
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-4160.pdf
Insurer Not Obligated to Defend or Indemnify – Employee Vehicle & Workers Compensation
Exclusions
This action arose from a motor vehicle accident in which the at-fault driver, a temporary
employee of defendant, was on his way to a job site in his own personal vehicle. Plaintiff
insurance company filed a declaratory judgment action seeking a determination of its duty to
defend and indemnify under a commercial auto liability policy issued to defendant. The trial
court granted summary judgment in favor of insurance company, find no duty to defend or
indemnify. The court of appeals found no error in trial court’s ruling that insurer was not
obligated to defend or indemnify insured where there were employees' vehicles and workers'
compensation exclusions in the insurance policy.
Davala v. Ferraro, 2012-Ohio-446 (5th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/5/2012/2012-ohio-446.pdf
Make-Whole Doctrine Did Not Preclude Insurance Company from Reimbursement
The plaintiffs suffered serious injuries as a result of a motor vehicle accident caused by the
defendant, and were insured by a self-funded government insurer, which intervened for the
purpose of asserting a subrogation claim against defendant tortfeasor for medical payments paid.
The issue was whether the make-whole doctrine precluded intervening insurer from
reimbursement for medical expenses paid on behalf of the couple. The Court held that the
language of the couple’s insurance plan specifically avoided the application of the make-whole
doctrine.
D.I.C.E., Inc. v. State Farm, 2012-Ohio-1563 (6th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/6/2012/2012-ohio-1563.pdf
Professional Services Exclusion Precluded Coverage for Engineering Services
An employee’s feet were crushed while standing on an industrial conveyor system designed by
plaintiff. The employee brought a product liability claim against the system’s designer for
defective design. State Farm defended plaintiff in this action, but under a reservation of rights
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based on the “professional services exclusion” in plaintiff’s policy. The Court found the designer
provided engineering services in creating the conveyor system and thus the exclusion applied to
preclude coverage to the designer for the employee’s personal injury claims.
Dieringer v. Sawmiller, 2012-Ohio-4880 (3rd District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/3/2012/2012-ohio-4880.pdf
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Not Covered Bodily Injury Under Insurance Policy
Plaintiff suffered emotional distress from witnessing defendant driver strike plaintiff’s sister with
his automobile. Plaintiff sought recovery from her insurer for her injuries from the accident
under the bodily injury provision of her insurance policy. The trial court granted summary
judgment in favor of the insurer, and plaintiff appealed. The court of appeals upheld summary
judgment for the insurer because plaintiff did not prove she suffered any injuries as a result of
posttraumatic stress disorder.
Grange Mutual Cas. Co. v. Buckeye Lake Marina, Inc., 2011-Ohio-6465 (5th District)
http://law.justia.com/cases/ohio/fifth-district-court-of-appeals/2011/2011ca00027.html
Unambiguous Exculpatory Clause Excused Insurer from Liability
An individual took his boat and towing trailer to appellee’s premises for repair work and while
on the premises, the boat and trailer were stolen and not recovered. The issue on appeal was
whether the appellee was liable for any negligence in failing to take precautions to prevent
damage or loss to the property under the bailment contract. The Court concluded that a clear and
unambiguous exculpatory clause in the contract excused the appellee from liability because it
clearly stated that appellee would not be responsible in the event of a theft.

Parker v. Patrick, 2012-Ohio-3312 (12th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/12/2012/2012-ohio-3312.pdf
Summary Judgment for Insurance Company Proper Based on Recreational User Statute
This declaratory judgment action arises from a four-wheel vehicle accident on a farm while a
minor was driving, which resulted in serious injury to a minor passenger. Defendant insurance
company was granted summary judgment at trial. The Court found that summary judgment was
appropriate based on the recreational user statute, R.C. 1533.181, where the occupants of the
vehicle had completed the work assignment and were engaged in a recreational activity at the
time of the accident, and the consent was not sufficient to make the driver an insured under the
policy.

Spaeth v. State Auto Mut. Ins. Co., 2012-Ohio-3813 (8th District)
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-3813.pdf
Error to Grant Summary Judgment to Insurer Based on “Resident Relative” Coverage
Plaintiff appealed from the trial court’s entry of summary judgment in favor of defendant
insurance company on her claim for an extension of coverage under an umbrella insurance
policy. Plaintiff sought to extend coverage to insured’s biological son, against whom she brought
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a wrongful death action. The Court held it was an error to grant summary judgment to the insurer
when there were disputed facts on whether the son resided in both the insured’s household and
his legal residence of domicile.
Third Wing, Inc. v. Columbia Casualty Co., 2012-Ohio-2393 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-2393.pdf
Attorney Fees Not Compensable Injury Under Insurance Policy
Plaintiff, a franchisee, appealed summary judgment in favor of defendant insurer, on a complaint
seeking a declaration the insurer was legally obligated to reimburse attorney fees from a prior
lawsuit. The issue before the Court was whether the attorney fees paid under the indemnification
clause of the franchise agreement applied to the underlying action. The Court found there was no
error in granting summary judgment to insurer where the attorney fees expense was not a
compensable injury because the fees were not within the scope of coverage granted by the
policy.

Tornado Technologies, Inc. v. Quality Control Inspection, Inc., 2012-Ohio-3451 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-3451.pdf
Summary Judgment Proper Where Insurer Did Not Breach Duty to Insured
Plaintiff argued that defendant failed to competently advise it as to the type and amount of
coverage that would have guarded against the loss incurred when its server crashed, breaching its
fiduciary duty. The issue before the Court was whether summary judgment was properly granted
in favor of the insurance agency. The Court affirmed, finding that it was not error to grant
summary judgment to insurer where there was no fiduciary relationship and insured was in better
position to know its own needs for insurance coverage.

United Ohio Ins. Co. v. Brooks, 2012-Ohio-1469 (3rd District)
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/3/2012/2012-ohio-1469.pdf
Plain Meaning of “Related” Used to Determine Insurance Coverage
Plaintiff alleged that defendant, while operating an ATV, struck her and caused personal injuries.
The owner of the ATV and defendant’s mother’s boyfriend had two insurance policies issued by
the insurance company. Plaintiff insurance company intervened to request that neither of the
insurance policies provided coverage for the ATV incident. The Court looked to a genealogy
report and the plain meaning of the term “related” to determine that plaintiff was required to
provide coverage for the ATV accident.
Workman v. Ohio Dept. of Ins., 2012-Ohio-4809 (5th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/5/2012/2012-ohio-4809.pdf
Court Affirms Permanent Revocation of Insurance Agent’s License Pursuant to R.C. 3905.14
Plaintiff’s insurance agent license was revoked by the Superintendent of Insurance after he
engaged in two types of misconduct with regard to brokering stop-loss insurance. The trial court
found that pursuant to R.C. 3905.14, the Superintendent of Insurance may suspend or revoke an
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insurance agent’s license for fraudulent, coercive, or dishonest practices, or if the agent
demonstrates incompetence, untrustworthiness, or financial irresponsibility in the conduct of
business. The issue before the Court was whether the Court erred in affirming the order of the
Ohio Department of Insurance permanently revoking plaintiff’s insurance license. The court of
appeals found that the suspension of the insurance agent’s license was supported by evidence of
violation of R.C. 3905.14 where the agent failed to use diligence in selecting appropriate and
adequate stop-loss insurance coverage for several partially self-funded employer health insurance
programs and altered the documents so as to conceal from clients the amount of commissions
being charged.
b.

UM/UIM Decisions

Freeland v. Liberty Mut., 2012-Ohio-3038 (11th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/11/2012/2012-ohio-3038.pdf
Insureds Entitled to UM/UIM Limit, Not Bodily Injury Limit, Pursuant to R.C. 3937.19
This dispute arises out of a 2007 auto accident that killed the son and daughter-in-law of the
insureds and seriously injured their 3 grandchildren. The insureds’ son, who was driving their
vehicle at the time, did not have car insurance of his own. The issue before the Court was
whether the insureds were entitled to recover only the UM/UIM limit under their policy or
whether they were also entitled to the bodily injury limit. The Court found that the insureds were
entitled to only the UM/UIM limit of $25,000.00, not the bodily injury limit of $100,000.00,
because the policy was renewed after the effective date of S.B. 97, R.C. 3937.18.
Fuller v. Allstate Ins. Co., 2012-Ohio-3705 (10th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/10/2012/2012-ohio-3705.pdf
Family Member Testimony About Damage Qualifies as Corroborative Evidence Under R.C.
3927.18(B)(3)
Plaintiffs filed an insurance claim with defendant insurer to recover damages for personal
injuries following a hit and run accident under the uninsured motorists coverage of their
insurance policy. Allstate denied the claim, citing a lack of independent corroborative evidence
as required by the policy. The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of defendant
insurer, finding that no evidence was proffered by plaintiffs that is considered corroborative
evidence as required by the policy and by R.C. 3927.18(B)(3) to collect for bodily injury of an
insured pursuant to an “uninsured motorist” claim. The court of appeals found that it was error to
grant summary judgment to insurer since plaintiff’s family member's testimony about damage
qualified as corroborative evidence.
Hines v. Camper, 2012-Ohio-4110 (3rd District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/3/2012/2012-ohio-4110.pdf
UM/UIM Coverage Excluded to Passenger Who Participated in Drag Race
Plaintiff initiated a personal injury action against defendant following a drag race in which
plaintiff was a passenger in defendant’s car, which resulted in an accident. At the time of the
accident, defendant driver’s parents had an automobile insurance policy that covered the car and
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contained a UM/UIM provision. Insurance company refused to pay plaintiff’s claim, citing the
applicability of a “racing” exclusion in the policy. The court of appeals affirmed summary
judgment in favor of defendant because the “racing” exclusion was applicable when plaintiff was
a “participant” in the race.
Kirkwood v. Motorist Mut. Ins. Co., 2012-Ohio-3981 (2nd District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/2/2012/2012-ohio-3981.pdf
No UIM Coverage for Family Member of a Named Insured
Plaintiff sustained injuries as the result of a motor vehicle collision and incurred an excess of
$250,000.00 in medical expenses. Plaintiffs appeal from the summary judgment rendered in
favor of defendant insurance company, which found that there was no coverage under the
family’s business insurance policy. The issue before the Court was whether granting summary
judgment in favor of insurance company was error as to UIM coverage for a family member of a
named insured. The Court found that summary judgment for family's business insurer was not
error where vehicle was not listed in the policy declarations and no specific premium was
charged for it.
Roush v. Butera, 2012-Ohio-2506 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-2506.pdf
Employees Not Entitled to UM/UIM Coverage When Policyholder Waives Coverage
Plaintiff filed suit against defendants and his employer’s insurance companies when he was
involved in a collision with an at-fault uninsured driver during the scope of his employment.
Defendant filed for summary judgment claiming that plaintiffs were not entitled to UM/UIM
coverage because the policyholders waived UM/UIM coverage when they accepted their
insurance policies. The Court found that there was no error in granting summary judgment to
insurers since employer rejected valid offers of UM/UIM coverage.
Thom v. Perkins Township, 2012-Ohio-1568 (6th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/6/2012/2012-ohio-1568.pdf
Exclusion for Vehicles Operated by Self-Insurer
Plaintiff was injured when a police officer exited his cruiser and the cruiser somehow rolled
forward and pinned plaintiff between the cruiser and another vehicle. Plaintiff sought UM/UIM
coverage under a policy with Western Reserve. Western Reserve argued plaintiff’s claims were
barred under a policy exclusion for UM/UIM coverage where the tortfeasor operated a vehicle
owned or operated by a self-insurer. The Court found that this exclusion applied because
defendant participated in a risk sharing pool which qualified as a self-insurer.
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c.

Employment Decisions

Arnett v. Precision Strip, Inc., 2012-Ohio-2693 (3rd District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/3/2012/2012-ohio-2693.pdf
Dismissal of Employee’s Wrongful Discharge Action Proper Where Untimely Filed
Plaintiff-employee filed a wrongful termination suit, claiming he was fired in retaliation for
filing a worker’s compensation claim, in violation of R.C. 4123.90 and public policy. Defendant
employer filed a motion to dismiss the complaint, alleging it was time barred under R.C. 4123.90
and the public policy claim was derivative of the R.C. 4123.90 claim. The Court found that
dismissal of plaintiff’s wrongful discharge action was proper since it was filed outside the one
hundred eighty (180) day period required under R.C. 4123.90, and since the common law public
policy claim was derived from the statutory claim, the same procedural requirements applied.

Baker v. Coast to Coast Manpower, L.L.C., 2012-Ohio-2840 (3rd District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/3/2012/2012-ohio-2840.pdf
Business Did Not Sufficiently Control Employee of Independent Contractor to Owe Duty
Plaintiff truck driver filed negligence action arising out of injuries sustained at defendant’s
business, where he was working as an employee of an independent contractor. The issue before
the Court was whether defendant owed a duty of care to plaintiff that was breached. The Court
held that where plaintiff was an employee of the independent contractor and injuries arose out of
one of his duties for his employer, the business did not sufficiently direct or control Plaintiff’s
work activities in order to owe him a duty.
Harter v. Chillicothe Long-Term Care, Inc., 2012-Ohio-2464 (4th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/4/2012/2012-ohio-2464.pdf
Summary Judgment Appropriate for Hostile Work Environment Claim, R.C. 4112.02(A)
Plaintiffs brought suit against defendant-employer based on alleged sexually explicit and
offensive comments made to them by an administrator. The Court upheld summary judgment on
the hostile work environment because plaintiffs did not complain about the allegedly harassing
conduct until after they left employment, and they did not use company procedures to challenge
the behavior.
Lebron v. A&A Safety, Inc., 2012-Ohio-1637 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-1637.pdf
No Retaliatory Discharge Where Employer Had No Knowledge of Employee’s Workers’
Compensation Claims
Plaintiff alleges that defendant wrongfully terminated his employment in retaliation for filing and
pursuing a workers’ compensation claim. Defendant claimed that it did not call plaintiff back for
work due to a reduction in work. The Court held that plaintiff had not established the prima facie
cause for wrongful termination because there was no evidence that defendant knew of plaintiff’s
workers’ compensation claims when it decided not to recall plaintiff back to work for the next
season.
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Pinkerton v. J&H Reinforcing, 2012-Ohio-1606 (4th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/4/2012/2012-ohio-1606.pdf
Active Participation Exception Did Not Apply to Contractors Who Did Not Direct
Subcontractor’s Activities
Plaintiff, while working for a subcontractor at a construction site, tore his Achilles tendon when
he tripped over a metal bracket on the floor. After receiving Worker’s Compensation Bureau
compensation and benefits, plaintiff filed negligence claims against defendants. The Court
looked at the Inherent Danger Doctrine and its exceptions, including active participation. The
Court held that the defendants who hired the subcontractor had not actively participated in
directing the activity that led to plaintiff’s injury and thus were not liable.

Pintagro v. Sagamore Hills Twp., 2012-Ohio-2284 (9th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/9/2012/2012-ohio-2284.pdf
Plaintiff Did Not Demonstrate Opposition to Unlawful Discriminatory Practice
Plaintiff sued defendant for retaliation after she resigned from her position due to being made to
feel uncomfortable and threatened by a co-worker. The issue on appeal was whether plaintiff
established that she engaged in a protected activity. The Court held that the trial court properly
granted summary judgment to defendant where plaintiff did not demonstrate that she opposed an
unlawful discriminatory practice, in accordance with R.C. 4112.02(I).

Sturgeon v. Lucas Plumbing & Heating, Inc., 2012-Ohio-2240 (9th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/9/2012/2012-ohio-2240.pdf
Unemployment Compensation Unavailable Where Plaintiff Terminated for Just Cause
After being terminated from her secretarial position, plaintiff filed for unemployment
compensation benefits. The Ohio Unemployment Compensation Review Commission (UCRC)
found plaintiff was fired for just cause and ordered repayment of benefits received. The issue on
appeal is whether the UCRC’s decision went against the manifest weight of the evidence. The
Court held the UCRC made a credibility determination and found plaintiff’s termination was for
just cause.

Tichon v. Wright Tool & Forge, 2012-Ohio-3147 (9th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/9/2012/2012-ohio-3147.pdf
Statute of Limitations Did Not Bar Employer Intentional Tort Claim Under R.C. 2745.01
Plaintiffs filed a complaint against several parties alleging defendant’s liability for a work place
injury, and in the complaint set forth that it was a “re-filed action.” Plaintiff had previously filed
a complaint for an intentional employer tort and derivative claim for loss of consortium. The
issue before the Court was whether the trial court erred in granting defendant’s motion to dismiss
because the one (1) year statute of limitations for battery was not applicable to the complaint.
The Court held that the dismissal of the employer intentional tort claim under R.C. 2745.01 was
in error where two (2) year limitations applied since employer’s act was removal of safety guard
that did not involve an offensive touching, therefore, battery period of limitations did not apply.
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d.

Premises Liability Decisions

Alley v. Glassman, Inc., 2011-Ohio-6827 (10th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/10/2011/2011-ohio-6827.pdf
Chrome Guardrail in Grocery Store Was Open and Obvious Hazard
Plaintiff was injured when she tripped over a chrome guardrail in the defendant’s grocery store.
The Court considered whether the defendant owed plaintiff a duty under the open and obvious
doctrine. The Court concluded that the defendant owed the plaintiff no duty based on
photographs of the produce section that showed the contrast between the white speckled floor
and the shiny silver chrome guardrail and also showed the visibility of the guardrail from all
angles against the produce stands.
Collier v. Libations Lounge, L.L.C., 2012-Ohio-2390 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-2390.pdf
Hole and Darkness in Parking Lot Amounted to Open and Obvious Hazard
Plaintiff sued defendant in negligence action for failure to maintain premises and failure to warn
of dangerous condition after plaintiff stepped in a hole and twisted her ankle in a parking lot
while it was dark out. The issue before the Court was whether the open and obvious doctrine
applied to the dangerous condition. The Court found that there was no error in granting summary
judgment to defendant where hole in parking lot and darkness were open and obvious. The Court
further found that negligence per se was inapplicable because the cited ordinance did not state a
specific act with which the defendant must comply.
Diaz v. Henderson, 2012-Ohio-1898 (12th District)
https://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/12/2012/2012-ohio-1898.pdf
Owner of Rental Home Not Liable for Injury Caused by Tenant’s Dog
Plaintiff filed strict liability and negligence claims against defendant after plaintiff’s three-yearold daughter was brutally attacked by a dog. Defendant owned the house which the dog owner
was renting. The issue was whether defendant could be held liable as a harborer of the dog as a
landlord. The Court held that defendant was not liable because Huffman had sole control and
possession of the property where her dog lived and the dog was kept in areas on the property that
were neither common areas nor shared by defendant and the tenant.

Mann v. Northgate Investors L.L.C., 2012-Ohio-2871 (10th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/10/2012/2012-ohio-2871.pdf
Summary Judgment in Slip & Fall Not Appropriate Under R.C. 5321.04
Plaintiff was injured by falling on stairs while exiting an apartment building owned by
defendant. The stairs were unlit, despite prior complaints to defendant about the nonworking
lights. The issue before the Court was whether the trial court erred in determining that R.C.
5321.04 did not apply and that the open and obvious doctrine was available as a defense in this
negligence per se action. The Court found that summary judgment for defendant was made in
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error where R.C. 5321.04 imposes a duty on landlord, landlord’s violation was negligence per se,
and the open and obvious doctrine was therefore not applicable.
Philon v. Knerr, 2012-Ohio-2342 (6th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/6/2012/2012-ohio-2342.pdf
No Duty to Warn of Injury to Business Invitee if Criminal Act Not Foreseeable
Plaintiff sued defendant store in tort action for personal injury following an incident in
defendant’s parking lot where a third party vehicle struck plaintiff and drove away. The incident
occurred following an argument between plaintiff and the driver of the vehicle inside the
defendant’s premises. The issue before the Court was whether defendant negligently failed to
provide security on the premises and whether the criminal act was foreseeable. The Court found
there was no error in granting summary judgment to defendant where injury was not foreseeable
and defendant owed no duty to undertake security precautions at store.
Reddick v. Said, 2012-Ohio-1885 (11th District)
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/11/2012/2012-ohio-1885.pdf
No Duty to Protect Against Acts of Third Parties Unless Special Relationship Exists
Plaintiff alleged that defendant, the owner of the property where he was shot, breached his duty
of care under the theories of premises liability or respondeat superior liability. The court of
appeals found there was no duty to protect against the acts of a third person unless a special
relationship exists, that there was no special relationship between victim and owner, and that
owner did not breach his duty of ordinary care. The Court also found that employer/defendant
was not responsible under respondeat superior for the intentional acts of an employee performed
while the employee is acting outside the scope of his employment.

e.

Governmental Immunity Decisions

Mueller v. N. Canton, 2012-Ohio-3561 (5th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/5/2012/2012-ohio-3561.pdf
Operation of City-Owned Golf Course Is Governmental Function, R.C. 2744.01(C)(2)(v)
Plaintiff filed a complaint against the City alleging its responsibility for flooding damage
suffered at her personal residence as a result of rainwater overflow from a city-owned golf
course. Judgment on the pleadings was granted in favor of defendant. The Court found that there
was no error in granting judgment on the pleadings to defendant on the basis of immunity since
its operation of a golf course was a governmental function, pursuant to R.C. 2744.01(C)(2)(v).
Pack v. Ohio Dept. of Transp., 2012-Ohio-3242 (Court of Claims)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/13/2012/2012-ohio-3242.pdf
ODOT Had Constructive Notice of Pothole
Plaintiff filed a complaint against defendant ODOT seeking to recover the costs of vehicle
damage following impact with a pothole. Plaintiff alleged negligent maintenance of the roadway.
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The issue before the Court was whether defendant had sufficient notice of the condition. The
Court found that defendant had constructive notice because of a similar action brought regarding
the same pothole and the state failed to conduct periodic inspections or perform any pothole
patching following the prior action.
Townsend v. ODOT, 2012-Ohio-2945 (10th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/10/2012/2012-ohio-2945.pdf
Error to Deny Plaintiff Access to State’s Deleted E-mails During Discovery
Plaintiff filed suit in negligence against defendant following an auto accident that resulted in
serious injuries to the driver, who has remained in a vegetative state. Plaintiff alleged defendant
failed to properly maintain water drainage system on the highway, which resulted in standing
water on a highway exit ramp. The issue before the Court was whether it was proper to deny
plaintiff’s motion for an order granting access to defendant’s email and electronic data systems
for computer forensic analysis. The Court held that it was error to deny motion for an order
allowing computer forensic analysis of state's deleted e-mails, pursuant to Civ.R.26(B)(1) and
(B)(4), because deleted computer files are discoverable and protocols can be established to
protect privileged and confidential information.
Williams v. Glouster, 2012-Ohio-1283 (4th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/4/2012/2012-ohio-1283.pdf
Negligent Maintenance of Sewers Exception to Sovereign Immunity
While walking from her porch to her vehicle, plaintiff slipped and fell in a wet, sandy area
owned by the City of Glouster. Plaintiff alleged that the City failed to maintain the storm sewer
line, which had clogged, causing flooding on plaintiff’s property. Defendant filed a motion for
summary judgment and claimed immunity. The Court denied defendant’s motion stating that a
city can be liable for the negligent maintenance of its sewers.
f.

Other Significant Decisions

Bidar v. Cleveland Elec. Illum. Co., 2012-Ohio-3686 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-3686.pdf
Summary Judgment to Defendant in Personal Injury Claim in Error
Plaintiff filed suit for personal injury and other damages stemming from an auto accident in
which plaintiff swerved from deer and ran into a utility pole. The trial court granted summary
judgment in favor of defendants because it found they were granted permission to install the pole
under R.C. 4931.03(A) and 4931.14 and that the pole did not interfere with the usual and
ordinary course of travel. The court of appeals held that summary judgment for defendants was
error since there was evidence that created a genuine issue of material fact as to whether the pole
placement interfered with the usual and ordinary course of travel.
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Dickerson v. Miller's TLC, Inc., 2012-Ohio-2493 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-2493.pdf
Non-Scientific Evidence Admissible to Show Comparative Negligence
Plaintiff filed suit against defendant in personal injury action for negligent operation following a
truck-automobile accident. Defendant testified that he used an electronic mapping program as the
basis for a portion of his testimony. The issue before the Court was whether the trial judge
committed prejudicial error by allowing this testimony. The Court found that there was no error
in defendant testifying about the distance to the intersection based on an electronic mapping
program on his mobile phone since the evidence was not scientific, did not require an expert, and
is technology that has used on an ordinary basis.
Gurry v. C.P., 2012-Ohio-2640 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-2640.pdf
Joint & Several Liability When Tort Is Intentional, Apportionment Not Applicable
Plaintiffs filed tort action for unauthorized use of vehicle that resulted in damages against
defendants, and against defendants’ mothers for damages caused by their children’s theft offense
under R.C. 3109.09. The issue before the Court was whether the trial court correctly assessed
joint and several liability against defendants instead of assessing proportional liability. The Court
held that liability was joint and several since tort of conversion is intentional, R.C.
2307.22(A)(3), and apportionment provision was not applicable.
Jones v. Walker Mfg. Co., 2012-Ohio-1546 (8th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-1546.pdf
Ten (10) Year Statute of Repose Barred Plaintiff’s Products Liability Claims
Plaintiff lost parts of his left fingers while trying to clear a clogged collection chute on a running
lawnmower that had been sold to his father by defendant. Plaintiff argued that the statute of
repose only applied to manufacturers and defendant, as a reseller of the mower, could not use the
statute of repose for post-production protection. The issue before the Court was whether the
statute of repose applied to plaintiff’s products liability claims. After determining that defendant
constituted a supplier under the statute of repose, the Court held that the statute of repose barred
plaintiff’s claims.
Moretz v. Muakkassa, 2012-Ohio-1177 (9th District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/9/2012/2012-ohio-1177.pdf
Statutory Set-Off Applies Before Calculating Prejudgment Interest
Plaintiff filed a medical malpractice claim against the defendant after finding he lost all control
of his bowels and bladder and all sexual function following a surgery to remove a mass in his
pelvis. The co-defendant settled with plaintiff before trial. The issue is whether a trial court must
calculate prejudgment interest before or after it reduces the verdict by the amount of settlement
paid by a co-defendant. The Court held that a plaintiff is not entitled to prejudgment interest on
money previously received via settlement because he was not deprived of the beneficial use of
that money while the defendant delayed judgment and thus a trial court must first apply the
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statutory set-off under R.C. § 2307.28 before calculating prejudgment interest under
§1343.03(C).

Rice v. Kanoza, 2012-Ohio-2581 (1st District)
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/1/2012/2012-ohio-2581.pdf
Non-Owner of Vehicle May Be Sued Under Negligent Entrustment Theory
Plaintiff sued defendant under negligent entrustment theory for injuries sustained while he was a
passenger in vehicle owned by defendant’s mother. Following a party she attended with
defendant, a fifteen-year-old under the influence of alcohol drove the vehicle and caused an
accident. The appellate court considered what circumstances a claim of negligent entrustment
may be brought against a non-owner of the entrusted vehicle. The Court found that a person who
has “control” of the vehicle, regardless of ownership, may be sued for negligent entrustment.
Sacksteder v. Senney, 2012-Ohio-4452 (2nd District)
http://www.sconet.state.oh.us/rod/docs/pdf/2/2012/2012-ohio-4452.pdf
Second District Rejects Federal “Plausibility” Pleading Standards in Iqbal and Twombly
Plaintiffs filed suit alleging that defendants had committed various acts of negligence, breaches
of fiduciary duty, dissemination of confidential information, and tortious interference with
business relationships. The defendants filed motions to dismiss and the trial court dismissed the
complaint, relying on what the Court termed the “plausible test” of Bell Atlantic Corp. v.
Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 (2007). The appellate court expressly
rejected application in Ohio of the federal "plausibility" standards in Iqbal and Twombly after
reviewing several decisions from other Ohio districts that employed a heightened pleading
standard and noting Ohio's long history of deciding cases on their merits and not on procedural
deficiencies.
Snyder v. Stevens, et al., 12 CA 3465 (4th District)
http://www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/4/2012/2012-ohio-4120.pdf
Employer Not Liable Under Respondeat Superior – Independent Contractor Exception
This negligence action resulted from an automobile accident in which defendant driver struck
plaintiff, causing severe injuries and exorbitant medical expenses. The co-defendant company
that hired employee Stevens to drive, filed a motion for summary judgment, asserting that
because driver was an independent contractor, he could not be held vicariously liable for the
driver’s actions. The issue before the Court was whether summary judgment was properly
granted in favor of defendant on the issue of respondeat superior liability. The Court found
summary judgment was appropriate where driver was an independent contractor at the time of
the accident and thus, defendant could not be held vicariously liable for his actions.
We are pleased to report that this excellent result was obtained by attorneys at Smith, Rolfes &
Skavdahl, L.P.A.
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3.

Federal Court Decisions

Andler v. Clear Channel Broadcasting, Inc., Nos. 10-3264, 10-3266 (6th Cir. 2012)
http://www.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/12a0059p-06.pdf
Expert’s Testimony on Lost Earning Capacity Not Excluded as Speculative
After plaintiff injured herself falling into a hole on defendant’s property, plaintiff brought suit in
diversity, seeking damages for medical expenses and loss of earning capacity. The issue on
appeal was whether the plaintiff’s expert’s testimony on lost earning capacity should have been
excluded as unduly speculative. Applying Ohio tort law, the Court concluded that the expert’s
testimony should not have been excluded because the expert’s testimony involved a degree of
speculation, as does all analysis of future damages, but not unrealistic speculation.

National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, No. 11-393 (June 28, 2012)
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/11pdf/11-393c3a2.pdf
Health Insurance Mandate Upheld by SCOTUS Under Congress’ Taxing Power
In 2010, Congress enacted the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act in order to increase
the number of Americans covered by health insurance and decrease the cost of health care. The
issue before the Court was the constitutionality of the ACA. The Court held in a 5-4 majority that
the ACA is constitutional and within the power of Congress under their taxing and spending
powers, because “it can reasonably be read as a tax.” Chief Justice Roberts’ opinion espoused
that the Federal government does not have the power to order people to buy health insurance
under the Commerce Clause, but the Federal Government does have the power to impose a tax
on those without health insurance. Beginning in 2014, those who do not comply with the
individual mandate (5000A)-a provision which requires most Americans to maintain “minimum
essential” health insurance coverage-must make a shared responsibility payment to the Federal
Government. The four dissenters would have invalidated the law in its entirety as beyond the
powers of the Federal government, in violation of the Commerce Clause and taxing powers.
D.

SIGNIFICANT CASES PENDING BEFORE THE OHIO SUPREME COURT

Cullen v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., No. 2012-0535
Whether Class Members’ Shared Status as Policyholders Who Made Insurance Claims as
Sufficient Commonality to Warrant Class Certification
The Supreme Court will review the Eighth District Court of Appeals decision that affirmed
certification of a class of approximately 100,000 State Farm policyholders who had windshield
repairs under their State Farm policies over a period of twenty (20) years. The Supreme Court
will rule on the viability of class actions based on class members’ shared status as policyholders
and whether this may be viewed as sufficient commonality to warrant class certification.
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Marusa v. Erie Insurance Company, No. 2012-0058
Effect of Provision Defining UM/UIM Vehicle as One Whose Owner or Operator has Political
Subdivision Immunity
The Supreme Court will review a Ninth District Court of Appeals decision to determine whether
a policy provision defining a UM/UIM vehicle as one “for which the owner or operator of the
‘motor vehicle’ has immunity under Ohio Political Subdivision Tort Liability Law [Ohio
Revised Code Chapter 2744]” is enforceable and waives the defense of statutory immunity when
read in conjunction with a provision in the insuring agreement that requires an insured to be
legally entitled to recover from the owner or operator of an uninsured or underinsured motor
vehicle.

Moretz v. Muakkassa, No. 2012-0797
Whether Expert Testimony Is Required to Introduce “Write Off” Evidence at Trial
The Supreme Court of Ohio will revisit its decision in Robinson v. Bates in its review of a Ninth
District Court of Appeals decision requiring that evidence of "write-offs" of medical bills be
supported by expert testimony under R.C. 2317.42.1. The Supreme Court has previously decided
that both the original medical bills and the amount accepted as full and final payment are
admissible, Jacques v. Manton.

These cases were pending at the time this summary was printed. To confirm
whether the Supreme Court has issued a decision in any of these cases, we invite
you to visit our website at http://www.smithrolfes.com.
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
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IV.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
A.

FREQUENTLY CITED KENTUCKY STATUTES
1.

Automobile Insurance

K.R.S. § 304.9-503
Types of Insurance that Rental Vehicle Agent may Handle at Company Office - Coverage Is
Primary over other Coverage
A rental vehicle agent may sell, solicit, or negotiate insurance at the rental vehicle company
office for insurance that covers the risk of travel, including accident and health insurance,
liability insurance, personal property insurance, roadside assistance, emergency sickness
protection programs, and any other insurance incidental to the rental of a motor vehicle and
approved by the executive director. The rental vehicle insurance will be the primary coverage
over any other coverage which may be available to the renter or authorized driver covering the
loss.
K.R.S. § 304.20-020
Uninsured Vehicle Coverage
No automobile insurance policy shall be issued unless it provides coverage for injuries caused by
the owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles. An insured shall have the right to reject
such coverage in writing. The term “uninsured motor vehicle” shall be deemed to include an
insured motor vehicle where the liability insurer thereof is unable to make payment with respect
to the legal liability of its insured due to insolvency.
K.R.S § 304.39-010 - K.R.S. § 304.39-220
Personal Injury Protection / No-Fault Coverage
Unless specifically waived by the purchaser of automobile insurance, every purchaser in
Kentucky is entitled to basic reparation payments to be paid without proof of fault for
automobile accident injuries. The maximum amount of benefits to be paid out under the
coverage is $10,000.00 per accident. The amount will be allocated to cover economic losses that
are attributable to: medical expenses, work loss, replacement service loss, survivor’s economic
loss, and survivor’s replacement service loss.
Once the limits of the no-fault coverage have been met, an injured party may pursue a third-party
claim against the tortfeasor. The threshold requirements in order to pursue such a claim are that
the damages either exceed $1,000.00, or that the injury sustained is a permanent disfigurement, a
fracture to the bone, a compound, comminuted, displaced or compressed fracture, loss of a body
member, permanent loss of bodily function, or death.
K.R.S. § 304.39-320
Underinsured Motorist Coverage
A tortfeasor’s liability insurance is the primary coverage and the underinsured motorist coverage
insurance is the secondary or excess coverage. Therefore, UIM coverage is payable only to the
extent that judgment exceeds the tortfeasor’s liability coverage. Kentucky Farm Bureau Mut. Ins.
Co. v. Rogers, 179 S.W.3d 815, 818 (Ky. 2005).
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(1)

Every insurer shall make available upon request to its insureds underinsured
motorist coverage.

(2)

If an injured person agrees to settle a claim with the liability insurer and the
settlement would not fully satisfy the claim for personal injuries so as to create an
uninsured motorist claim, then written notice of the proposed settlement must be
submitted by certified or registered mail to all underinsured motorist insurers that
provide coverage.

(3)

The underinsured motorist insurer then has a period of thirty (30) days to consent
to the settlement or retention of subrogation rights.

(4)

The underinsured motorist insurer is entitled to a credit against total damages in
the amounts of the limits of the underinsured motorist liability policies in all
cases. Nothing, however, including any payments or credits, reduces or affects the
total amount of underinsured motorist coverage available to the injured party.
2.

Negligence, Other Torts and Contribution

K.R.S. § 44.072
Limited Waiver of Sovereign Immunity in Negligence Claims
It is the intent of the General Assembly to preserve the sovereign immunity of the
commonwealth, except in limited situations set forth in the statute. Except as specifically
indicated otherwise, the Board of Claims shall have exclusive jurisdiction to hear claims for
damages against the commonwealth.
K.R.S. § 186.590
Minor’s Negligence Imputed to Person Signing Application or Allowing Him to Drive
Any negligence of a minor under the age of eighteen (18), who has been licensed upon an
application as provided by K.R.S. 186.470, will be imputed to the person who signs the
application and they will be held jointly and severally liable for any damages caused by the
minor’s negligence. Motor vehicle owners who cause or knowingly permit a minor under age
eighteen (18) to drive the vehicle on the highway, or who furnish a vehicle to the minor, will be
jointly and severally liable for the damage caused by the minor.
K.R.S. § 405.025
Parent or Guardian Liable for Willful Damage to Property Caused by Minor
The parent or guardian of any minor, in his care and custody, against whom judgment has been
rendered for the willful marking upon, defacing or damaging of any property, shall be liable for
the payment of that judgment up to an amount not to exceed $2,500.00 and not to exceed
$10,000.00 in a cumulative amount.
K.R.S. § 411.182
Comparative Negligence
Under an action brought for negligence, Kentucky apportions liability for a sustained injury in
relation to each party’s degree of fault. As between the parties, the jury is required determine
how much at fault each party was, and then apportion damages accordingly (i.e. pure
comparative negligence). Comparative negligence will not bar an entire recovery by the
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plaintiff, but will reduce the total amount of the plaintiff’s award in proportion to their degree of
fault.
K.R.S. § 411.186
Assessment of Punitive Damages
In any civil action where claims for punitive damages are included, the jury, or judge if the jury
trial has been waived, shall determine concurrently with all the other issues presented whether
punitive damages may be assessed.
In determining the amount of punitive damages to be assessed, the trier of fact should consider
the following factors:
(1)

The likelihood at the relevant time that serious harm would arise from the
defendant’s misconduct;

(2)

The degree of the defendant’s awareness of that likelihood;

(3)

The profitability of the misconduct to the defendant;

(4)

The duration of the misconduct and any concealment of it by the defendant; and

(5)

Actions by the defendant to remedy the misconduct once it became known to the
defendant.

K.R.S. § 411.190
Obligations of Owner to Persons Using Land for Recreation
An owner of land owes no duty of care to keep the premises safe for entry or use by others for
recreational purposes, or to give any warning of a dangerous condition, use, structure, or activity
on the premises to persons entering for such purposes.
Nothing in this section limits in any way any liability which otherwise exists for willful or
malicious failure to guard or warn against a dangerous condition, use, structure, or activity.
K.R.S. § 411.310
Statute of Repose
(1)

In any product liability action it shall be presumed that the subject product was
not defective if the injury occurred more than five (5) years after the date of sale
to the first consumer or more than eight (8) years after the date of manufacture.

(2)

In any product liability action it shall be presumed that the product was not
defective if the design, methods of manufacture and testing conform to the
generally recognized and prevailing standards or the state-of-the-art in existence
at the time the design was prepared and the product was manufactured.

K.R.S. § 411.310
Presumptions in Product Liability Actions
(1)

In any product liability action, it shall be presumed, until rebutted by a
preponderance of the evidence to the contrary, that the subject product was not
defective if the injury, death or property damage occurred either more than five
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(5) years after the date of sale to the first consumer or more than eight (8) years
after the date of manufacture.
(2)

State of the Art Defense.

K.R.S. § 413.241
Liquor Liability
The consumption of intoxicating beverages, rather than the serving, furnishing, or sale of such
beverages, is the proximate cause of any injury, including death and property damage, inflicted
by an intoxicated person upon himself or another person.
No person holding a permit under K.R.S. 243.030, 243.040, 243.050, nor any agent, servant, or
employee of the person, who sells or serves intoxicating beverages to a person over the age for
the lawful purchase thereof, shall be liable to that person or to any other person or to the estate,
successors, or survivors of either for any injury suffered off the premises including, but not
limited to, wrongful death and property damage.
3.

Insurance Fraud

K.R.S. § 227.220
Duties of State Fire Marshal and Chief State Building Official Relating to Fire Loss
Details actions the State Fire Marshal shall or may take in the event of a fire loss.
K.R.S. § 227.250
Duty of Insurers to Report Losses from Fire, Lightning, Hazardous Materials, Flammable Liquids or
Explosions
Insurers must report to the State Fire Marshal loss or damage caused by fire, lightning, hazardous
materials, and flammable liquids or explosions that occur in or on property insured by the insurer
in a manner prescribed by the State Fire Marshal. The State Fire Marshal may waive the
reporting if, in his discretion, the losses are unimportant due to the small amount involved and to
save time and expense.
K.R.S. § 227.260
Records of Fire Inspections, Investigations and Losses
State Fire Marshal shall keep a record of all fire inspections, investigations and fire losses
occurring in this state and of facts concerning them. The records shall be public except for
limited circumstances.
K.R.S. § 227.370
Inspection of Property by Fire Chief or Other Department Personnel - Inspection and Investigation
Reports
Fire department is authorized to inspect all property for the purpose of ascertaining and causing
to be corrected any conditions likely to cause fire loss, or determining the cause or origin of any
fire loss, or discovering any violation of a law or ordinance relating to fire prevention and
protection.
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K.R.S. § 304.12-230
Unfair Claims Practices Act
This statute imposes duties on insurers on both first-party and third-party insurance claims.
Under the statute, claims are to be paid within thirty (30) days upon notice and proof of claim
unless the insurer is able to demonstrate why the claim cannot or should not be paid. The statute
imposes interest at an annual rate of twelve percent (12%) after the expiration of the thirty (30)
day period. The statute also allows an insured to recover attorneys’ fees for violations of this
statute.
K.R.S. § 304.14-100
Application as Evidence
If the insurer does not furnish a copy of the insurance application to the insured within thirty (30)
days after the insurer has received written demand from the insured, then the application of
insurance is not admissible in evidence in any action between the insured and the insurer that
arises out of the policy.
K.R.S. § 304.14-110
Representations in Applications
All statements and descriptions in any application for an insurance policy will be deemed
representations and not warranties. Misrepresentations, omissions, and incorrect statements will
not prevent a recovery under the policy unless they are fraudulent, material to the acceptance of
the risk or to the hazard assumed by the insurer, or if the insurer in good faith would not have
issued the policy, issued it at a different premium rate, not have issued a policy in as a large
amount, or would not have provided coverage for the hazard resulting in the loss if insurer had
been informed of the true facts.
K.R.S. § 304.14-270
Forms for Proof of Loss Furnished
Upon written request by any person claiming to have a loss under any insurance contract, the
insurer must provide forms of proof of loss to the insured. The insurer has no responsibility or
liability for the completion of the proof of loss forms.
K.R.S. § 304.14-280
Claims Administration not Waiver
Acknowledgment of the receipt of notice of loss or claim under the insurance policy, furnishing
forms for reporting a loss or claim and receiving any such forms or proofs completed or
uncompleted, investigating any loss or claim or engaging in negotiations for a possible
settlement of a loss or claim, and making advance or partial payments under insurance policies,
does not constitute a waiver of any provision of a policy or of any defense the insurer may assert.
K.R.S. § 304.20-160
Power of Authorized Agency to Require Insurer to Furnish Information Concerning Fire Loss
An authorized agency may require an insurer to release information or evidence in the insurer’s
possession deemed important to the investigation of a fire loss of suspicious origin. Such
information may include, but is not limited to:
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(1)

Pertinent insurance policy information pertaining to such fire loss and any
application for such a policy;

(2)

Policy premium payment records;

(3)

History of previous claims made by the insured;

(4)

Material relating to such loss or potential loss.

Furthermore, when an insurer has reason to believe a fire loss may be of other than accidental
cause, the insurer shall notify, in writing, an authorized agency.
Any insurer, or person acting in its behalf, or authorized agency who in good faith releases
information in compliance with this section, shall not be held civilly or criminally liable.
K.R.S. § 304.47-060
Immunity for Cooperation with Law Enforcement
Under this statute an insurer is immune from civil liability if it notifies law enforcement
authorities of suspected insurance fraud.
K.R.S. § 304.47-080
Special Investigative Units
All insurers licensed in Kentucky must have a special investigative unit to investigate possible
insurance fraud. The unit may be staffed either by employees of the insurer or individuals
specifically contracted by the insurer to investigate.
4.

Miscellaneous Statutes

K.R.S. § 304.1-090
“Principal Office” Defined
This statute defines “principal office” as the office from which the general affairs of the insurer
are directed or managed.
K.R.S. § 304.14-060
Insurable Interest, Property
“Insurable interest” means any actual, lawful, and substantial economic interest in the safety or
preservation of the subject of the insurance free from loss, destruction, or pecuniary damage or
impairment. Contracts of insurance of property or of any interest in or arising from property are
only enforceable for the benefit of those who have an insurable interest in the things insured at
the time of the loss.
K.R.S. § 304.14-360
Construction of Policies
Every insurance contract will be construed according to the entirety of its terms and conditions
as set forth in the policy, and as amplified, extended, or modified by any rider, indorsement, or
application attached to and made a part of the policy.
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K.R.S. § 304.14-380
Venue of Suits Against Insurers
Suits based on causes of action against an insurer upon an insurance contract must be brought in
the county where the cause of action arose or in the county where the policy holder resides.
K.R.S. § 304.20-050
Arbitration Provision Not Binding
A provision agreeing to arbitrate any or all disputes contained in an automobile liability or motor
vehicle liability insurance policy delivered, issued for delivery or renewed in Kentucky, is not
binding upon the named insured or person claiming under him.
K.R.S. § 342.690
Exclusiveness of Workers’ Compensation Remedy
If an employer secures payments of Workers’ Compensation for his employees, the liability of
the employer shall be limited to such Workers’ Compensation payments and shall be exclusive
and in place of all other liability.
K.R.S. § 405.025
Parent or Guardian Liable for Willful Damage to Property Caused by Minor
The parent or guardian of any minor, in his care and custody, against whom judgment has been
rendered for the willful marking upon, defacing or damaging of any property, shall be liable for
the payment of that judgment up to an amount not to exceed $2,500.00 and not to exceed
$10,000.00 in a cumulative amount.
K.R.S. § 411.182
Allocation of Fault in Tort Actions - Award of Damages - Effect of Release
In tort actions when more than one party is at fault, the court will instruct the jury to answer
interrogatories, and if no jury, will make findings indicating the amount of damages each
claimant would be entitled if contributory fault is disregarded, and the percentage of total fault of
all parties. In determining the percentage of fault, the trier of fact will consider the nature of the
conduct of each party at fault and the extent of the causal relation between the conduct and the
damages claimed and the court will also determine the award of damages to each claimant in
accordance with the findings and determine and state in the judgment each party’s equitable
share of the obligation to each claimant. A release, covenant not to sue, or other agreement
between the claimant and a liable person, will discharge the liable person from all liability for
contribution but will not discharge the liability of other liable persons unless it so provides and
the claim of the releasing person against other persons will be reduced by the released persons’
equitable share of the obligation.
K.R.S. § 411.184
Definitions - Punitive Damages - Proof of Punitive Damages
Punitive damages include exemplary damages and are damages other than compensatory and
nominal damage. They are awarded to punish and to discourage the defendant and others from
similar conduct in the future. The plaintiff must prove by clear and convincing evidence that the
defendant acted toward the plaintiff with oppression, fraud, and malice. Punitive damages will
not be assessed against a principal or employer for the act of an agent or employee unless they
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authorized, ratified, or should have anticipated the conduct. Punitive damages are not available
for a breach of contract.
K.R.S. § 411.188
Collateral Source Payment Rule
Collateral source payments, except life insurance, the value of any premiums paid by or on
behalf of the plaintiff for same, and known subrogation rights shall be an admissible fact in any
civil trial.
K.R.S. § 413.120
Actions to be Brought within Five (5) Years
The following actions shall be commenced within five (5) years after the cause of action
accrued:
(1)

An action upon a contract not in writing, express or implied.

(2)

An action for personal injuries suffered by any person against the builder of a
home or other improvements. This cause of action shall be deemed to accrue at
the time of original occupancy of the improvements which the builder caused to
be erected.
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B.

KENTUCKY STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Assault and Battery
K.R.S. § 413.140

One year from the date of assault and battery.

O
N
E

Bodily Injury Claims
Other than from
Automobile Accidents
K.R.S. § 413.140

One year from the date of injury. This statute applies to injuries
caused by acts of negligence as well as those caused by
intentional acts. This statute does not apply to bodily injuries
stemming from automobile accidents.

Y
E
A
R

Loss of Consortium
K.R.S. § 413.140

One year from the date of the incident.

Medical Malpractice
K.R.S. § 413.140

One year from the time the injury is first discovered or in the
exercise of reasonable care should have been discovered. Any
action must still be commenced within five years from the date
the alleged act of negligence occurred.

Malicious Prosecution
K.R.S. § 413.140

One year from the date of the incident.

Libel, Defamation, or
Slander
K.R.S. § 413.140

One year from the date of the incident.

Wrongful Death
K.R.S. § 413.180

If a person dies before the expiration of the applicable statute of
limitations, the action may still be brought by their personal
representative so long as it is commenced within one year of the
appointment of the representative.

Product Liability
K.R.S. § 413.140

One year from the date of the bodily injury.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Bodily Injuries from
Automobile Accident
K.R.S. § 304.39–230

Two years from the date of the accident or two years from the
date of the last no-fault payment. Survivors and beneficiaries of a
decedent have two years to make a claim for wrongful death.

Damage to Personal
Property
K.R.S. § 413.125

Two years from the date of injury or damage.

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Product Liability
K.R.S. §355.2-725

Four years from when the breach occurs, regardless of the
aggrieved party’s lack of knowledge of the breach if brought
under a theory of breach of warranty.

T
W
O
Y
E
A
R
S

F
O
U
R
Y
E
A
R
S
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Breach of Contracts
Not in Writing
K.R.S. § 2305.10

Five years from the date the contract was breached.

F
I
V
E

Trespass on Real or
Personal Property
K.R.S. § 413.120

Five years from the date of injury or damage.

Y
E
A
R
S

Fraud
K.R.S. § 413.120

Five years from the date the fraud was discovered, but per
K.R.S. § 413.130 no more than ten years after the date the fraud
was perpetrated.

Intentional Infliction of
Emotional Distress
K.R.S. § 413.120

Five years from the date of the incident.

Bodily Injury Claims
Against the Builder of
a Home or a Person
Making Improvements
to a Home
K.R.S. § 413.120

This cause of action accrues at the time of original occupancy of
the home, or occupancy after the improvements in question were
made.

Statutory Claims
K.R.S. § 413.120

This applies to all claims for liability based upon a statute where
no statute of limitations is provided by statute.

Bad Faith
K.R.S. § 413.120(7)

Five years from the alleged act of bad faith.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Breach of Written
Contracts
K.R.S. § 413.090

Fifteen years from the date of the breach.

Claims of Minors and
Incompetents
K.R.S. § 413.170

The statute of limitations does not begin to run until the minor
reaches the age of majority or the incompetent plaintiff becomes
competent.
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SIGNIFICANT KENTUCKY COURT DECISIONS
1.

Supreme Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

Interlock Industries, Inc. v. Rawlings, 358 S.W.3d 925 (Ky. 2011)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/sc/2010-SC-000368-DG.pdf
Statute of Limitations for Injury Involving Vehicle Unloading
A truck driver was injured after a forklift caused aluminum bundles to fall on the driver during
unloading. The Court considered whether to apply the one (1) year statute of limitations for
personal injury claims, or the two (2) year statute in the Motor Vehicles Reparations Act
(MVRA). The Court found the MVRA excludes claims for motor vehicle use involving the
loading or unloading of that vehicle, unless the injury occurs while “occupying, entering into, or
alighting from the vehicle.” The Court applied the one (1) year statute to the injury claim, and
barred the action because it was excluded from the MVRA and had been brought thirteen (13)
months after the accident.
Bidwell v. Shelter Mut. Ins. Co., 367 S.W.3d 585 (Ky. 2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/sc/2010-SC-000560-DG.pdf
Step-Down Provisions
The plaintiff filed an insurance claim after she was injured in a car accident, while riding as a
passenger. The vehicle was being driven by an individual who had the insured’s permission to
drive. The insurance policy included bodily injury liability up to $250,000.00 per person, but was
limited to $25,000.00 per the policy’s permissive user step-down provision. The plaintiff
brought suit to declare the permissive user step-down provision unenforceable. The Court held
the permissive user limitation was void. The Court reasoned as the permissive user coverage
was omitted from the policy’s Declarations page, and the step-down provision in the policy was
ambiguous, the reasonable expectations of the parties were that an injured party was entitled to
the $250,000.00 policy limit.
b.

Premises Liability Decision

Wright v. House of Imports, Inc., No. 2011-SC-000264-DG, 2012WL 4243648 (Ky. Sept. 20,
2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/sc/2011-SC-000264-DG.pdf
Testimony About Building Code Not Relevant to Common Law Negligence Claim
Plaintiff was injured after falling down three stairs at defendant’s shop. The Court had to decide
whether testimony concerning building code violations without instructions to the jury about the
applicability of the code was a palpable error. The Court held since the claim was for common
law negligence and not negligence per se, testimony about statutory duties imposed by building
codes was irrelevant. However, admittance of testimony by the trial court was not a palpable
error. A palpable error is one that affects the substantial rights of a party. The Court held since
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the trial court adopted defendant’s proposed jury instructions, the defendant could not complain
its substantial rights had been affected by the instruction.
c.

Other Significant Decisions

Benningfield v. Zinnsmeister, No. 2009–SC–000660–DG, 2012 WL 2361778 (Ky. June 25,
2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/sc/2009-SC-000660-DG.pdf
Landlord Liability for Dog Bite Injury
Kentucky has two statutes that establish liability for landlords who permit their tenants to own
and keep dogs on the premises. Under this statutory scheme, landlords can be considered
“owners” of a dog, for premises liability purposes, when they permit dogs “to remain on or about
premises owned or occupied by [them].” However, in this case, the Court determined such
statutory “ownership” did not expand landlord liability for dog bite-related injuries that occur off
the premises. Here, a Rottweiler, which was owned by a tenant but permitted to remain on the
property by the landlord, attacked an eight-year-old boy on a sidewalk on the other side of the
street from the landlord’s property. While the Court found the landlord in this case could have
been considered a statutory “owner” of the dog for injuries occurring on the leased premises, the
injuries in this case could not be attributed to the landlord’s negligence because the injuries
actually occurred off premises.
Ping v. Beverly Enterprises, Inc., No. 2010-SC-000558-DG, 2012 WL 3631399 (Ky. Aug. 23,
2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/sc/2010-SC-000558-DG.pdf
Scope of Agency Under Arbitration Agreements
Plaintiff, as executor of her mother’s estate, sued defendant nursing care facility for negligence
and wrongful death. Defendant attempted to compel arbitration, pursuant to an agreement
plaintiff signed on her mother’s behalf during admission. The Court held even though plaintiff
had durable power of attorney, there was no express authority given to waive the mother’s right
to seek redress in court. Therefore, the optional arbitration agreement was beyond the scope of
the agent’s authority and unenforceable against the estate. The Court also clarified, under K.R.S.
411.130, wrongful death actions are independent from a personal injury claim. Thus, wrongful
death claimants are not bound by a decedent’s arbitration agreement, should a valid one exist.
2.

Appellate Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

Construction Machinery Co. v. The Netherlands Ins. Co., No. 2011-CA-000188-MR (Ky. Ct.
App. Oct. 5, 2012, unpublished)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2011-CA-000188.pdf
Incidental Beneficiaries and the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act
Plaintiff repaired a damaged crane, insured by defendant, for a construction company. The
defendant paid the claim directly to the construction company, who never paid the plaintiff. The
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plaintiff sued, claiming it should have been compensated directly as a beneficiary under the
insurance contract. The Court held plaintiff was only an incidental beneficiary since the contract
was not entered into for the plaintiff’s benefit. As an incidental beneficiary, plaintiff had no
standing to being a claim for breach of contract. The Court also held plaintiff could not bring a
claim under K.R.S. 304.12-230 – the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act since only donee or
creditor third-party beneficiaries could maintain an action under the statute.
Mountain City Ford, LLC v. Owners Ins. Co., et al., 2011 WL 3862745 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2009-CA-002233.pdf
Insurance Application Misrepresentation
A regional insurance carrier issued a garage-keepers liability and third-party property policy
through its local agent to a car dealership. The car dealership and the insurance agency had
common ownership and, when applying for coverage, failed to disclose to the carrier one of its
salesmen was not licensed to drive. After the driver was involved in a fatal motor vehicle
accident, the carrier defended the agency and dealership under a reservation of rights. The carrier
later won its claim for material misrepresentation and negligence against the parties, because
Kentucky’s statute on insurance application misrepresentation permitted recovery where, in good
faith, the carrier would not have issued the policy if it had known the salesman did not have a
driver’s license.
Olson v. Allstate Ins. Co., 2011 WL 2693555 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2010-CA-000612.pdf
Ambiguous Policy Exclusions
A homeowner brought a claim under his homeowner’s policy when his above-ground pool burst
and gave way, flooding his basement. The insurer denied coverage based on exclusionary
language in the policy for “water or any other substance on or below the surface of the ground,
regardless of its source.” The Court held the language “regardless of its source” in the policy was
not ambiguous for the “ground water” exclusion. It thus barred the homeowner’s claim, because
he could not show the pool water failed to make contact with the ground, as necessary to take it
out of the exclusion.
Yates v. Shelter Mut. Ins. Co., 2011 WL 33628866 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2010-CA-000022.pdf
Adequate Notice of Policy Changes
The insured was injured in a motor vehicle accident while an uninsured driver was behind the
wheel of the insured’s car. Even though the driver was negligent, and the injury exceeded the
bodily injury limit, the insurer refused to tender the policy limit of $50,000.00. The insurer
argued it had changed the policy to include a permissive driver step-down provision, and had
sent notice to that effect. However, the Court determined the letter had been inadequate to
reasonably put the insured on notice of a change, and the reduced coverage was not a bargainedfor exchange. Specifically, the Court cited the extremely minor reduction in the premium amount
in comparison to the reduced coverage, the identical character of the Declarations page to the
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former version, and the fact the letter did not indicate where the changes to the policy could be
located.
b.

UM/UIM Decisions

Hill v. State Farm, 2012 WL 2604857 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2011-CA-001400.pdf
Suit Limitation Provision
The insurance policy required commencement of a tort action within two (2) years of the last PIP
payment or the date of loss, whichever was later. Plaintiff filed a motion to amend the Complaint
to add the UIM insurer before the two (2) year limitation expired, but the motion was not heard
until after the two (2) year policy limitation expired. The Court held the date of filing the motion
to amend the Complaint to name a new party was the date the Amended Complaint was
commenced, and not the date it was heard, for purposes of the suit limitation provision.
Hoskins v. Kentucky Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co., 2012 WL 4841094 (Ky. App)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/COA/2011-CA-001454.pdf
Loss of Consortium Derived from Excluded Injury
An insured, whose husband was injured in a motorcycle accident, sued her auto insurer to
recover for spousal loss of consortium under UIM coverage of the policy. The policy contained
an exclusion from UIM coverage if bodily injury resulted while operating a motorcycle. The
insurer argued the spouse could not recover because the injury is derivative of an excluded
injury. The Court held for the insured because the policy did not specify the bodily injury from
which the loss of consortium claim is derived must be one that is covered under the terms of the
policy. The Court noted the insurer was free to specify in the policy that derivative claims were
included in the motorcycle exclusion, but did not do so in this case.
c.

No-Fault/PIP Decisions

Bruner v. Venable, 2011 Ky. App. Unpub. LEXIS 280
http://opinions.kycourts.net/COA/2010-CA-001077.pdf
Basic Reparations Benefits
Kentucky’s Motor Vehicle Reparations Act (MVRA) permits recovery of Basic Reparation
Benefits, not to exceed $10,000.00, in the event of an injury from a motor vehicle accident.
Motorcyclists, however, are permitted to refuse consent to the tort limitations under the MVRA,
so long as they file their rejections in writing with the Department of Insurance. Here, a
motorcyclist who was injured by an automobile driver was awarded $250,000.00 from a jury for
his injuries, but the Court reduced the award by $10,000.00 because the motorcyclist did not
carry PIP coverage through his insurance carrier, and had not rejected consent to the tort
limitations. The Court held that even though PIP coverage was offered as optional coverage by
his carrier, and despite the fact that BRB coverage is optional for motorcyclists, the motorcyclist
was still precluded from recovering BRB because he had not paid for the additional coverage.
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Dickey v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., No. 2010-CA-002320-MR, 2012 WL 1556291 (Ky. Ct. App.
May 4, 2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2010-CA-002320.pdf
Statute of Limitations for PIP Benefits
Plaintiff was injured in a car accident. Plaintiff’s insurance company, defendant Liberty Mutual,
issued a PIP payment to cover treatment on October 5, 2007. Over two (2) years later, on
October 9, 2009, plaintiff received additional treatment. Defendant denied payment, claiming
the statute of limitations, which extends two (2) years after the last payment of benefits, had
expired.
Plaintiff argued the date of the last payment was October 12, 2007, the date the check was
received by the doctor. The Court rejected this argument and held the date of the last payment
was the date the check was issued by the defendant, and so plaintiff’s claim was time-barred.
Frost v. Dickerson, No. 2010-CA-000537-MR, 2012 WL 592193 (Ky. Ct. App. Feb. 24, 2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2010-CA-000537.pdf
Discovery Rule
Plaintiff was injured in a car accident in 2007. Afterward, plaintiff received PIP benefits from
her insurance company until November 13, 2007. After the accident, plaintiff suffered various
injuries that went undiagnosed until 2009, at which time they were attributed to the car accident.
Plaintiff brought a personal injury claim against defendant, the other driver involved in the
accident, on December 30, 2009.
Plaintiff argued the discovery rule, which tolls the cause of action until the injury is discovered,
should apply. The Court disagreed, finding no discovery rule language existed in the applicable
statute. The Court also declined to extend the discovery rule to tort actions under the MVRA
because it had no authority to do so. Thus, plaintiff’s claim was time-barred by the two (2) year
statute of limitation in K.R.S. 304.39-230(6).
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. v. Samons, No. 2010-CA-001659-MR, 2011 WL 2416856
(Ky. Ct. App. June 11, 2011)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2010-CA-001659.pdf
Basic Reparations Benefits
A man on horseback was hit by a driver who was test-driving a new car, on which he did not
carry an insurance policy. The driver did, however, have personal automobile insurance, and the
victim brought a claim against the driver and his insurance carrier for Basic Reparation Benefits.
The Court found for the insurer because the vehicle involved in the accident was not covered by
the carrier and “Basic Reparation Benefits follow the vehicle, not the person.” Alternatively, the
Court also rejected the victim’s claim for relief through the doctrine of reasonable expectations,
which would enable recovery if the policy exclusion of persons in his situation was not
conspicuous enough. The Court responded that the doctrine did not apply because the victim
could have no reasonable expectations of coverage under a policy to which he was not a party.
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Stull v. Steffen, 2012 WL 3047130 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2011-CA-000229.pdf
Statute of Limitations Determination
The insured was injured in a motor vehicle accident and was paid by her insurer $9,986.31
designated as PIP, and $1,000.00 designated under the medical payment provision. Under the
policy, the insurer was required to pay $10,000.00 in PIP benefits before disbursing any MedPay
Benefits. The insured later brought suit against the tortfeasor. The tortfeasor pointed out the suit
was brought two (2) years after the insured received her last designated PIP payment, in violation
of the two (2) year statute of limitation. The insured claimed the additional MedPay payment
was converted to a PIP payment to satisfy the $10,000.00 requirement, causing her suit to be
filed within the two (2) year period. The Court held that all payments, regardless of internal
designation, are deemed PIP payments until PIP coverage is exhausted, and once exhausted, the
statute of limitations will begin to run.
d.

Other Significant Decisions

Bruner v. Miami Management Co. & Wendy’s Int’l Inc., No. 011-CA-000616-MR, 2012 WL
1484056 (Ky. Ct. App. Apr. 27, 2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2011-CA-000616.pdf
Summary Judgment for Open and Obvious Dangers
Plaintiff slipped and fell on unseen ice in defendant Wendy’s parking lot. Plaintiff filed suit
alleging defendant had failed to keep property safe, prevent or correct unsafe conditions, and
warn of the danger. Defendant moved for summary judgment arguing there was no liability
since the dangerous condition was open and obvious.
The Court rejected defendant’s argument in light of the recent Kentucky Supreme Court decision
McIntosh v. Kentucky River Medical Center, 319 S.W.2d 385 (Ky. 2010), which held that despite
being open and obvious, a trial court must ask whether the landowner could reasonably foresee
that an invitee could be injured by the danger. A landowner can be held liable for failing to take
reasonable precautions to prevent a foreseeable injury. Thus, a landowner’s duty is twofold, to
warn of dangers and take steps to eliminate them. Whether a landowner fulfills these duties is a
question of fact for the jury. The dissenting judge emphasized that McIntosh did not preclude
summary judgment in all open and obvious cases; rather, a landowner would not be absolved of
liability if it was foreseeable that an invitee would be distracted, or would not observe or
appreciate the danger.
Ingram Trucking, Inc. v. Allen & State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., No. 2011-CA-000513-MR,
2012 WL 1649095 (Ky. Ct. App. May 11, 2012)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2011-CA-000513.pdf
Statute of Limitations for Negligent Property Damage
Defendant Allen ran a red light and collided with a tractor-trailer, causing extensive damage.
More than two (2) years after the accident, plaintiff, the trailer’s owner, sent a letter to defendant
State Farm seeking payment of damages. State Farm denied payment, claiming the two (2) year
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statute of limitations for claiming property damage had run. Plaintiff argued a five (5) year
statute of limitations for damages which were the result of a trespass to chattel should apply.
The Court rejected plaintiff’s argument, finding a trespass to chattel is an intentional tort and
cannot be premised on negligent conduct. Since there was no evidence defendant Allen intended
to damage the tractor trailer, the underlying cause of action was common law negligence, and a
two (2) year statute of limitations was proper. Thus, the plaintiff’s claim was time-barred.
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. v. Chauvin, 2011 WL 2976917 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2011-CA-000056.pdf
Compelling a Psychiatric Evaluation
An insurer believed that an insured’s injury was psychosomatic, and filed a motion to compel
him to undergo an independent psychiatric examination. The Court, however, held the Kentucky
civil rules only permit a court to compel a mental examination for good cause when a party’s
mental condition is actually in controversy. The Court cited federal precedent to find that merely
alleging physical injury and “garden-variety emotional distress” does not place an individual’s
mental condition in controversy. Here, because the insured alleged no more than “great physical
pain and mental anguish,” which did not constitute a substantial or specific case of mental
distress, such as negligent infliction of emotional distress, the motion to compel was denied.
Medical Protective Co. v. Wiles, 2011 WL 2420011 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2010-CA-000262.pdf
Punitive Damages
A physician’s malpractice insurance carrier responded to a patient’s $2 million settlement offer
twenty-seven (27) months after it was filed, and made its own offer of $500,000.00. A jury later
returned to the plaintiff a $350,000.00 award for compensatory damages and a $2.2 million
award for punitive damages based on the carrier’s bad faith handling of the claim. In review of
the jury instructions regarding punitive damages, the Court held it was not required to instruct
that punitive damages must be shown appropriate by “clear and convincing evidence.” The Court
held that the instructions given were appropriate when they merely required (1) a finding that the
insurer is obligated to pay the claim, (2) the insurer lacked a reasonable basis for denying the
claim, and (3) the insurer either knew there was no reasonable basis for denial or recklessly
disregarded whether such a basis existed. Further, the Court held that twenty-seven (27) months
between the settlement demand and the responsive offer was more than “mere delay,” and
established the carrier’s questionable motive. Lastly, the Court held it could not hear the carrier’s
appeal that the punitive award was excessive, because the carrier had failed to raise that issue at
the original trial.
Smith v. Grubb, 2012 WL 2160192 (Ky. App.)
http://opinions.kycourts.net/coa/2011-CA-000223.pdf
Open and Obvious Defense
The plaintiff was injured by falling into a pothole while walking through a gas station parking
lot. The plaintiff brought suit against the property owner, alleging they failed to maintain the
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premises in a reasonably safe condition. The Court held the open and obvious defense applied,
and the parking lot owner was not liable for the injuries. The plaintiff argued the Kentucky River
Medical Center decision applied, holding that the open and obvious doctrine was no longer an
absolute bar to recovery. The Court ruled Kentucky River Medical Center only modified the
open and obvious defense doctrine creating an exception to the absolute bar to recovery where it
is reasonably foreseeable that the plaintiff would be distracted and not observe or appreciate the
danger. The Court held the exception to the rule did not apply, as potholes in pavement are an
everyday occurrence, and plaintiff was required to observe the surface of the parking lot.
3.

Federal Court Decision

National Surety Corp. v. Hartford Cas. Ins. Co., No. 11-5965, 2012 WL 4839767 (6th Cir. 2012)
http://www.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/12a1063n-06.pdf
“Gross Negligence” in Handling an Insurance Claim Does Not Equate to Bad Faith
An excess insurer brought an action against the primary insurer that had unsuccessfully defended
its insured in a products liability action. The products liability suit resulted in a $5.78 million
damage award against the insured, $2.975 million of which went to punitive damages. The
excess insurer, which became liable for the $4.78 million over the primary insurer’s policy
limits, alleged the primary insurer had handled the claim in bad faith. Even though the excess
insurer alleged the primary insurer failed to timely provide notice that damages might exceed the
limits of its liability policy, extended extremely low settlement offers, and failed to
independently investigate punitive damages which were later awarded, the Court held that “gross
negligence” did not rise to the level of bad faith under Kentucky law. In order to meet the high
standard in Kentucky for bad faith handling of a claim, the primary insurer would had to have
exhibited “evil motives” or “reckless indifference” of its insured’s rights.
D.

SIGNIFICANT CASES PENDING BEFORE THE KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT

Dick’s Sporting Goods, Inc. v. Webb, 2011-SC-518-DG; Shelton v. Kentucky Easter Seals
Society, Inc., 2011-SC-554-DG
Open and Obvious Doctrine
At issue in both of these cases is whether summary judgment for the defendant was granted
properly under Kentucky River Medical Center v. McIntosh, which had described the open and
obvious defense as a bar to recovery. The doctrine provides an exception where it is reasonably
foreseeable that a plaintiff would be distracted and not observe or appreciate the danger.
National Union Fire Ins. Co. v. Pike County Board of Education, 2010-SC-827-DG
Insurance Policy Interpretation
The issues involve interpretation of policy provisions regarding the effect of the delayed
reporting of a claim under “claims based” policies with discrete coverage periods, but when
viewed together provide continuous coverage to the insured.
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Samons, Administratrix v. Kentucky Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co., 2011-SC-414-DG
Basic Reparation Benefits
Issues involve responsibility for paying basic reparation benefits on behalf of an uninsured rider
on horseback injured in a collision with an uninsured motor vehicle driven by a person insured
under his own policy. Specifically, can that driver’s insurer be excluded from responsibility for
paying basic reparation benefits, to be covered instead through the Assigned Claims Plan?

State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Hodgkiss-Warrick, 2011-SC-266-DG
Regular-Use Exclusions and Conflict of Law
The issues involve whether regular-use exclusions from underinsured motorist coverage
provided in insurance policies violate public policy, and a conflict of law arising from a
Pennsylvania resident being involved in a car accident in Kentucky.
Fort Mitchell Country Club v. Timothy Lamarre, et al., 2011-SC-665-DG
Dram Shop Act
At issue in this case is whether the Dram Shop Act offers protection to distributors of distilled
spirits and wine who possess a private club license pursuant to KRS 243.270, and distribute
alcohol to be consumed off the licensed premises in violation of their license.

These cases were pending at the time this summary was printed. To confirm
whether the Supreme Court has issued a decision in any of these cases, we invite
you to visit our website at http://www.smithrolfes.com.
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
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V.

THE STATE OF INDIANA
A.

FREQUENTLY CITED INDIANA STATUTES
1.

Automobile Insurance

I.C. § 9-25-2-3
Financial Responsibility
Requires insurance in the following amounts:
(1)

$25,000.00 per person;

(2)

$50,000.00 per accident; and

(3)

$10,000.00 property coverage per accident.

I.C. § 27-7-5-2(a)
UM/UIM Coverage
Requires insurers to offer UM/UIM coverage with every bodily injury liability policy of
insurance in an amount not less than $50,000.00 or the limit of liability insurance, whichever is
greater and which can only be rejected in writing.
I.C. § 27-7-5-4(a)
Uninsured Motor Vehicles
An uninsured motor vehicle is one without liability insurance or not otherwise compliant with
the financial responsibility requirements of such laws of this or another state or where the insurer
is unable to make payments to the limit of liability due to insolvency.
I.C. § 27-7-5-4(b)
Underinsured Motor Vehicles
An underinsured motor vehicle is one where the limits of coverage available for payment to the
insured under all bodily injury liability policies covering persons liable to the insured are less
than the limits of the insured’s underinsured motorist coverage.
I.C. § 27-7-6-2
Definitions
This statute contains the definitions for “automobile insurance policy”, and “automobile liability
coverage”.
2.

Negligence, Other Torts and Contribution

I.C. § 7.1-5-10-15.5
Civil Liability for Furnishing Alcohol
A person who furnishes alcohol is not liable for civil action for damages caused by the
intoxicated person, unless they actually knew the person was visibly intoxicated, and the
intoxication of the person was the proximate cause of the injury or damage.
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If a person, who is 21, suffers an injury or death, caused by voluntary intoxication, the person,
the person’s heirs, dependants or representative may not make a claim against the person who
furnished the alcohol.
I.C. § 12-15-29-4.5
Medicaid Claim
Insurer must accept a Medicaid claim for a Medicaid recipient for three (3) years from the date
of service. An insurer cannot deny a Medicaid claim solely based on the date of submission, type
or format of the claim, method of submission or failure to provide proper documentation.
Insurer cannot deny a Medicaid claim solely due to lack of prior authorization. Insurer will
conduct the prior authorization retrospectively when prior authorization is necessary. Insurer
must adjudicate such claim as if it received prior authorization.
I.C. § 14-22-10-2.5
Entry onto Premises of Another
A person, who enters a premise, without permission or monetary compensation, for the purposes
of hunting or fishing, does not have an assurance that the premise is safe.
The owner of a premise does not assume responsibility or incur liability for damage or injury
caused by others persons using the premises.
I.C. § 22-3-10-1
Ban on Employer Waiver of Liability
Any contracts between an employer and an employee, or any contracts between an employee and
any third-party, which purport to release the employer or third-party from any liability for
damages arising out of the negligence of the employer or third-party are against public policy
and declared null and void.
I.C. § 34-18-8-4
Medical Malpractice – Prerequisite to Commencement of Action
Prior to commencing a medical malpractice action in Indiana, the claimant’s proposed complaint
must be presented to a “medical review panel” for review, and the panel must provide an opinion
regarding whether or not the evidence supports the alleged conclusions.
I.C. § 34-20-1-1
Products Liability Actions
The article governs all actions that are brought by a user or consumer against a manufacturer or
seller for physical harm caused by a product regardless of the substantive legal theory or theories
upon which the action is brought.
I.C. § 34-20-2-1
Product Liability
Liability exists for an unreasonably dangerous or defective product if the seller should
reasonably foresee the consumer or class of persons being exposed to the harm caused by the
defective condition, the seller is engaged in the business of selling the product and the product
reaches the user or consumer without substantial alteration.
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I.C. § 34-20-2-2
Product Liability
An action can be maintained even though reasonable care was used in the manufacture and
preparation of the product and there is no privity of contract. However, reasonable care is a
defense to design defect claims and those for failure to provide adequate warnings.
I.C. § 34-20-2-3
Strict Product Liability
An action for strict product liability for an unreasonably dangerous defective condition may only
be brought against the manufacturer.
I.C. § 34-20-2-4
Product Manufacturers
If a court cannot gain jurisdiction over a manufacturer, then the manufacturer’s principal
distributor or seller over whom the court can gain jurisdiction will be deemed the manufacturer
of the product.
I.C. § 34-20-3-1
Product Liability
A product liability action in negligence or strict liability must be commenced within two (2)
years from the cause of action or within ten (10) years after the delivery to the initial user or
customer. If the cause of action happens after eight (8) years but before ten (10) years of the date
of delivery, the action may be commenced within two (2) years after the cause of action.
I.C. § 34-20-9-1
Indemnity in Product Liability Actions
A party held liable may seek indemnity from other persons whose actual fault caused the product
to be defective.
I.C. § 34-23-1-1
Wrongful Death
Requires an action in wrongful death to be maintained by the personal representative of the
decedent and to have been able to have been prosecuted by the decedent had the decedent lived.
I.C. § 34-23-1-2(d)
Limitation of Certain Wrongful Death Damages
The type of damages in subsection (c)(3)(A) (reasonable medical, hospital, funeral and burial
expenses) are limited to $300,000.00.
I.C. § 34-31-4-1
Parental Liability
A parent is liable for no more than $5,000.00 in actual damages from damage caused by their
child, if the parent has custody and the child is living with the parent.
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I.C. § 34-44-1-3
Payments of Awards
Proof of payments may be considered by trier of fact for determining the amount of any award
and for any court review of awards considered excessive.
I.C. § 34-51-2-2
Comparative Fault of Governmental Subdivisions
Contributory negligence remains a complete defense to claims under the Tort Claims Act.
I.C. § 34-51-2-5
Comparative Fault Set-Off
Contributory fault of a claimant acts to proportionately reduce the total damages for an injury by
the claimant’s contributory fault.
I.C. § 34-51-2-6
Contributory Negligence as Complete Defense
Contributory negligence is a complete defense if a claimant’s contributory fault is greater than
the fault of all other persons whose fault proximately contributed to the claimant’s damages.
I.C. § 34-51-2-10
Intentional Torts
A plaintiff may recover one-hundred percent of the compensatory damages in a civil action for
an intentional tort from a defendant who was convicted after a prosecution based on the same
evidence.
I.C. § 34-51-2-12
Contribution and Indemnity
In an action under this chapter, there is no right of contribution among tortfeasors. The right of
indemnity is unaffected by this section.
I.C. § 34-51-2-14
Nonparty Defense
In an action based on fault, a defendant may assert that the damages of the claimant were caused
in full or in part by a nonparty.
I.C. § 34-51-2-15
Nonparty Defense
The burden of proving a nonparty defense is upon the defendant who must affirmatively plead
the defense.
I.C. § 34-51-2-16
Nonparty Defense
A nonparty defense must be pled if known. Nonparty defenses which become known after the
filing of the answer must be raised with reasonable promptness. If the summons and complaint
were served more than one hundred fifty (150) days prior to the expiration of the claimant’s
statute of limitations, nonparty defenses must be pled no later than forty-five (45) days prior to
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the expiration of that limitation of action; however, the trial court may alter these time limits to
allow defendants a reasonable opportunity to discover the existence of a nonparty defense and
allow the claimant a reasonable opportunity to add the nonparty as an additional defendant prior
to the expiration of the period of limitations applicable to the claim.
I.C. § 34-51-3-2
Punitive Damages – Clear and Convincing Evidence
Any claim for punitive damages must be established by clear and convincing evidence to support
an award.
I.C. § 34-51-3-4
Punitive Damages – Maximum Award
Any punitive damage award may not be more than the greater of:
(1)

Three times the amount of compensatory damages; or

(2)

Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00).

I.C. § 34-51-3-5
Punitive Damages – Mandatory Reduction
If a trier of fact awards punitive damages that exceed the maximum allowable award, the court
shall reduce the punitive damage award to an amount no more than the greater of:
(1)

Three times the amount of compensatory damages; or

(2)

Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00).
3.

Subrogation

I.C. § 27-7-5-6(a)
Subrogation for UM/UIM Payments
Provides that payment of UM/UIM coverage for damages operates to subrogate the insurer to
any cause of action in tort which payee may have.
I.C. § 27-7-5-6(b)
Exception to the Right of Subrogation for UIM Payments
The insurer providing underinsured motorist coverage does not have the right of subrogation if it
is informed of a bona fide offer of settlement which includes a certification of the liability
coverage limits of the underinsured motorist and the insurer fails to advance payment in at least
the amount of the offer within thirty (30) days.
I.C. § 34-51-2-19
Lien Reduction
Subrogation claims or other liens or claims arising out of the payment of medical expenses or
other benefits as the result of personal injuries or death shall be diminished by the claimant’s
comparative fault or the uncollectibility of the full value of the claim resulting from limited
liability insurance or any other cause in the same proportion as the claimant’s recovery is
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reduced. The lien or claim shall also bear a pro rata share of the claimant’s attorney fees and
litigation expenses.
4.

Insurance Fraud

I.C. § 27-2-13-2
Release of Information by Insurer
Insurer must furnish policy information relevant to fire loss, history of claims of claimant, and
materials relating to fire investigation, if requested by an authorized agency investigating a fire
loss.
I.C. § 27-2-13-3
Arson Reporting
When an insurer has reason to believe a fire loss in which it has an interest is caused by a means
that was not accidental, then the company shall notify an authorized agency in writing and
provide that agency with all materials developed from the insurer’s investigation of the fire loss.
The insurer shall also provide the office of the State Fire Marshal a copy of any information
provided under this section.
I.C. § 27-2-13-4
Arson Reporting
When an authorized agency receives information under this chapter, it may release or provide the
same information to any other authorized agency to further its investigation. In addition, an
insurer who provides information under this chapter has the reciprocal right to request and
receive relevant information from that agency. Finally, an insurer or authorized agency, who
releases or provides evidence or information under this chapter, is immune from any civil or
criminal liability for providing the evidence or information.
I.C. § 27-2-13-5
Arson Reporting
When an authorized agency is investigating a fire that it believes to have been caused by arson it
may, in writing, order an insurer to withhold payment of any policy proceeds on the damaged or
destroyed property for up to thirty (30) days from the date of the order. The insurer may not
make a payment during that time, except as follows:
(1)

Emergency living expenses;

(2)

Emergency action necessary to secure the premises;

(3)

To prevent further damage to the premises; or

(4)

To a mortgagee who is not the target of the investigation of the authorized
agency.

I.C. § 27-2-14-2
Vehicle Theft Reporting
If an insurer has reason to believe that a vehicle theft claim made by an insured is fraudulent, the
insurer shall notify, in writing, an authorized agency of the suspected fraudulent claim and
provide the agency with all materials developed from the insurer’s investigation.
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I.C. § 27-2-14-3
Vehicle Theft Reporting
An authorized agency investigating a vehicle theft may, in writing, require an insurer
investigating the loss to release any and all relevant information or evidence considered
important to the authorized agency, including:
(1)

Pertinent policy information (including a policy application);

(2)

Policy premium payment records;

(3)

History of prior claims made by the insured; and

(4)

Material relating to the investigation, including:
a)

Statements;

b)

Proofs of Loss; and/or

c)

Other relevant evidence.

I.C. § 27-2-14-4
Vehicle Theft Reporting
An authorized agency provided with information under this chapter may release or provide the
same information to any other authorized agency to further its investigation. In addition, an
insurer who provides information under this section has the reciprocal right to request and
receive relevant information from that agency. When requested, the agency shall provide the
requested information within a reasonable time, not exceeding thirty (30) days. Finally, an
insurer or authorized agency that releases or provides evidence or other information under this
chapter is immune from civil or criminal liability for providing that information.
I.C. § 27-2-16-3
Claim Forms
All preprinted claim forms required by an insurer as a condition of payment of a claim must
contain a statement which clearly states the following: “A person who knowingly and with intent
to defraud an insurer files a statement of claim containing any false, incomplete, or misleading
information commits a felony.”
I.C. § 27-2-19-7
Immunity for Exchange of Information
An insurer, attorney, or investigative agency that receives and provides information pursuant to
the requirements of the Indiana Code in good faith is immune from liability arising from the act
of receiving, or the act of providing the information.
I.C. § 36-8-17-7
Fire Investigation
A fire department must investigate and determine the cause of fire in their territory. If the fire
chief believes a crime was committed, he must notify the division and submit a report. The report
must include: (1) a statement of facts; (2) the extent of damage; (3) the amount of insurance; and
(4) other information required in the commission’s rules. To carry out this section, the fire
department may: (1) enter and inspect property; (2) cooperate with prosecuting attorney;
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(3) subpoena witnesses and documents; (4) give oaths; (5) take depositions and conduct
hearings; and (6) separate witnesses and regulate the course of proceedings.
5.

Miscellaneous Statutes

I.C. § 22-3-2-6
Workers’ Compensation – Exclusive Remedy
The Indiana Workers’ Compensation Administration provides the exclusive rights and remedies
granted to an employee by account of personal injury or death, by accident, while that employee
is within the course and scope of his employment.
I.C. § 25-10-1-15
Admissibility of Chiropractor Testimony
A chiropractor’s testimony relating to records or reports of a licensed medical physician may be
admissible as evidence at trial if:
(1)

The chiropractor is properly qualified as an expert; and

(2)

The court is satisfied the information which the chiropractor testifies about is of
the type reasonably relied on by other chiropractors.

I.C. § 27-4-1-4.5
Unfair Claim Settlement Practices
The statute sets forth certain actions/inactions which may constitute unfair claim settlement
practices under Indiana law.
I.C. § 34-14-1-1
Declaratory Judgment
A court may declare rights, status, and other legal relations whether or not further relief is or
could be claimed.
I.C. § 34-14-1-2
Declaratory Judgment
A person interested under a deed, will, written contract, or other writings or whose rights, status,
or other legal relations are affected by a statute, municipal ordinance, contract, or franchise may
have questions of construction or validity determined or obtain a declaration of rights, status, or
legal relations thereunder.
I.C. § 34-50-1-4
Qualified Settlement Offer
This is essentially a codification of the Trial Rule 68 Offer of Judgment. When a qualified
settlement offer is made pursuant to this statute, and not accepted, then the party rejecting the
offer must ultimately obtain a more favorable judgment. If the rejecting party fails to obtain a
more favorable judgment, the offering party is entitled to attorney’s fees, costs, and expenses in
an amount not to exceed $1,000.00. To be valid, a qualified settlement offer must:
(1)

Be in writing;
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(2)

Be signed by the offeror or the offeror’s attorney;

(3)

Be designated on its face as a “qualified settlement offer;”

(4)

Be delivered to each recipient or the recipient’s attorney by:
a)

Registered or certified mail; or

b)

Any other method that verifies the date of receipt; and

(5)

Set forth the complete terms of the settlement proposal in sufficient detail to allow
the recipient to decide whether to accept or reject it;

(6)

Include the name and address of the offeror and the offeror’s attorney; and

(7)

Expressly revoke all prior qualified settlement offers made by the offeror to the
recipient.

I.C. § 34-51-4-8
Prejudgment Interest
If a court awards prejudgment interest, the court must determine the period during which
prejudgment interest accrues, which may not exceed 48 months. Generally, prejudgment interest
will begin to accrue on the latest of the following dates:
(1)

Fifteen months after the cause of action accrued; and

(2)

Six months after a medical malpractice claim is filed (if, I.C. § 34-18-8 and
I.C. § 34-19-9 do not apply) or one hundred eighty (180) days after a medical
review panel is formed to review a medical malpractice complaint.

(3)

In all cases, however, the court shall exclude any period of delay that the court
determines is caused by the party requesting prejudgment interest.
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B.

INDIANA STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Employment
I.C. § 34-11-2-1

Except those based upon a written contract, within two years of
the date of the act or omission complained of.

T
W
O

Medical Malpractice
I.C. § 34-11-2-3

Within two years from the date of the act, omission or neglect
complained of.

Personal Injury, Injury
to Character and Injury
to Property
I.C. § 34-11-2-4(2)

Within two years after the cause of action arises.

Y
E
A
R
S

Product Liability
I.C. § 34-20-3-1(b)

Within two years after the cause of action accrues; or not more
than ten years after the delivery of the product to the initial user
or consumer. However, if the cause of action accrues at least
eight years but less than ten years after that initial delivery, the
action may be commenced at any time within two years after the
cause of action accrues.

Wrongful Death
I.C. § 34-23-1-1

Within two years after the death of the decedent.

Bad Faith
I.C. § 34-11-2-4(2)

Two years from alleged act of bad faith.

Workers’
Compensation
I.C. § 22-3-9-8

Within two years from the date the cause of action accrues.
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C.

SIGNIFICANT INDIANA COURT DECISIONS
1.

Supreme Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

Haag v. Castro, 959 N.E.2d 819 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/01101201fsj.pdf
Policy Interpretation
A youth soccer team that was an affiliated member of the Indiana Youth Soccer Association
(IYSA) traveled out of state for a soccer tournament. While en route to a “team-building” rafting
trip, the van containing the players and driven by the coach collided with another vehicle. The
players claimed their injuries were covered under the IYSA’s insurance policy because the
automobile was being “used in the business of” the IYSA. The Supreme Court held this use was
not “used in the business of” the IYSA because the IYSA’s business is (1) promoting soccer, (2)
regulating competition, leagues, teams, and players, and (3) conducting specific events. When a
team participates in a tournament, the team is engaged in its own business. Further, this policy
was not illusory because coverage is only illusory when the policy would not pay benefits under
any reasonably expected set of circumstances.
State Auto Mut. Ins. Co. v. Flexdar, 2012 WL 966052 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/03221201rdr.pdf
Pollution Exclusion
Flexdar’s manufacturing operation was allegedly polluting the nearby soil and groundwater.
Flexdar requested defense and indemnification from State Auto, Flexdar’s insurer. State Auto
sought a judgment that State Auto was not liable for the pollution under the pollution exclusion
clause of the policy. The Indiana Supreme Court held that an insurer can and should specify what
falls within its pollution exclusion. The Court found the language in the policy to be ambiguous
and, thus, construed the ambiguity against State Auto to provide coverage to the insured for the
cost of cleanup.
Lakes v. Grange Mut. Cas. Co., 964 N.E.2d 796 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/89S05-1109-CT-531.pdf
UM/UIM Decision
Several family members were injured in a car accident, and divided the benefits paid by the
tortfeasor’s insurer. Plaintiff received an amount that did not fully compensate her for her
injuries. Plaintiff’s insurer argued that the tortfeasor’s vehicle was not an underinsured vehicle as
a matter of law because the per accident limit of his policy was equal to the UIM per accident
limit of plaintiff’s mother’s policy. The Court held that the tortfeasor’s vehicle was underinsured
because the amount actually paid to plaintiff was less than the per person limit of liability of the
underinsurance endorsement.
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Inman v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, 2012 WL 6189014 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/12121201bd.pdf
Prejudgment Interest on UIM Benefits
The plaintiff was injured in an automobile accident and recovered the tortfeasor’s liability
limits. The plaintiff sought to recover additional damages from her underinsured motorist
coverage (UIM). Her insurance company refused to pay UIM benefits and a subsequent suit was
filed. The plaintiff received a jury verdict for UIM benefits and later made a motion for
prejudgment interest which was denied by the trial court. The insurer claimed: (1) the Tort
Prejudgment Interest Statute (TPIS) did not apply to benefits recovered under a UIM policy; and
(2) even if prejudgment interest was allowed in an UIM action, the total recovery could not
exceed the UIM policy limit. The Supreme Court held that TPIS did apply to UIM coverage
disputes and the total recovery of damages and interest could be in excess of the UIM policy
limits.
b.

Premises Liability Decision

Hunt Construction Group, Inc. v. Garrett, 964 N.E.2d 222 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/03221201fsj.pdf
Liability of Construction Managers
After a construction worker was injured on the jobsite, she sought to recover damages for
negligence from the project’s construction manager by whom she was not employed. The
Supreme Court held that whether the construction manager owed the employee a legal duty of
care required answering (1) whether such a duty was imposed upon the construction manager by
contract, or (2) whether the construction manager assumed such a duty by undertaking specific
supervisory responsibilities beyond those set forth in the original construction documents. These
responsibilities can consist of, but are not limited to, appointing a safety director, initiating
weekly safety meetings, and directing the contractors to observe certain safety precautions.
c.

Other Significant Decisions

Anyango v. Rolls-Royce Corp., 971 N.E.2d 654 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/07301201fsj.pdf
Forum Non Conveniens
A man was killed in a helicopter crash in Canada. His parents brought a wrongful death action
in Indiana because the helicopter engine and components were manufactured there. The trial
court dismissed the complaint in favor of a Canadian forum. The parents appealed, claiming
Canada was inadequate because the potential damage award in Canada was much smaller and the
litigation there would be more expensive and difficult. The Court adopted the reasoning from
Piper Aircraft Co. v. Reyno, 454 U.S. 235 (1981), finding that the Canadian forum was adequate
for purposes of Trial Rule 4.4(C), so long as the parties were not deprived of all remedies or
treated unfairly in the litigation. The Court would not deny the dismissal based on a showing
that the substantive law of the alternative forum was less favorable than the chosen forum.
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Bennett v. Richmond, 960 N.E.2d 782 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/08131001ewn.pdf
Expert Testimony
The Court held that psychologists are capable of qualifying as expert witnesses at trial for the
purpose of providing testimony regarding not only an injury’s effects, but also as to the injury’s
cause. The opposing party here had not requested a Daubert hearing prior to the psychologist’s
testimony. The Court established in this case, however, that the hearing on the opponent’s pretrial motion to exclude the testimony sufficed for that purpose. Further, even though Indiana’s
evidence rule 702 establishes criteria for qualifying expert witnesses, the Court held it is only
necessary for an expert to satisfy one of the criteria. The Court stated the witness’s ability to
fulfill the remaining criteria goes to the weight of his credibility rather than his qualifications.
Clark. v. Clark, 971 N.E.2d 58 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/07231201bd.pdf
Indiana’s Auto “Guest Statute”
The Court revisited Indiana’s Guest Statute, which generally precludes designated passengers,
usually family members, from recovering damages for injuries resulting from ordinary
negligence, where such passengers are “being transported without payment in or upon the motor
vehicle.” In this case, an adult son had gotten out of his father’s car to guide his father (the
driver) into a parking spot, when he was subsequently and accidentally pinned between his
father’s car and another. The Court strictly interpreted the statute, and in so doing, permitted the
son to recover damages from his father because he was neither “in” nor “upon” the car at the
time of the accident. Through its decision, the Court overruled previous appellate precedent
regarding the statute from KLLM v. Legg, 826 N.E.2d 136 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005).
Gill v. Evansville Sheet Metal Works, Inc., 970 N.E.2d 633 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/0625201201fsj.pdf
Construction Claims
A widow claimed her deceased husband’s former employer was liable for her husband’s death
because of his exposure to asbestos in construction. The employer moved to dismiss, claiming
removal of asbestos products constituted an improvement to real property, which had a ten (10)
year statute of limitations. The Court disagreed, and adopted the “commonsense” approach to
defining improvement to real property. The party must establish there is a permanent addition to
or betterment of real property that: (1) enhances the real property’s capital value; (2) involves the
expenditure of labor or money; and (3) that is designed or intended to make the property more
useful or valuable, as distinguished from ordinary repairs.
Spangler v. Bechtel, 958 N.E.2d 458 (Ind. 2011)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/12131101bd.pdf
Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress
Two parents were treated at a hospital, but their baby died in utero and was stillborn. The parents
brought suit against the hospital, the midwife, and the midwife’s employer for emotional distress
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damages. Summary judgment for the defendants was denied. The Supreme Court held that
neither Indiana’s Child Wrongful Death Act nor its Medical Malpractice Act precluded the
parents’ actions. Although unborn children are precluded from the Wrongful Death Act, the
injury is still real, and the parents are entitled to recover; furthermore, the fact that an unborn
child is not a “patient” under the Medical Malpractice Act did not matter because the parents’
injuries were separate and actionable.
Whitaker v. Becker, 960 N.E.2d 111 (Ind. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/01181201rts.doc.pdf
Discovery Sanctions
After the defendant was in a rear-end collision with the plaintiff, the issue became whether the
plaintiff’s injury was caused by the accident, or was due to a pre-existing condition of
degenerative disk disease. After plaintiff’s counsel ignored three separate letters from the
defendant reminding counsel that discovery responses were overdue, the Court enforced an order
compelling discovery. Plaintiff’s counsel then provided false and misleading answers. As a
result, the Court dismissed the case.
2.

Appellate Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decision

Davis v. Shelter Ins. Cos., 957 N.E.2d 995 (Ind. Ct. App. 2011)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/11211101nhv.pdf
Equitable Estoppel
An insured was injured in a car accident. Her insurer erroneously told her the statute of
limitations was three (3) years instead of two (2), and eventually asked State Farm (the other
insurer) to stop contacting the insured because she felt harassed. The insured later asked State
Farm to settle her claim, but was informed the statute of limitations had run. She filed suit
against both companies. The Court of Appeals held that because State Farm did not promise to
settle, discourage plaintiff from filing suit or obtaining counsel, or engage in any other egregious
conduct (the insured stopped receiving phone calls at her own request), there was no basis to
estop it from asserting the statute of limitations. Additionally, the Court held that even if one of
these actions had been present, under all the circumstances of the case, equitable estoppel was
still not appropriate.
b.

Premises Liability Decisions

Hale v. SS Liquors, Inc., 956 N.E.2d 1189 (Ind. Ct. App. 2011)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/11151102mpb.pdf
Evidence of Negligence
Plaintiff fell in the bathtub during a stay at a hotel and sued for negligence. However, plaintiff
could not point to any particular danger, or lack of care on the part of the hotel, which would
have caused his fall. The Court upheld summary judgment for the hotel, stating that contrary to
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the plaintiff’s assertions, falls in the shower do “just happen.” Without some factual allegation of
negligence, the plaintiff had no case.
Santelli v. Rahmatullah, 966 N.E.2d 661 (Ind. Ct. App. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/03291217ehf.pdf
Very Duty Doctrine
A former motel employee entered a guest’s room using a master keycard and murdered the guest.
The motel owner gave the employee the master keycard without performing a background check,
failed to take back the keycard, and provided no motel security. The motel owner was held
liable for the man’s murder under Indiana’s “very duty” doctrine. Under this theory, actors are
negligent when failing to prevent acts of third parties for which the actor knows the third party
will likely commit, even if the acts are criminal. Here, the motel owner was jointly and severally
liable for failing to protect a guest from a specific and likely risk. The Court also stated that the
“very duty” doctrine was not superseded by Indiana’s Comparative Fault Act.
Stickdorn v. Zook, 957 N.E.2d 1014 (Ind. Ct. App. 2011)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/11281103jgb.pdf
Permanent vs. Temporary Nuisance
Plaintiffs brought an action against their neighbors, who were operating a dairy farm, and
dumping manure pits. The fumes from the dumping were affecting the plaintiffs’ health and
ability to enjoy their property. The Court upheld the application of a two (2) year statute to the
plaintiffs’ claims for negligence and personal injury, but refused to apply the six (6) year statute
of limitations to the nuisance and trespass claims. An action for a permanent nuisance over six
(6) years prior would have been barred, the Court reasoned, but because the neighbors emptied
the manure pits repeatedly, over a long period of time, the nuisance was both intermittent and
temporary, and each time the neighbors emptied the pits, the statute of limitations started over.
W.D. ex rel. R.D. v. City of Nappanee, 968 N.E.2d 335 (Ind. Ct. App. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/06061203pdm.pdf
Lifeguard Safety Procedures
A mother sued the city for negligence after her child floated face-down in the water for about
thirty seconds before the lifeguards rescued him. The mother claimed that the city breached its
duty of care to her child because of the delay between noticing her child face-down and taking
action. The Court held that the city does have a duty to maintain a public recreational facility in
a reasonably safe manner, and owes a duty to private individuals to use ordinary, reasonable care
under the circumstances, but the city did not breach that duty in this case. The Court found for
the city because the lifeguards followed the standard safety measures of scanning the pool area at
a set interval, and acted immediately upon recognizing the child was in true danger.
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c.

Other Significant Decisions

City of Indianapolis v. Earl, 960 N.E.2d 868 (Ind. Ct. App. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/01271201cld.pdf
Municipal Immunity
A woman was injured when a fleeing suspect struck her vehicle during a police pursuit. The
woman sued the city for her injuries, and alleged municipal liability for the police officer’s
decision to continue pursuit of the suspect without due regard of the safety of other drivers and
pedestrians in the vicinity of a high-traffic area. The city claimed it was immune from liability
under the Indiana Tort Claims Act (ITCA). The Court held the city was not immune from
liability because (1) a government entity may still be liable for a police officer’s negligent
operation of an emergency vehicle, in violation of traffic safety law; (2) it is for a jury to decide
if a police officer negligently operated an emergency vehicle; and (3) a police chase may be
found improper upon initiation or during continued pursuit.
Hilliard v. Jacobs, 957 N.E.2d 1043 (Ind. Ct. App. 2011)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/12061101nhv.pdf
Res Judicata
The parties, two business partners, obtained life insurance policies on one another. Plaintiff sued
defendant to force defendant to terminate the policy. The trial court found in defendant’s favor,
stating defendant only needed an insurable interest in plaintiff’s life when the policy was issued,
which defendant did. When plaintiff attempted to assert new claims against defendant, the trial
court and appellate court denied the attempt and affirmed the policy in defendant’s name because
the issues had already been decided.
Houser v. Kaufman, 972 N.E.2d 927 (Ind. Ct. App. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/08101201mpb.pdf
Medical Malpractice Act
A patient brought a claim against the physician who delivered her for his failure to reveal the
results of her blood test to her parents at her birth, thirty-five (35) years earlier. The results
showed that she suffered from phenylketonuria (PKU) at birth, which caused both her and her
later-born child to have long-term physical defects. The Court of Appeals examined the validity
of the claims because of the two (2) year statute of limitations in the Medical Malpractice Act.
The Court found that the limitations period could be unconstitutional in cases where a person
reasonably attempted to discover the problems, but failed to do so within the two (2) year period
following the physician’s negligent act. The Court held that the doctor owed a duty to the
patient, but not to her son because of the large span of time between the original blood test and
the birth of her son.
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Martinez v. Park, M.D., 959 N.E.2d 259 (Ind. Ct. App. 2011)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/12071101mgr.pdf
Proof of Medical Negligence
Plaintiff received cosmetic surgery and was unhappy with the results. Plaintiff sued the doctor,
alleging a sub-standard surgery, and sued the hospital that granted his credentials to perform
cosmetic surgery. The appellate court granted summary judgment for defendant, finding that
plaintiff did not have sufficient evidence to rebut defendant’s evidence that his treatment did not
fall below the standard of care. In addition, the appellate court granted summary judgment for
the hospital because plaintiff failed to show defendant rendered negligent care.
TDM Farms, Inc. of North Carolina v. Wilhoite Family Farm, LLC, 969 N.E.2d 97 (Ind. Ct.
App. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/06071202ewn.pdf
Preemption by Federal or State Law
A hog farm brought action against a neighboring commercial hog farm after a contagious virus
spread between the farms as a result of immunizing hogs. The farm’s claims included nuisance,
negligence, and trespass. The Court determined the federal Virus-Serum Toxin Act (VSTA) and
federal regulations did not preempt any and all state law claims where safety, efficacy, purity,
and potency of biological products are not concerned, and that Congress did not intend to
preclude claims that arise from the misuse of an otherwise lawful serum. The Court also held
that the Right to Farm Act did not apply because the dispute was between two established
farming operations, and negligent operations are not covered by the Act.
Veolia Water Indianapolis, LLC v. Nat. Trust Ins. Co., 973 N.E.2d 3 (Ind. Ct. App. 2012)
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/opinions/pdf/08032012tac.pdf
Common Law Immunity
The insurers of a restaurant brought suit against the city and the company that had a contract to
operate the water utility after frozen fire hydrants led to a delay in fighting fire at the restaurant.
The hydrants were frozen because the company sold water to private companies and those
companies failed to properly close the hydrants. The trial court held that the private sale of the
water took away the common law immunity and the insurers were third-party beneficiaries of the
contract the company had with the city. The Court of Appeals found common law immunity for
both the city and the company because the rule was based on the underlying purpose for what the
water was being used, and not what led to the lack of water. The Court found the insurers were
not third-party beneficiaries because the contract contained a section that explicitly rejected any
intent to create third-party beneficiaries, which prevented their breach of contract claim.
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D.

SIGNIFICANT CASES PENDING BEFORE THE INDIANA SUPREME COURT

Davis v. Simon, 974 N.E.2d 475 (Ind. 2012)
Personal Jurisdiction in Defamation Claim
In this case, the Court will examine whether personal jurisdiction can be exercised over an
attorney under the Calder express aiming test, where it was alleged that defamatory remarks
were made in response to a television reporter’s unsolicited questions.
Dodd v. American Family Mut. Ins., 963 N.E.2d 1123 (Ind. 2012)
Effect of Insured’s Material Misrepresentation on Insurance Application
In this case, the Court will consider whether the appellate court properly determined an insurance
policy was voidable, rather than void, when the insured made a material misrepresentation on his
application for insurance.

John Doe v. Father Jonathan Stewart, Cause NO. 49D10-0402-CT-0443 (Ind. 2012)
Punitive Damage Award
The plaintiff was awarded compensatory damages in the amount of $5,000.00 and punitive
damages in the amount of $150,000.00. The Court will address whether the Indiana Statute can
limit the jury’s verdict and whether the Statute is constitutional. The judgment was in
contravention to Indiana Code § 34-51-3-4 that limits punitive damages to either three times the
amount of compensatory damages awarded or to $50,000.00.

These cases were pending at the time this summary was printed. To confirm
whether the Supreme Court has issued a decision in any of these cases, we invite
you to visit our website at http://www.smithrolfes.com.
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
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VI.

THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
A.

FREQUENTLY CITED MICHIGAN STATUTES
1.

General Considerations in Insurance Claims Management

M.C.L.A. § 29.4
Reporting of Fires; Release of Information by Insurance Companies
Fire investigators and fire prevention officials may request an insurer investigating a fire loss of
real or personal property release all information in possession of the agent relative to the loss. If
an insurer has reason to suspect a fire loss was caused by incendiary means, the insurer must
notify the fire investigating agency and furnish them with all relevant material acquired during
its investigation of the fire loss.
M.C.L.A. § 29.6
Fire Marshal Investigative Authority
State fire marshal may investigate and inquire into fire cause and origin that results in death or
property damage, and without restraint or trespass liability.
M.C.L.A. § 257.1106
Death, Injury or Damages Caused by Uninsured Motorist; Application for Payment from Fund
Where the death of or personal injury or property damage to any person or property is
occasioned by an uninsured motor vehicle, any person who would have a cause of action against
the owner or driver of the uninsured motor vehicle in respect to the death or personal injury or
property may make application for payment out of the Motor Vehicle Accident Claims Act fund
for all damages in respect to the death or personal injury and for damages in excess of $200.00 in
respect to property damage.
M.C.L.A. § 257.1123
Maximum Payments for Death, Injury or Property Damage
In respect to applications under the Motor Vehicle Accident Claims Act for payment of damages
arising out of motor vehicle accidents, the secretary shall not pay out of the fund:
(1)

More than $20,000.00, exclusive of costs, on account of injury to or the death of
one person, and, subject to such limit for any one person so injured or killed, not
more than $40,000.00, exclusive of costs, on account of injury to or the death of
two or more persons in any one accident; and

(2)

More than $10,000.00, exclusive of costs, for loss of or damage to property
resulting from any one accident.

M.C.L.A. § 436.1801(3)
Liquor Liability
Right of action of person killed, injured, or damaged by unlawful sale or providing of alcohol to
minor or visibly intoxicated person, if the unlawful sale is proven to be a proximate cause of the
damage, injury or death.
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M.C.L.A. § 500.2006
Timely Payment of Claims or Interest; Proof of Loss; Calculation of Interest; Exemptions
An insurer must pay on a timely basis to its insured the benefits provided under the terms of its
policy, or, in the alternative, the insurer must pay to its insured twelve percent interest on claims
not paid on a timely basis. Failure to pay claims on a timely basis or to pay interest on claims is
an unfair trade practice unless the claim is reasonably in dispute.
An insurer shall specify, in writing, the materials that constitute a satisfactory proof of loss not
later than thirty (30) days after receipt of a claim, unless the claim is settled within the thirty (30)
days. If proof of loss is not supplied as to the entire claim, the amount supported by proof of loss
shall be considered paid on a timely basis if paid within sixty (60) days after receipt of proof of
loss by the insurer.
M.C.L.A. § 500.2026
Unfair Claims Practices
(1)

(2)

Unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the business of insurance include, but are
not limited to:
a)

Misrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy provisions relating to
coverage at issue;

b)

Failing to acknowledge promptly or to act reasonably and promptly upon
communications with respect to claims arising under insurance policies;

c)

Failing to adopt and implement reasonable standards for the prompt
investigation of claims arising under insurance policies;

d)

Refusing to pay claims without conducting a reasonable investigation
based upon the available information;

e)

Failing to affirm or deny coverage of claims within a reasonable time after
proof of loss statements have been completed; and

f)

Failing to attempt in good faith to effectuate prompt, fair, and equitable
settlements of claims in which liability has become reasonably clear.

The failure of an insurer to maintain a complete record of all the complaints of its
insureds which it has received since the date of the last examination is an unfair
method of competition and unfair or deceptive act or practice in the business of
insurance.

M.C.L.A. § 500.2845
Insured Real Property Fire Proceeds
If a claim is filed for a loss to insured real property due to fire or explosion and a final settlement
is reached on the loss to the insured real property, an insurer shall withhold from payment
twenty-five (25) percent of the actual cash value of the insured real property at the time of the
loss or twenty-five (25) percent of the final settlement, whichever is less. For residential
property, the twenty-five (25) percent settlement or judgment withheld shall not exceed
$6,000.00 adjusted annually beginning June 1, 1999, in accordance with the Consumer Price
Index.
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M.C.L.A. § 500.4503
Fraudulent Insurance Acts
In general, a person commits insurance fraud if they present or prepare any oral or written
statement supporting an application or claim for insurance while knowing the statement is false,
either in whole or in part.
M.C.L.A. § 500.4507
Release of Information to Authorized Agency or Insurer
Upon written request by an authorized agency, an insurer may release to the authorized agency,
at the authorized agency's expense, any or all information that is considered important relating to
any suspected insurance fraud. An authorized agency may release information on suspected
insurance fraud to an insurer upon a showing of good cause. This information may include, but is
not limited to, the following:
(1)

Insurance policy information relevant to an investigation, including any
application for a policy;

(2)

Policy premium payment records that are available;

(3)

History of previous claims made by the insured; and/or

(4)

Information relating to the investigation of the suspected insurance fraud,
including statements of any person, proofs of loss, and notice of loss.

M.C.L.A. § 500.4509
Report of Information Concerning Insurance Fraud
In the absence of malice in a prosecution for insurance fraud, any person who cooperates with an
authorized agency or complies with a court order to provide evidence or testimony is not subject
to civil liability with respect to any act concerning the suspected insurance fraud, unless that
person knows that the evidence, information, testimony, or matter contains false information
pertaining to any material fact or thing.
M.C.L.A. § 500.4511
Violations; Penalties
A person who commits insurance fraud is guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment for not
more than four (4) years or a fine of not more than $50,000.00, or both, and restitution. A person
who enters into an agreement or conspiracy to commit insurance fraud is guilty of a felony
punishable by imprisonment for not more than ten (10) years or by a fine of not more than
$50,000.00, or both, and shall be ordered to pay restitution.
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2.

Automobile Insurance

M.C.L.A. § 500.3009
Minimum Auto Insurance Limits
An automobile liability policy insuring against loss resulting from liability imposed by law for
property damage, bodily injury, or death suffered by any person arising out of the ownership,
operation, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle shall not be issued to any motor vehicle unless
the liability coverage is subject to a limit, exclusive of interest and costs of:
(1)

Not less than $20,000.00 because of bodily injury to or death of one person in any
one accident, and subject to that limit for one person;

(2)

To a limit of not less than $40,000.00 because of bodily injury to or death of two
or more persons in any one accident; and

(3)

To a limit of not less than $10,000.00 because of injury to or destruction of
property of others in any accident.

M.C.L.A. § 500.3010
Loss or Damage Caused by Fire or Explosion to Motor Vehicle
An automobile insurer shall not pay a claim of $2,000.00 or more for loss or damage caused by
fire or explosion to an insured motor vehicle until a report has been submitted to the fire or law
enforcement authority designated and the insurer has received from the insured a copy of the
report.
This section does not apply to accidental fires or explosions. If the insurer or the fire or law
enforcement authority designated determines that the fire or explosion may not be accidental, the
insurer shall notify the insured of the requirement for a report under this section by no later than
thirty (30) days after the determination.
M.C.L.A. § 500.3105
Personal Protection Benefits; Accidental Bodily Injury
(1)

Under personal protection insurance an insurer is liable to pay benefits for
accidental bodily injury arising out of the ownership, operation, maintenance or
use of a motor vehicle.

(2)

Personal protection insurance benefits are due without regard to fault.

(3)

Bodily injury includes death resulting therefrom and damage to or loss of a
person's prosthetic devices in connection with the injury.

(4)

Bodily injury is accidental as to a person claiming personal protection insurance
benefits unless suffered intentionally by the injured person or caused intentionally
by the claimant. Even though a person knows that bodily injury is substantially
certain to be caused by his act or omission, he does not cause or suffer injury
intentionally if he acts or refrains from acting for the purpose of averting injury to
property or to any person, including himself.
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M.C.L.A. § 500.3107
Allowable Medical Expenses and Accommodations
Personal protection insurance benefits are payable for the following:
(1)

Allowable expenses consisting of all reasonable charges incurred for reasonably
necessary products, services, and accommodations for an injured person's care,
recovery, or rehabilitation;

(2)

Work loss consisting of loss of income from work an injured person would have
performed during the first three (3) years after the date of the accident if he or she
had not been injured. The statutory maximum is based upon a schedule which is
periodically adjusted for inflation; and

(3)

Replacement services or expenses, not exceeding $20.00 per day, reasonably
incurred in obtaining ordinary and necessary services in lieu of those that, if he or
she had not been injured, an injured person would have performed during the first
three (3) years after the date of the accident, not for income but for the benefit of
himself or herself or of his or her dependent.

M.C.L.A. § 500.3112
Payees of Personal Protection Benefits; Payments as Discharge of Liability
Personal protection insurance benefits are payable to or for the benefit of an injured person or, in
case of his death, to or for the benefit of his dependents. Payment by an insurer of personal
protection insurance benefits discharges the insurer's liability to the extent of the payments
unless the insurer has been notified in writing of the claim of some other person. If there is doubt
about the proper person to receive the benefits or the proper apportionment, the insurer and the
claimant may apply to the circuit court for an appropriate order. In the absence of a court order
the insurer may pay:
(1)

To the dependents of the injured person, the personal protection insurance
benefits accrued before his death without appointment of an administrator or
executor; and

(2)

To the surviving spouse, the personal protection insurance benefits due any
dependent children living with the spouse.

M.C.L.A. § 500.3113
Persons Not Entitled to Personal Protection Benefits
A person is not entitled to be paid personal protection insurance benefits for accidental bodily
injury if at the time of the accident:
(1)

The person was using a motor vehicle or motorcycle which he or she had taken
unlawfully, unless the person reasonably believed that he or she was entitled to
take and use the vehicle;

(2)

The person was the owner or registrant of a motor vehicle involved in the accident
and failed to maintain the security for payment of benefits under personal and
property protection insurance; and/or
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(3)

The person was not a resident of Michigan, was an occupant of a motor vehicle
not registered in Michigan, and was not insured by an insurer which has filed a
certification for nonresidents.
3.

General Liability Considerations

M.C.L.A. § 418.131
Employer-Employee Recovery; Remedies
The right to the recovery of workers’ compensation benefits shall be the employee’s exclusive
remedy against the employer for a personal injury or medical condition resulting from the
employment. An employer can be held liable for an intentional tort where an employee is injured
as a result of a deliberate act of the employer and the employer specifically intended the injury.
An employer is presumed to have intended to injure the employee if the employer had
knowledge that an injury was certain to occur and willfully disregarded that knowledge.
M.C.L.A. § 600.1483
Medical Malpractice Damages Cap
In a medical liability action, total noneconomic damages recoverable by all plaintiffs against all
defendants are limited to $280,000.00, adjusted annually for inflation, except in cases where the
plaintiff is hemiplegic, paraplegic, or quadriplegic due to an injury to the brain or spinal cord, or
where the plaintiff had permanently impaired cognitive capacity, or the plaintiff has had a
permanent loss of or damage to a reproductive organ, then noneconomic damages shall not
exceed $500,000.00.
M.C.L.A. § 600.2913
Parental Liability for Minor Child’s Willful Injury or Damage
Person can recover damages for maximum of $2,500.00 from parents of resident minor child of
parents when the minor has willfully or maliciously caused injury or damaged property.
M.C.L.A. § 600.2922
Wrongful Death Actions
Whenever the death of a person is caused by a wrongful act, neglect, or fault of another and the
act would have entitled the party injured to maintain an action and recover damages if death had
not ensued, the party that would have been liable shall be liable to an action for damages. Every
action under this section shall be brought by, and in the name of, the personal representative of
the estate of the deceased. The people entitled to damages by being damaged by the death only
include the decedent’s spouse, parents, children, descendants, grandchildren, brothers and sisters,
grandparents, the children of the decedent’s spouse, and those who are devisees under the will of
the deceased, and those entitled to share in the state under the laws of intestate succession.
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M.C.L.A. § 600.2925a
Contribution between Tortfeasors
When two or more persons become jointly or severally liable in tort for the same injury to a
person or property, there is a right of contribution among them even if a judgment has not been
recovered against all or any of them.
The right of contribution exists only in favor of a tortfeasor who has paid more than his pro rata
share of the common liability, and his total recovery is limited to the amount paid by him in
excess of his pro rata share. A tortfeasor against whom contribution is sought shall not be
compelled to make contribution beyond his own pro rata share of the entire liability.
M.C.L.A. § 600.2946
Product Liability Actions
A manufacturer or seller is not liable unless a plaintiff establishes that the product was not
reasonably safe at the time the specific unit of the product left the control of the manufacturer or
seller and, according to generally accepted production practices at the time, a practical and
technically feasible alternative production practice was available that would have prevented the
harm without significantly impairing the usefulness or desirability of the product to users and
without creating equal or greater risk of harm to others.
There is a rebuttable presumption that the manufacturer or seller is not liable if the aspect of the
product allegedly causing the harm was in compliance with federal or state standards, or was in
compliance with regulations or standards relevant to the event causing the death or injury
promulgated by a federal or state agency responsible for reviewing the safety of the product.
M.C.L.A. § 600.2946a
Product Liability Actions; Caps on Damages
In an action for product liability, the total noneconomic damages shall not exceed $280,000.00,
adjusted annually for inflation, unless the defect in the product caused either the person’s death
or permanent loss of a vital bodily function, in which case the total amount of damages for
noneconomic loss shall not exceed $500,000.00.
In awarding damages in a product liability action, the trier of fact shall itemize damages into
economic and noneconomic losses. Neither the court nor counsel for a party shall inform the jury
of the limitations. The court shall adjust an award of noneconomic loss to conform to the
limitations.
M.C.L.A. § 600.2959
Comparative Fault
In a tort action, the court shall reduce the damages by the percentage of comparative fault of the
person upon whose injury or death the damages are based. If the plaintiff’s percentage of fault is
greater than the aggregate fault of the other person or persons, whether or not parties to the
action, the court shall reduce economic damages by the percentage of comparative fault of the
person upon whose injury or death the damages are based, and noneconomic damages shall not
be awarded.
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M.C.L.A. § 600.6304
Joint and Several Liability
The trier of fact must allocate liability among nonparties, even in medical malpractice cases
where the plaintiff is not at fault, before joint and several liability is imposed on each defendant.
Once joint and several liability is determined to apply, joint and several liability prohibits the
limitation of damages to each defendant’s respective percentage of fault.
M.C.L.A. § 691.1407
Governmental Immunity from Tort Liability
A governmental agency is immune from tort liability if the governmental agency is engaged in
the exercise or discharge of a governmental function.
An officer, employee, member, or volunteer of the governmental agency is immune from tort
liability caused while acting on behalf of the government agency if the following three
conditions are met:
(1)

The officer, employee, member, or volunteer is acting or reasonably believes he
or she is acting within the scope of his or her authority;

(2)

The governmental agency is engaged in the exercise or discharge of a
governmental function; and

(3)

The officer's, employee's, member's, or volunteer's conduct does not amount to
negligence that is the proximate cause of the injury or damage.
4.

Miscellaneous Statutes

M.C.L.A. § 24.264
Declaratory Judgment Actions
Unless an exclusive procedure or remedy is provided by a statute governing the agency, the
validity or applicability of a rule may be determined in an action for declaratory judgment when
the court finds that the rule or its threatened application interferes with or impairs, or imminently
threatens to interfere with or impair, the legal rights or privileges of the plaintiff.
M.C.L.A. § 600.2157
Waiver of Physician-Patient Privilege
In any personal injury suit, if the plaintiff produces a physician as a witness who has treated the
patient for the injury or for any disease or condition for which the malpractice is alleged, that
patient is considered to have waived the privilege provided in this section as to another physician
who has treated the patient for the injuries, disease, or condition.
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M.C.L.A. § 600.6303
Collateral Source Benefits; Subrogation
In a personal injury action in which the plaintiff seeks to recover expenses, evidence that the
expense or loss was paid or is payable by collateral source is admissible. The collateral source
provider is joined after a verdict for the plaintiff is rendered and before a judgment is entered on
the verdict. If the court determines that all or part of the plaintiff’s economic damages are
payable by a collateral source, the court will reduce the part of the judgment which represents
damages paid or payable. This reduction shall not exceed the amount of the judgment for
economic loss or that portion of the verdict which represents damages paid or payable by a
collateral source.
Within ten (10) days after a verdict for the plaintiff, plaintiff's attorney shall send notice of the
verdict to all persons entitled by contract to a lien against the proceeds of plaintiff's recovery. If a
contractual lienholder does not exercise the lienholder’s right of subrogation within twenty (20)
days after receipt of the notice of the verdict, the lienholder shall lose the right of subrogation.
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B.

MICHIGAN STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Libel, Defamation, or
Slander
M.C.L.A. § 600.5805(9)

One year for an action charging libel or slander.

Disability of Infancy or
Insanity at Accrual of
Claim
M.C.L.A. § 600.5851

If the person entitled to bring an action is under eighteen years of
age or not mentally competent at the time the claim accrues, the
person shall have one year after the disability is removed,
through death or otherwise, to make the entry or bring the action.

Actions for Personal or
Property Protection
Benefits; Notice of
Injury

An action for recovery of personal protection insurance benefits
for accidental bodily injury may not be commenced later than
one year after the date of the automobile accident causing the
injury unless written notice of injury has been given to the
insurer within one year after the accident or unless the insurer
has previously made a payment of personal protection insurance
benefits for the injury.

M.C.L.A. § 500.3145

An action for recovery of property protection insurance benefits
shall not be commenced later than one year after the accident.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Assault, Battery, or False
Imprisonment
M.C.L.A. § 600.5805(2)(4)

Two years for a person charging assault, battery, or false
imprisonment.

Malicious Prosecution
M.C.L.A. § 600.5805(5)

Two years from the date of the underlying criminal action being
terminated in favor of the accused.

Medical Malpractice
M.C.L.A. § 600.5805(6),
§ 600.5838(a)

Two years for an action charging malpractice, or within six
months after the plaintiff discovers, or should have discovered,
the existence of the claim, whichever is later. However, except
as otherwise provided in section 600.5851(7) or (8) regarding
minors, the claim shall not be commenced later than six years
after the date of the act or omission that is the basis of the
claim.

Fraudulent Concealment
of Claim or Identity of
Person Liable, Discovery
M.C.L.A. § 600.5856

If a person who is or may be liable for any claim fraudulently
conceals the existence of the claim from the knowledge of the
person entitled to sue on the claim, the action may be
commenced at any time within two years after the person who
is entitled to bring the action discovers, or should have
discovered, the existence of the claim, although the action
would otherwise be barred by the period of limitations.

Five years for a person charging assault or battery against: his
or her spouse or former spouse, an individual with whom he or
she has a child in common, an individual with whom he or she
has had a dating relationship, or a person with whom he or she
resides or formerly resided.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Bodily Injuries for Claims
Not Otherwise Specified
by Statute
M.C.L.A. § 600.5805(10)

Actions to recover damages for injuries to person or property
must be brought within three years from the time of accrual.

Wrongful Death
M.C.L.A. § 600.5805(10)

Three years after the time of the death for all actions to recover
damages for the death of a person.

Product Liability Claims
M.C.L.A. § 600.5805(13)

Three years from when the cause of action accrues. The cause
of action accrues when a plaintiff by exercise of reasonable
diligence discovers, or should have discovered, that he or she
has a possible cause of action. However, in the case of a
product that has been in use for not less than ten years, the
plaintiff, in proving a prima facie case, shall be required to do
so without benefit of any presumption.

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Breach of Contract for
Written or Oral Sale
M.C.L.A. § 440.2725

Four years from when the cause of action has accrued. A cause
of action accrues when the breach occurs, regardless of the
aggrieved party’s lack of knowledge of the breach. By the
original agreement the parties may reduce the period of
limitation to not less than one year, but may not extend it.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Damages for Breach of
Contract
M.C.L.A. § 600.5807(8)

Six years for actions to recover damages or sums due for breach
of contract, starting from the date that the claim accrued.

S
I
X

Damage to Property by
Engineers, Contractors,
Architects
M.C.L.A. § 600.5839(1)

Six years for actions against architects, professional engineers,
or contractors arising from improvements to real property.

Y
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S

Death or Injury Arising
from Improvements to
Real Property
M.C.L.A. § 600.5839

Six years after the time of occupancy of the completed
improvement, use, or acceptance of the improvement, or one
year after the defect is discovered, or should have been
discovered, provided the defect constitutes the proximate cause
of the injury or damage and is the result of gross negligence. No
such action shall be maintained for more than ten years after the
time of occupancy of the completed improvement, use or
acceptance of the improvement.

Uninsured/
Underinsured Motorist
Coverage
M.C.L.A. § 600.5807(8)

In the absence of a contractual limitations provision, suit for
UM/UIM benefits is governed by the six-year statute of
limitations applicable to contract actions, not the three-year
period applicable to claims for injury to person or property.

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Foreclosure of
Mortgages
M.C.L.A. § 600.5803

No person shall bring or maintain any action or proceeding to
foreclose a mortgage on real estate unless he commences the
action or proceeding within fifteen years after the mortgage
becomes due or within fifteen years after the last payment was
made on the mortgage.
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C.

SIGNIFICANT MICHIGAN COURT DECISIONS
1.

Supreme Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

DeFrain v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 491 Mich. 359 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/SCT/20120530_S142956_68_defrainop.pdf
An Express Notice Deadline Is Enforceable, Notwithstanding Prejudice to the Insurer
Decedent had a policy for uninsured-motorist (UM) coverage issued by defendant. The policy
contained a thirty (30) day notice provision for hit-and-run claims. Decedent was a victim of a
hit-and-run, sustained injuries, and died. Defendant was not notified of the hit-and-run until after
the thirty (30) day period lapsed. Defendant denied the claim and plaintiff, as decedent’s
representative, brought an action for UM benefits. The Supreme Court held that an unambiguous
notice-of-claim provision setting forth a specified period within which to notify an insurer is
enforceable without a showing of prejudice to the insurer.
Douglas v. Allstate Ins. Co., 492 Mich. 241 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/SCT/20120730_S143503_58_douglasop.pdf
A Caregiver’s Compensation Should Be Determined by Reasonably Necessary Services Actually
Received at Reasonable Rates
Plaintiff sustained a severe brain injury in a hit-and-run in 1996. Plaintiff’s wife was employed
by a care provider and she cared for him in his home. He paid $40.00/hour for the service, and
she was paid $10.00/hour by her employer. Defendant paid for the care until 1999. In 2005,
plaintiff sought additional PIP benefits. To recover allowable expenses under MCL 500.3107,
the claimant must prove: the expense is for an injured person’s care, recovery, or rehabilitation;
the expense is reasonably necessary; the expense is incurred; and the charge is reasonable. The
expense must be related to the injuries. The insurer is only required to pay the actual cost
expended for itemized services actually rendered. The Court held that the caregiver’s
compensation should be determined based on the services provided rather than the agency’s rate.
Johnson v. Recca, 492 Mich. 169 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/SCT/20120730_S143088_55_johnsonrec
ca-op.pdf
Third Party Plaintiffs Cannot Recover Replacement Services
Plaintiff pedestrian was struck by a vehicle driven by defendant. Plaintiff did not have a vehicle
or insurance, and did not reside with anyone with a vehicle or insurance. Plaintiff filed a thirdparty tort claim against defendant seeking damages for replacement services. The No-Fault Act
requires insurance companies to provide survivors’ losses, allowable expenses, work loss, and
replacement services. The statute permits a third party plaintiff to recover compensation for all
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categories except replacement services. General expenses related to a person’s maintenance,
such as meals, do not arise from the injury suffered and are thus replacement services and could
not be recovered.
Spectrum Health Hospitals v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co, of Mich., 492 Mich. 503 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/SCT/20120731_S142874_48_spectrumop.pdf
Driving Another’s Vehicle without Permission Bars PIP Recovery
The Supreme Court concluded any person who takes a vehicle contrary to provisions of the
Michigan Penal Code, including the joyriding statutes, has taken the vehicle unlawfully for the
purposes of MCL 500.3113(a) and is thus barred from receiving PIP benefits for injuries
suffered. Further, this reading extends to a family member who has taken a vehicle unlawfully,
thereby overruling the family joyride exception. Additionally, the “chain of permissive use”
theory does not apply to allow injured drivers who were expressly prohibited from using a
vehicle by the owner to recover PIP benefits, even though they were given permission by
someone who had received permission from the owner.
b.

Other Significant Decisions

Atkins v. Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional Trasp., 492 Mich. 707 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/SCT/20120820_S140401_57_atkinsop.pdf
Notice to Government Authority’s Insurer Was Not Adequate Notice of Suit for Purposes of
Statute
Plaintiff bus passenger brought action against defendant transportation authority following a bus
accident. Plaintiff filed a no-fault insurance claim with defendant’s insurer, but did not notify
defendant of a possible lawsuit until seven (7) months later. The Metropolitan Transportation
Act, MCL 124.419 requires a plaintiff to notify the government within sixty (60) days of an
accident to preserve tort claims against it. Plaintiff claimed the notice to defendant’s insurer was
adequate notice of a possible lawsuit. The Court disagreed, finding that the application for nofault benefits could not reasonably apprise defendant of a tort action. The action was thus barred.
Hill v. Sears, Roebuck and Co., 492 Mich. 651 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/SCT/20120816_S143329_128_HillOP.pdf
Appliance Installers Were Not Liable for Damage Caused by an Existing Dangerous Condition
in Plaintiff’s Home
When plaintiff purchased her home, she bought an electric washer and dryer from defendant.
Defendant installed the dryer as plaintiff instructed, covering an inactive uncapped gas line. Four
(4) years later, plaintiff attempted to turn off her water by adjusting valves in her furnace room.
Afterwards, her family smelled gas throughout the day. That evening, her daughter lit a candle
and the home ignited. Plaintiff brought suit against defendant for negligent installation of the
electric dryer and failure to properly inspect the uncapped gas line, discover the gas line, cap the
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gas line, or warn plaintiffs of the danger. The Court held plaintiff and defendant installers had a
limited relationship, only requiring defendants to install the dryer and not make the existing
condition any more dangerous. Thus, defendants were not liable for the explosion.
LaMeau v. City of Royal Oak, 488 Mich. 1052 (2011)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/SCT/PUBLIC/ORDERS/20120321_S141559_99_141559_20
12-03-21_or.pdf
City Not Liable for a Death Caused by a Utility Cable Diagonally Across a Sidewalk
While intoxicated, decedent rode a motorized scooter on a city sidewalk, hit a utility cable
running diagonally over the sidewalk, suffered a neck injury, and died. Plaintiff brought action
against defendants city and city employees for failing to maintain a city highway. Though utility
poles are expressly excluded from the definition of a highway, the appellate court held that the
city incorporated the sidewalk into the preexisting cable, making the cable part of the sidewalk.
Citing the appellate dissent, the Supreme Court reversed without issuing an opinion. The
appellate dissent stated the cable was not a “defect” in the walkway itself for purposes of MCL
691.1402, and the city had no duty to design the sidewalk to avoid the cable. The Court also
granted summary disposition to the city employees, because their failure to remove the cable was
not the most direct proximate cause.
McGee v. City of Warren, 490 Mich. 1000 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/SCT/PUBLIC/ORDERS/20120130_S143337_58_143337_20
12-01-30_or.pdf
Statute of Repose Does Not Apply to Non-Indemnity Actions against Contractors for Breach of
Contract
After tripping on a city sidewalk, plaintiff sued defendant city and several contractors who
worked on the sidewalk. The city filed a cross-claim against defendant contractor for
indemnification. The court of appeals subsequently upheld summary judgment of the cross-claim
in favor of defendant contractor on the basis that the cross-claim was barred by the statute of
repose, MCL 600.5839(1). The Supreme Court agreed that the statute of repose bars any action
against a contractor seeking indemnity for bodily injury. However, the statute does not apply to
non-indemnity actions against contractors for breach of contract.
2.

Appellate Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

Amerisure Ins. Co. v. Debruyn Produce Co., __Mich. App. __ (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20121016_C307128_30_307128.O
PN.PDF
Claim for Embezzled Funds Covered Under Defendant’s Policy
After defendant’s employee issued unauthorized company checks to herself, defendant insured
submitted a claim to plaintiff insurer under the employee dishonesty portion of their insurance
policy. Plaintiff denied the claim on the basis that the loss did not fit into the dishonesty section,
because the exception did not cover “earned” employee benefits. Plaintiff thus argued that the
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unauthorized checks constituted a salary, despite the employee’s dishonest actions. The Court
found that her unauthorized checks were not a salary in any capacity, but stolen money. The
claim was thus covered under the policy.
Envision Builders v. Citizens Ins. Co. of Amer., Nos. 303652, 303668; 2012 WL 3020738 (July
24, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120724_C303652_37_303652.O
PN.PDF
There Is No Coverage for a Contractor’s “Negligent Construction” of Its Work Under a CGL
Policy Because Such Negligence Is Not an “Occurrence” as Defined by the Policy
Plaintiff hired a subcontractor to construct a roof. The roof was not secured with proper braces
and 10 mph to 35 mph winds caused it to collapse. Plaintiff sought to recover insurance proceeds
under two general commercial liability (CGL) policies issued by defendants. The court of
appeals held that because the damage was caused by its subcontractor’s own negligence and the
damage only occurred to the building being constructed by plaintiffs, the property damage was
not caused by an “occurrence” as required by the CGL policies.
Hunt v. Drielick, __ Mich. __ (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20121120_C299405_44_299405.O
PN.PDF
Business-Use Exclusion Did Not Require Insured to Be Carrying Property
Defendant insurer issued defendant trucking company a policy that contained a business-use
exclusion stating the insurer was not liable for loss incurred while a vehicle is “used to carry
property in any business.” While the trucking company’s semi was en route to pick up—but not
yet carrying—property, the semi was in an accident with plaintiffs. The insurer denied coverage
on the basis of the business-use exclusion. The trial court held it was unclear that the vehicle had
to be carrying property at the time of loss. The court of appeals disagreed; the business-use
exclusion applied because the loss occurred while the semi was employed to carry property and
was being driven to pick up the property.
Johnson v. MemberSelect Ins. Co., No. 302469; 2012 WL 145114 (Apr. 24, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120424_c302469_42_302469.op
n.pdf
Insurer Did Not Waive Proof of Loss Defense
Following a fire, defendant insurer did not receive plaintiff insured’s sworn statement in proof of
loss within the contractually required sixty (60) day period following the loss. Plaintiff’s claim
was thus denied. Plaintiff filed an action for breach of contract, claiming he timely submitted the
sworn statement by giving the document to a fire restoration company employee. The employee
was not the insurer’s agent, and the insurer received the sworn statement after the deadline
lapsed. The appellate court held the plaintiff failed to timely submit the documents and thus did
not substantially perform. While the insurer communicated with plaintiff after the deadline
without mentioning the proof of loss, the Court held the insurer did not waive its proof of loss
defense and was not estopped from raising the defense.
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Lee v. Farmers Ins. Exchange, No. 303217; 2012 WL 3705339 (Aug. 28, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120828_C303217_41_303217.O
PN.PDF
Pre-1980 Auto Accident Victim Entitled to Double PIP Benefits
Plaintiff sustained serious injuries in 1978. At that time, he was uninsured, and his no-fault
benefits coverage was assigned to defendant. The accident preceded the Medical Secondary
Payer provision, which prevents Medicare from being the primary payer for auto accident
injuries; thus, plaintiff also received Medicare PIP benefits. In 2009, defendant declined to pay
expenses that were covered by Medicare, arguing plaintiff should not receive double PIP
payments. Plaintiff argued the expenses were allowable no-fault expenses that defendant was
obligated to pay, regardless of whether the expenses were already paid. The Court held that the
Michigan legislature specifically permitted recipients of assigned-claims no-fault benefits to
receive duplicate compensation from Medicare, because assigned-claims were uncoordinated
with Medicare.
Lemberg v. Korotkin-Schlesinger & Assoc., No. 3011169; 2012 WL 882398 (Mar. 15, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120315_c301116_31_301116.op
n.pdf
By Creating a Special Relationship with Clients, Insurance Agency Assumed a Duty to Advise
After discovering their lost ring was severely underinsured, plaintiffs brought suit against
defendant insurance agency for negligently misrepresenting their policy terms. Because
defendants misrepresented the coverage, failed to clarify the ambiguity in plaintiff’s request for
“full coverage,” failed to accurately advise plaintiffs, and expressly assumed a duty to share
responsibility for any deficiencies in plaintiff’s insurance, defendants created a special
relationship. This special relationship created a duty to inform plaintiffs of the terms of the
policy, notwithstanding plaintiff’s failure to read their policy.
Kappel v. Maurer, No. 304861; 2012 WL 3046117 (July 26, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120726_C304861_43_304861.O
PN.PDF
Accident Occurring During Voluntary Work Event Covered by the WDCA
Plaintiff decedent worked with defendant. Defendant was driving himself and decedent to a work
event in a company vehicle when he lost control and crashed the vehicle, killing decedent.
Plaintiff representative of the estate argued decedent was not working within the scope of her
employment, because the work event was optional, and thus the Worker’s Disability
Compensation Act was not decedent’s exclusive remedy. Though the event was optional,
decedent’s employer was paying all expenses and received a benefit from decedent’s attendance.
No evidence suggested defendant’s actions amounted to an intentional tort. A suit in tort was
thus barred by the WDCA.
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Mieske v. Secura Ins., No. 304346; 2012 WL 3111713 (July 31, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120731_C304346_29_304346.O
PN.PDF
Insurer Has No Duty to Defend When the Insured’s Action Directly Creates a Risk of Harm
Plaintiff was assaulted in a bar, and he retaliated by pushing his assailant away. This caused the
assailant to fall on the floor and strike his head. The assailant brought suit against plaintiff. When
defendant insurer refused to defend and indemnify plaintiff under his commercial general
liability policy, plaintiff sued. Because plaintiff intentionally pushed his assailant, thus creating a
direct risk of harm, the assailant’s injury was not an “occurrence” within the policy. Defendant
had no duty to defend against allegations outside of policy coverage.
Pearson v. Flood Professionals, Inc. No. 298359; 2012 WL 205799 (Jan. 24, 2012)
http://www.michbar.org/opinions/appeals/2012/012412/50746.pdf
Failure to Timely Submit Proof of Loss Did Not Automatically Bar Coverage
Plaintiff’s claim for homeowner’s benefits was denied because she did not timely supply a
satisfactory proof of loss form. A dispute arose as to whether plaintiff substantially complied
with her contractual duty of submitting the proof of loss form. Plaintiff filed action for breach of
contract. The Court concluded that policy did not clearly state that the parties intended the proof
of loss provision to be a condition precedent to performance, because it did not state the benefits
were contingent on the proof of loss submittal. Thus, the case could not be dismissed on
summary disposition.
Preston v. Pioneer State Mut. Ins. Co., No. 305295; 2012 WL 4801066 (Oct. 9, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20121009_C305295_36_305295.O
PN.PDF
Plaintiff’s Refusal to Appear for an EUO in Order to Care for an Ill Family Member Caused Her
Claim to Be Denied
Plaintiff’s home was destroyed by a fire. She made a claim under her homeowner’s policy with
defendant insurer. Defendant required plaintiff to submit to an examination under oath (EUO),
which she did. The EUO was continued to a second date, and plaintiff refused to appear on that
date, because she was caring for a relative in the final stages of terminal cancer. On the grounds
that plaintiff breached her contract by failing to appear, defendant denied plaintiff’s claim. The
Court confirmed that plaintiff had willfully refused to continue her EUO, thereby deliberately
withholding material information from defendant. Plaintiff’s claim was thus properly denied.
Rambin v. Allstate Ins. Co., __ Mich. App. __ (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120830_C305422_37_305422.O
PN.pdf
Unknowingly Using a Stolen Vehicle Is Not an Unlawful Taking so as to Bar Benefits
Plaintiff’s friend allowed him to borrow a motorcycle. Plaintiff was unaware his friend had
stolen the motorcycle. While riding the motorcycle, plaintiff collided with a vehicle and was
injured. Plaintiff filed for no-fault benefits with the insurer of the rightful owner of the vehicle
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and with the insurer assigned to him through the Assigned Claim Facility. Both insurers denied
coverage on the basis that plaintiff had unlawfully taken the vehicle. The Court held plaintiff did
not take the vehicle unlawfully, because from the plaintiff’s perspective, at the time of the taking,
it was not unlawful. Plaintiff thus could not be denied coverage on those grounds.
Smitham v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., __ Mich. App. __ (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120809_C304600_32_304600.O
PN.PDF
Complex Claim History Allowed Statute of Limitations to Remain Untolled For Years
After plaintiff’s apartment was burglarized, she filed a claim with defendant insurer. Defendant
denied the claim for failure to submit a sworn statement in proof of loss and completed personal
property inventory forms. The next year, defendant re-opened the claim. A year after that,
defendant denied liability on the basis of fraud. Two (2) months after the second denial,
defendant sent plaintiff a settlement check, which was returned for an unknown reason.
Defendants issued a second check, and plaintiff alleged defendant only paid a portion of the
claim. Defendant argued it paid in full and plaintiff’s action was barred by the one (1) year
statute of limitations. The Court disagreed, because by reopening the case, the insurer withdrew
its first denial, and the period of time between the initial denial and the reopening could not be
counted in the statute of limitations. The statute of limitations was still tolled when defendant
issued payment, because a formal denial must be explicit and direct.
Sparkle Builders v. Boines, No. 301893 (Mar. 15, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120315_c301893_50_301893.op
n.pdf
Insurer Was Not Liable to Builder Absent Contractual Agreement
Defendant homeowners contracted with plaintiff builders to repair fire damage, assigning their
homeowner’s insurance proceeds as payment. The builders received compensation for the work
they completed. Defendants subsequently canceled the underlying contract with the builders. The
builders sued for proceeds of the insurance contract. The insurer was not liable to plaintiff for
payment because the contract did not direct payment to be made directly to plaintiff, and when
the underlying contract was terminated, the assignment as terminated.
Titan Ins. Co. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., No. 301978; 2012 WL 1020252 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120327_c301978_35_301978.op
n.pdf
An Exception for Vehicles “No Longer” Owned Did Not Exclude a Vehicle Never Owned from
Coverage
A pickup truck and an uninsured motorcycle were in an accident. Plaintiff insured another
vehicle owned by the motorcyclist; defendant insured the truck. Both insurers paid benefits to the
motorcyclist, and plaintiff sued for reimbursement. Defendant claimed it did not insure the truck
because the holder of defendant’s policy was not the registered owner of the truck, and the policy
language covered “your car.” The policy defined “your car” as any car listed on the Declarations
page, but excepted vehicles “no longer” owned or leased. Because “no longer” denoted past
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ownership, and the policy holder never owned the vehicle, the exception did not apply. The truck
was thus covered by defendant’s policy, and defendant was higher in priority than plaintiff.
Titan Ins. Co. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins., 296 Mich.App. 75 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120327_C301214_27_39O301214-FINAL.PDF
Insurer Liable Despite Cancelled Insurance Policy
Plaintiff was assigned to pay no-fault benefits to a motorcyclist who crashed his bike. He had
recently purchased the bike for cash from defendant’s insured. The motorcyclist did not transfer
title until after the accident. Defendant’s insured cancelled his insurance on the motorcycle three
(3) months prior to the sale but it was unclear if he cancelled the insurance in anticipation of the
sale. Defendant’s insured failed to remove his unexpired license plate from the motorcycle, and
the Court thus concluded that a reasonable inference could be made that defendant’s insured
voluntarily remained the insuring registrant.
b.

UM/UIM Decisions

Westfield Ins. Co. v. Ken’s Service, 295 Mich.App. 610 (2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120308_C300941_30_28O300941-FINAL.PDF
Tow Truck Operator Was Not “Occupying” Vehicle for Purpose of UIM Coverage
Defendant tow truck driver was standing alongside his tow truck, operating the towing control
levers when he was struck by a passing vehicle. Plaintiff insurer moved for declaratory
judgment, asserting that defendant was not “occupying” the vehicle at the time of the accident, as
required by the policy, and thus could not recover under his employer’s UIM coverage. Because
defendant driver was not in the vehicle, getting off, in, or out of the vehicle, he was not
occupying the vehicle and could not recover from plaintiff insurer.
Wiley v. Osmun, No. 304992; 2012 WL 2948576 (July 19, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/opinions/final/coa/20120719_C304992_31_304992.OPN.pdf
Plaintiffs Were Not Entitled to UIM Coverage on the Basis of Misunderstanding the Policy
Plaintiffs purchased insurance through defendant, believing their policy included “full coverage,”
which plaintiff believed meant UM and UIM coverage. After plaintiff was injured in an auto
accident, plaintiffs discovered the policy did not provide UIM coverage. Plaintiffs sued
defendants on the ground that the policy should be construed to contain UIM coverage. Plaintiffs
never requested UIM coverage, nor were they advised that they had such coverage. Plaintiffs
referred to their policy as a “full coverage” policy, but had never requested “full coverage.” The
policy was unambiguous and no special relationship existed between plaintiffs and defendants
such that defendant would have a duty to advise plaintiffs as to the adequacy of their coverage.
Plaintiffs were denied UIM coverage.
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c.

Premises Liability Decisions

Chesser v. Radisson Plaza Hotel, No. 299776; 2012 WL 1367514 (April 19, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120419_C299776_52_299776R.
OPN.PDF
If Multiple People Avoid a Hazard, It Cannot Be Unavoidable for Purposes of Liability
Plaintiff delivered a speech on a stage platform. The stage was several feet away from the back
wall, and the edge of the stage was open with no guard-rail. Plaintiff was walking across the
stage when she fell off the edge. This hazard was open and obvious. Because the stage was
successfully navigated by other people at the event, the Court held that the hazard was avoidable.
Defendant premises owner could not be held liable.
Davies v. Johnson, No. 304944; 2012 WL 2947903 (July 19, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120719_C304944_41_304944.O
PN.PDF
Buyer’s Realtor Was Not Responsible for Injuries Sustained During a Home Showing
Defendant realtor was showing plaintiff a home. Prior to entering the home, defendant informed
plaintiffs that the home did not have power. Unaccompanied by defendant, plaintiff opened a
door connecting the house and garage. Using his cell phone to light a path, plaintiff entered the
garage and stepped over the edge of a four-foot drop, sustaining injuries. Plaintiff alleged
defendant owed him a duty to inspect the premises and warn plaintiff of the drop-off. Defendant
was not liable, because she had no knowledge of the garage floor, did not urge plaintiff to enter
the room, and had no special control over the area. Plaintiff was responsible for his own injuries.
Schlecht v. Doom, No. 304446 (Nov. 6, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/opinions/final/coa/20121106_C304446_32_304446.OPN.pdf
An Unfamiliar Dark Doorway Is an Open and Obvious Danger
Plaintiff was visiting defendant’s home and looking for a restroom when she opened a door to a
pitch-black room. Plaintiff took one step and fell down a flight of stairs. Plaintiffs claimed the
stairwell was a hidden danger, and it did not comply with building codes requiring that if a door
opens into a stairwell, the top of the stairwell have a platform. The appellate court held the failed
to show that a reasonable person could not have appreciated the risk of stepping through an
unfamiliar door into a pitch black area.
Williams v. Travelers Property & Cas. Co. of Amer., No. 301454 (June 28, 2012)
http://www.michbar.org/opinions/appeals/2012/062812/52077.pdf
Untimely Notice Barred Indemnification, Despite Open Status of Related Liability Suit
Plaintiff property owner was sued by a tenant after the tenant slipped and fell on plaintiff’s
property. The tenant was granted a default judgment against plaintiff. Plaintiff did not notify his
insurer, defendant, until the default judgment was set aside five (5) years after the initial
occurrence. Defendant successfully argued it was not accorded timely notice of the occurrence;
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thus, it could not conduct a sufficient investigation. The court of appeals affirmed the trial
court’s ruling that defendant was not liable for indemnification.
d.

Governmental Immunity Decisions

Hayes v. City of Taylor, No. 298781; 2012 WL 882396 (Mar. 15, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120315_c298781_54_298781.op
n.pdf
Police Did Not Owe a Duty to Passengers in Suspect’s Vehicle
Plaintiffs stole a vehicle and engaged in a high-speed chase with defendant police officer. During
the pursuit, the police vehicle made contact with the stolen vehicle, and the stolen vehicle struck
a tree, killing one plaintiff and injuring the other two. Plaintiffs brought suit against defendants
for negligence under the motor vehicle exception to governmental immunity, MCL 691.1405.
The court of appeals granted summary disposition to defendants, because police do not owe a
duty to passengers who are wrongdoers, whether they help bring about the pursuit or encourage
the flight.
Willis v. Charter Township of Emmett, et al., No. 301324 (Oct. 18, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/opinions/final/coa/20121018_C301324_52_301324.OPN.pdf
Officer’s Incorrect Assessment of Injured Man Did Not Warrant an Exception to Governmental
Immunity
Plaintiff’s decedent was in a severe multiple-vehicle collision. Defendant police officers
erroneously pronounced him dead. Decedent later perished. Plaintiffs brought suit under the
gross negligence exception to governmental immunity, MCL 691.1407. The exception requires
the gross negligence be the proximate cause of injury or damage. The Court held the proximate
cause of decedent’s injury was the collision, and not the officer’s incorrect assessment of his
physical condition. The case was properly granted summary disposition in favor of defendants.
e.

Other Significant Decisions

Dermo v. TWC & Assoc., No. 305810 (Aug. 30. 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120830_C305810_28_305810.O
PN.PDF
Independent Agency Did Not Breach Duty by Failing to Secure Insurance for Insured’s Boat
While driving his boat, plaintiff injured a third party. Plaintiff’s homeowner’s insurer denied the
claim because the boat was not listed in the policy. Plaintiff brought suit against defendant
independent insurance agency, alleging negligent failure to obtain proper insurance coverage and
a breach of fiduciary duty. Plaintiff claimed defendant never inquired if he owned a boat, while
defendant claimed plaintiff said he did not own a boat. Though plaintiff’s policy did not address
his needs fully, defendants satisfied their obligations by asking what kind of coverage plaintiff
was interested in obtaining. Further, plaintiff had a duty to raise coverage questions within a
reasonable time after the policy was issued.
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Kalinowski v. McAlester, No. 301845; 2012 WL 470209 (Feb. 14, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120214_c301845_47_301845.op
n.pdf
Volunteering Medical Information Waives Patient-Doctor Privilege
Plaintiff was injured when he was struck by a vehicle driven by defendant. Defendant reported
that he had taken medication and fallen asleep at the wheel. Plaintiff filed suit, and defendant
asserted a sudden medical emergency defense. Subsequently, defendant refused to answer
interrogatories relating to his medical condition, stating he was withdrawing the medical
emergency defense. However, by volunteering some medical information, he had waived his
right to assert patient-doctor privilege. Defendant was thus required to provide information
regarding his medical condition.
Rossman v. Titan Ins. Co., No. 302720 (May 15, 2012)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20120515_c302720_54_302720.op
n.pdf
Though Incarcerated and Living in Treatment Centers for Years, Plaintiff Was “Domiciled” with
Father and Covered by Father’s Insurance Policy
Plaintiff pedestrian was injured by a vehicle. Prior to the accident, plaintiff spent many months
incarcerated in an inpatient drug rehabilitation center, and later in a halfway home. Plaintiff used
his father’s address as his mailing address, and referred to his father’s home as “home base,”
despite spending mere days there over the course of several years. The Court held that plaintiff
was domiciled at his father’s home, and his father’s insurer was responsible for plaintiff’s nofault benefits.
Ruzak v. USAA Ins. Agency, Inc., No. 288053 (Apr. 27, 2010)
http://publicdocs.courts.mi.gov:81/OPINIONS/FINAL/COA/20111201_c288053_65_288053o.o
pn.pdf
“Renewal Rule” Does Not Apply When an Insured Party Moves to a New State
The insureds moved from out-of-state to Michigan, and renewed their auto policy with
defendant. The insureds believed their new policy and old policy were identical. When the
insured was injured in an accident, she discovered the new Michigan policy limited her coverage.
Plaintiff argued the renewal rule barred defendant from enforcing changes to the policy that were
not expressly disclosed upon renewal. The Court held that it unreasonable to believe insurance
policies will not vary from state to state, and thus when an insured moves into Michigan from
out-of-state, the renewal rule does not apply.
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3.

Federal Court Decisions

Evanston Ins. Co. v. Cogswell Properties, LLC, 683 F.3d 684 (2012)
http://www.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/12a0179p-06.pdf
Inconsistent Valuation Methods Improper; Insurer Liability Not Limited to Purchase Price
Defendant insured had a policy with plaintiff to insure a commercial property for one million
dollars, subject to coinsurance at eighty percent. After a fire loss, plaintiff valued the building at
$10.2 million, and thus defendant was required to carry insurance of no less than $8.1 million.
During the appraisal process, the umpire used two different methods to determine the property
value and the damage to the property, creating a disparity in the two values. The Sixth Circuit
determined that using inconsistent valuation methods was improper. Further, under Michigan
law, the insurer’s liability is not limited to the property purchase price, regardless of whether or
not the insured made improvements, and despite a policy provision stating the insurer would pay
no more than insured’s financial interest in the property.
Rupert v. Daggett, 695 F.3d 417 (2012)
http://www.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/12a0340p-06.pdf
Two Drivers May Be Liable for the Negligent Actions of One Another
Defendant truck driver was driving across country with a more amateur truck driver, each in a
different truck. They both decided to turn around, and defendant successfully made a U-turn over
the road median. The amateur truck driver followed, and immediately made the turn after
defendant, without first judging his distance from other vehicles. He hit and killed a
motorcyclist. Plaintiff, decedent’s wife, brought suit against defendant alleging that her actions
were negligent because she induced the less-experienced driver to make a U-turn without
looking for oncoming traffic and should have foreseen the driver would follow. The Court
concluded that a question of fact existed as to defendant’s duty to decedent and the causal
relationship between defendant’s U-turn and decedent’s death.
D.

SIGNIFICANT CASES PENDING BEFORE THE MICHIGAN SUPREME COURT

Boertmann v. Cincinnati Ins. Co., (No. 142936)
Should No-Fault Benefits Be Extended to an Accident Witness?
The Supreme Court will review an appellate court decision granting no-fault personal injury
protection benefits to a mother who suffered posttraumatic stress disorder after witnessing her
son die in a motorcycle accident. The Court will decide whether an insured who was not an
occupant of the vehicle involved in the accident is entitle dot recover benefits for bodily injury
arising out of the ownership, operation, maintenance, or use of a motor vehicle.
Bailey v. Schaff, (No. 295801)
What Duty Do Premise Owners Have to Notify Police?
The appellate court held that a landlord has a duty to take reasonable measures in response to an
ongoing crime taking place on its premises to expedite the involvement of or reasonably attempt
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to notify the police. The Supreme Court will decide whether the limited duty of merchants to
involve the police was properly extended to premises proprietors.

These cases were pending at the time this summary was printed. To confirm
whether the Supreme Court has issued a decision in any of these cases, we invite
you to visit our website at http://www.smithrolfes.com.
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
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VII.

THE STATE OF FLORIDA
A.

FREQUENTLY CITED FLORIDA STATUTES
1.

General Considerations in Insurance Claim Management

Fla. Stat. § 86.011
Declaratory Judgments
This statute gives the circuit and county courts of Florida the authority to declare rights, status,
and other equitable or legal relations whether or not further relief is or could be claimed.
Fla. Stat. § 95.03
Contract Provision Shortening Limitations Period
This statute prohibits contract provisions which mandate an action based on the contract be
brought in a shorter time period than prescribed in Florida’s statute of limitations.
Fla. Stat. § 95.10
Cause of Action Arising in another State
This statute prohibits a cause of action being brought in Florida if the cause of action arose in
another state and the applicable statute of limitations of that state has lapsed.
Fla. Stat. § 626.854
Public Adjuster Prohibitions
Statute enacted to regulate public insurance adjusters and to prevent the unauthorized practice of
law. The statute prohibits public adjusters from soliciting or entering into a contract with an
insured or claimant within forty-eight (48) hours of a potential claim. The statute allows an
insured to cancel a contract with a public adjuster within three (3) days of its signing or three (3)
days following notification of the claim to an insurer without penalty to the claimant. The statute
also contains provisions restricting the activities and fees allowable by public adjusters.
Fla. Stat. § 626.9521
Unfair Claims Practices; Penalties
The statute pertains to penalties imposed for an unfair or deceptive practice in the insurance
business. The statute includes punitive fines for persons and insurers who commit an unfair
claim practice.
Fla. Stat. § 626.9744
Settlement Practices Relating to Property Insurance
When a homeowner’s insurance policy provides for the adjustment and settlement of first-party
losses based on repair or replacement cost, physical damage incurred in making a repair or
replacement which is covered shall be included in the loss. When a loss requires replacement of
items and the replaced items do not match in quality, color, or size, the insurer shall make
reasonable repairs or replacement of items in adjoining areas, subject to consideration of relevant
factors.
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Fla. Stat. § 627.405
Insurable Interest Requirement for Property
No insurance contract of property shall be enforceable except for the benefit of persons having
an insurable interest in the things insured at the time of the loss. The statute defines “insurable
interest” as “any actual, lawful, and substantial economic interest in the safety or preservation of
the subject of the insurance free from loss, destruction, or pecuniary damage or impairment.”
Fla. Stat. § 627.4136
Nonjoinder of Insurers
The statute requires for a person who is not an insured to obtain a settlement or verdict against a
person who is an insured before a cause of action against a liability insurer can be maintained.
An insurer has the right to insert a contractual provision into a liability insurance policy which
precludes persons not designated as an insured from joining a liability insurer as a defendant.
Fla. Stat. § 627.4137
Disclosure of Certain Information Required
The statute requires insurers who provide liability coverage to disclose particular information
upon written request of a claimant within thirty (30) days. This disclosure must be signed by a
corporate officer, the insurer’s claims manager, or superintendant, and must contain the
following information: the insurer’s name, the insured’s name (or insureds’ names), the limits of
the liability coverage, a statement of any policy or coverage defense which it reasonably believes
applies to the situation, and a copy of the policy. An insurer has a continuing duty to update this
information to the claimant immediately upon discovering new facts relevant to the statement.
Fla. Stat. § 627.4143
Outline of Coverage
No private passenger automobile or basic homeowner’s policy shall be delivered or issued for
delivery unless an outline has been delivered prior to issuance or accompanies the policy. The
statute lists what an effective outline of coverage for a private passenger motor vehicle insurance
policy contains. The statute also requires that a basic homeowner’s policy may not be delivered
or issued unless a comprehensive checklist of coverage is delivered prior to issuance. The statute
lists what the comprehensive checklist of coverage must include.
Fla. Stat. § 627.701
Liability of Insureds, Coinsurance, and Deductibles
If an insurance policy or contract contains provisions requiring the insured to be liable as a
coinsurer with the insurer issuing the policy, the statute lists the requirements the policy must
meet to do so. The statute also contains restrictions on insurers and disclosure requirements for
insurers for hurricane damage deductibles.
Fla. Stat. § 627.70121
Payment of Claims for Dual Interest Property
Effective for policies issued or renewed on or after Oct. 1, 2006, a property insurer shall transmit
claims payments directly to the primary policyholder, payable to the primary policyholder only,
without requiring a dual endorsement from any mortgage holder or lienholder, for amounts
payable for personal property and contents, additional living expenses, and other covered items
that are not subject to a recorded security interest.
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Fla. Stat. § 627.70131
Insurer’s Duty to Acknowledge Communications Regarding Claims; Investigation
An insurer shall review and acknowledge receipt of a communication with respect to a claim
within fourteen (14) calendar days, unless payment is made within that time period or the failure
to respond is caused by factors beyond the insurer’s control. The acknowledgement requirement
shall not apply to claimants represented by counsel beyond communications necessary to provide
forms and instructions.
Within ten (10) working days after an insurer receives proof of loss, the insurer shall begin an
investigation as is reasonably necessary.
Within ninety (90) days after an insurer receives notice of a property insurance claim, the insurer
shall pay or deny such claim or a portion of the claim unless failure to pay is caused by factors
outside the insurer’s control.
Fla. Stat. § 627.7015
Alternative Procedure for Resolution of Disputed Property Insurance Claims
This statute sets forth a nonadversarial procedure for a mediated claim resolution conference as
an effective, fair, and timely alternative to the traditional adversarial appraisal process.
Fla. Stat. § 627.7016
Insurer Contracts with Building Contractors
An insurer who offers residential coverage may contract with a building contractor skilled in
techniques that mitigate hurricane damage. The insurer must guarantee the building contractor’s
work if the insurer offers policyholders the option to select the services of such building
contractors. The insurance company is not liable for the actions of the building contractor.
Fla. Stat. § 627.702
Valued Policy Law
This statute fixes the measure of damages payable to the insured in the amount of a total loss as
the amount of money specified in the policy for which premiums were charged and paid. This
statute does not deprive an insurer of any proper defense, and the insurer is never liable for more
than the amount necessary to repair, rebuild, or replace the structure. An insurer is not prohibited
from repairing or replacing damaged property at its own expense, without contribution on the
part of the insured, except when an insured has elected to purchase stated value coverage. Any
insurer may provide insurance indemnifying the insured for the difference between the value of
the insured property at the time of loss and the amount expended to repair, rebuild, or replace it.
Fla. Stat. § 627.712
Residential Windstorm Coverage Required
This statute requires an insurer issuing a residential property insurance policy to provide
windstorm coverage. An insurer must make an exclusion of windstorm coverage and an
exclusion of coverage of contents, available at the option of the policyholder. The statute lists
criteria which must be met for such exclusions.
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Fla. Stat. § 744.387
Settlement of Minor’s Claims
A settlement agreement of a minor’s claim reached after an action has been commenced must be
approved by the court having jurisdiction over the action. If a settlement agreement is reached
before an action is commenced, the court may authorize the settlement if it will be for the best
interest of the minor. If the net settlement exceeds $15,000.00, the court shall appoint a guardian
on the minor’s behalf.
2.

Insurance Fraud

Fla. Stat. § 627.409
Representations in Applications and Warranties
Any statement or description made by an insured in an application for insurance is a
representation. A misrepresentation, omission, or concealment of fact may prevent recovery if it
is material to either acceptance of the risk or to the hazard assumed by the insurer or if the
insurer, in good faith, would not have issued the policy, the same coverage, the same premium
rate, or insured in as large an amount had the true facts been known.
Fla. Stat. § 627.425
Forms for Proof of Loss Furnished
On request of any person claiming to have a loss under an insurance contract, an insurer shall
furnish forms of proof of loss. This statutory requirement does not include a responsibility for the
completion of such proof by the insurer.
Fla. Stat. § 627.426
Claims Administration
Acknowledgement of the receipt of notice of loss or claim under a policy, furnishing forms for
reporting a loss or claim, for giving information relative to a loss or claim, for making proof of
loss, or investigating any loss or claim under any policy or engaging in settlement negotiations
does not constitute a waiver of any provision of a policy or any defense.
A liability insurer shall not be permitted to deny coverage based on a particular coverage defense
unless: (a) written notice of reservation of rights to assert a coverage defense is given to the
insured within thirty (30) days after the insurer knew of the coverage defense, and (b) at least
thirty (30) days before trial, the insurer gives notice of its refusal to defend the insured, obtains
from the insured a nonwaiver agreement setting out the specific facts and policy provisions upon
which the coverage defense is asserted, and retains independent counsel.
Fla. Stat. § 633.03
Investigation of Fire; Reports
The state fire marshal shall investigate the cause, origin, and circumstances of every fire
occurring in Florida where property has been damaged or destroyed where there is probable
cause to believe that the fire was the result of carelessness or design.
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Fla. Stat. § 633.818
False Statements to Insurers
This statute deems false statements or representations by a firefighter employer to an insurer of
workers’ compensation insurance a second degree misdemeanor.
3.

Automobile Insurance

Fla. Stat. § 324.021
Minimum Insurance Required
This statute requires motor vehicle insurance in the amounts of:
1. $10,000.00 in case of bodily injury to, or death of, one person in any one crash;
2. $20,000.00 in case of bodily injury to, or death of, two or more persons in any one crash;
3. $10,000.00 in case of injury to, or destruction of, property of others in any one crash.
Fla. Stat. § 626.9743
Settlement Practices Relating to Motor Vehicle Insurance
The statute specifies prohibited conduct in settling motor vehicle insurance claims and applies to
both personal and commercial claims. When liability and damages owed are reasonably clear, an
insurer may not recommend that a third-party claimant make a claim on his or her own policy
solely to avoid paying the claim under the policy issued by that insurer. Methods for adjustment
and settlement of a motor vehicle total loss are provided and include a cash settlement, a
replacement motor vehicle, or another method agreed to by the claimant.
Fla. Stat. § 627.4132
Stacking of Coverages
The statute prohibits stacking of insurance policies when an insured is protected by any type of
motor vehicle insurance policy. The insured is only covered to the extent provided on the vehicle
involved in the accident. The stacking prohibition does not apply to uninsured motorist coverage.
Fla. Stat. § 627.7263
Rental and Leasing Driver’s Insurance to be Primary
The valid insurance providing coverage for the lessor of a motor vehicle for rent or lease is
primary unless otherwise stated. If the lessee’s coverage is to be primary, the statute sets out the
specific language which the lease agreement must contain in order for such coverage to be
effective.
Fla. Stat. § 627.727
Uninsured and Underinsured Motor Vehicle Coverage
No motor vehicle liability insurance policy shall be issued unless uninsured motor vehicle
(UMV) coverage is provided therein. An insured may make a written rejection of the coverage
on behalf of all insureds under the policy. If the motor vehicle is leased, the lessee has the sole
privilege to reject uninsured motorist coverage. The insurer shall notify the insured at least
annually of the insured’s options as to UMV coverage.
The term “uninsured motor vehicle” includes an insured motor vehicle when the liability insurer
thereof: (a) is unable to make payment with respect to the liability of its insured due to its
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insolvency, (b) has provided limits of bodily injury liability for its insured which are less than the
total damages sustained by the person entitled to recover damages, or (c) excludes liability to a
nonfamily member whose operation of an insured vehicle results in injury to the named insured.
Fla. Stat. § 627.7275
Motor Vehicle Liability
A motor vehicle insurance policy providing personal injury protection must also provide
coverage for property damage liability. Insurers shall make coverage available for bodily injury,
death, and property damage arising out of ownership, use, or maintenance of a motor vehicle in
an amount not less than $10,000.00 for injury or death of one person in any one crash,
$20,000.00 for injury or death of two or more persons in any one crash, and coverage available
for property damage in an amount not less than $10,000.00 for the injury or destruction of
another’s property.
Fla. Stat. § 627.730
Florida Motor Vehicle No-Fault Law
Florida statutes within the range of section 627.730 to section 627.7405 may be cited and known
as the “Florida Motor Vehicle No-Fault Law.”
Fla. Stat. § 627.736
Required Personal Injury Protection Benefits, Exclusions, Priority, and Claims
This statute provides required insurance policy benefits, including, to a limit of $10,000.00,
eighty (80) percent of all reasonable expenses for necessary medical services, sixty (60) percent
of any loss of gross income and loss of earning capacity per individual from inability to work,
and death benefits equal to the lesser of $5,000.00 or the remainder of unused personal injury
protection benefits per individual.
This statute also authorizes exclusions of benefits for injuries sustained while occupying another
motor vehicle owned by the insured and not insured under the policy, for injury sustained by any
person operating the insured motor vehicle without consent, for injury caused to one’s self
intentionally or for injury sustained while committing a felony.
Fla. Stat. § 627.737
Tort Exemptions; Limitation on Right to Damages; Punitive Damages
This statute exempts owners and operators of motor vehicles from tort liability to the extent that
the benefits required for personal injury protection under Fla. Stat. §627.736 are applicable. In
any tort action brought against the owner or operator of a motor vehicle, a plaintiff may recover
damages in tort for pain, suffering, mental anguish, and inconvenience because of bodily injury
or disease only in the event that the injury or disease consists in whole or in part of:
(a) Significant and permanent loss of an important bodily function.
(b) Permanent injury within a reasonable degree of medical probability, other than
scarring or disfigurement.
(c) Significant and permanent scarring or disfigurement.
(d) Death.
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Fla. Stat. § 627.7407
Application of the Florida Motor Vehicle No-Fault Law
This statute revives the Florida Motor Vehicle No-Fault Law, effective January 1, 2008, after the
law was repealed on October 1, 2007. This statute requires personal injury protection coverage
for motor vehicle owners. The statute recognizes that vehicle owners were not required to
maintain personal injury protection coverage from October 1, 2007 to January 1, 2008.
4.

Negligence, Other Torts and Contribution

Fla. Stat. § 624.155
Bad Faith
This statute provides a civil remedy in the event an insurer does not attempt, in good faith, to
settle claims toward its insured.
5.

Miscellaneous Statutes

Fla. Stat. § 627.4145
Readable Language in Insurance Policies
Effective for policies written on or after Oct. 1, 1983, this statute requires that every insurance
policy written in Florida pass a readability test and lists the criteria a policy must meet to be
deemed “readable.” The statute also lists types of policies to which the readability requirement
does not apply.
Fla. Stat. § 627.4265
Payment of Settlement
In a case in which a settlement between a person and insurer has been reached, the insurer shall
tender payment no later than twenty (20) days after such settlement is reached. If the payment is
not tendered within twenty (20) days or another date agreed to by the parties, it shall bear interest
at the rate of twelve (12) percent per year from the date of the settlement agreement.
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B.

FLORIDA STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Specific Performance of
a Contract
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(5)(a)

One year for an action for specific performance of a contract.

O
N
E
Y
E
A
R

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Medical Malpractice
Fla. Stat § 95.11(4)(b)

Two years from the time the incident giving rise to the action
occurred, or two years from the time the incident should have
been discovered with due diligence.
In no event shall the action be commenced later than four years
from the date of the incident or occurrence out of which the
cause of action occurred.

Wrongful Death
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(4)(d)

Two years for an action for wrongful death.

Libel or Slander
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(4)(g)

Two years for an action for libel or slander.
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T
W
O
Y
E
A
R
S

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Bodily Injury due to
Negligence
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(a)

Four years for an action founded on negligence.

Personal Property damage
due to Negligence
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(a)

Four years for an action founded on negligence.

Trespass to Property
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(g)

Four years for an action for trespass on real property.

Fraud
Fla. Stat. § 95.031(2)(a)

For an action founded on fraud, four years, with the period
running from the time the facts giving rise to the cause of
action were discovered or should have been discovered with
the exercise of due diligence. In any event, an action for fraud
must be begun within twelve years after the date of the
commission of the alleged fraud.

Breach of Contract not in
Writing
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(k)

Four years for an action on a contract not founded on a written
instrument.

Assault and Battery
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(o)

Four years for an action for assault and battery.

Malicious Prosecution
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(o)

Four years for an action for malicious prosecution.

Statutorily Created
Liability
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(f)

Four years for an action founded on a statutory liability.

Rights not Otherwise
Provided for
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(p)

Four years for any action not specifically provided for.
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F
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Y
E
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Products Liability
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3)(e),
Fla. Stat. § 95.031(2)(b)

Four years for an action founded on the design, manufacture,
distribution or sale of personal property not permanently
incorporated into real property. Under no circumstances may a
claimant commence an action for products liability to recover
for harm allegedly caused by a product with an expected useful
life of ten years or less, if the harm was caused by exposure to
or use of the product more than twelve years after delivery of
the product to its first purchaser or lessee who was not
engaged in the business of selling or leasing the product or of
using the product as a component in the manufacture of
another product.

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Contract in Writing
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(2)(b)

Five years for an action on a contract founded on a written
instrument.

Foreclosure of Mortgage
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(2)(c)

Five years for an action to foreclose a mortgage.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Bad Faith
Fla. Stat. § 624.155

As a condition precedent to bringing an action of bad faith, an
insurer must have been given sixty (60) days written notice of
the violation. No action shall lie if, within sixty (60) days after
filing notice, the damages are paid or the circumstances giving
rise to the violation are corrected.

Minor’s Claims
Fla. Stat. § 95.051(1)(h)

Except as to claims of medical malpractice, the statute of
limitations does not begin to run until the minor reaches the
age of majority. In any case, the action must be begun within
seven years after the act or event giving rise to the cause of
action.
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SIGNIFICANT FLORIDA COURT DECISIONS
1.

Supreme Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decision

Petty v. Florida Ins. Guaranty Assoc., 80 So.3d 313; 37 Fla. L. Weekly S34 (Fla. 2012)
http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/decisions/2012/sc10-2097.pdf
Award of Attorney Fees Not a Covered Claim
After an insured won an arbitration award against her insurer, she filed a motion for attorney fees
under Fla. Stat. 627.428(1), which entitles insureds to recover attorney fees when they prevail in
an action for a coverage dispute. The insurer filed insolvency, and the insured ultimately
substituted the insurer who purchased the insolvent company, Florida Insurance Guarantee
Association (FIGA). Fla. Stat. 631.57(1)(a) provides that FIGA shall be obligated for all covered
claims existing prior to an insured’s insolvency. However, the Court found that because the
award of attorney fees was not within the coverage of the insured’s insurance policy, it did not
meet the definition of a covered claim under Fla. Stat. 631.54(3) and therefore, FIGA was not
required to pay the award.
b.

Other Significant Decisions

Atwater v. Kortum, No. 11-133, 95 So.3d 85; 37 Fla. L. Weekly S439 (Fla. 2012)
http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/decisions/2012/sc11-133.pdf
Florida Statute Prohibiting Contact Between Public Adjuster and Insured Is Unconstitutional
A public adjuster argued that Fla. Stat. 626.854(6), which prohibited public adjusters from
soliciting business with an insured or claimant during the 48-hour period after an event that may
be “the subject of a claim under the insurance policy,” was an unconstitutional restriction on
economic speech. The Court agreed with the adjuster and held that the state statute was a
violation of the First Amendment. As a result, public adjusters are free to initiate contact with
claimants and insureds at any time following an event that may be “the subject of a claim under
the insurance policy.”
QBE Ins. Corp. v. Chalfonte Condo. Apartment Ass’n, 94 So.3d 541; 37 Fla. L. Weekly S395
(Fla. 2012)
http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/decisions/2012/sc09-441.pdf
First-Party Bad Faith Claims
The Court considered whether a condominium association, which was dissatisfied with its
insurer’s evaluation of its hurricane property damage, could bring a contract claim for breach of
the implied warranty of good faith and fair dealings against its insurer. The Court held that the
state of Florida did not permit a common law bad faith suit in first-party disputes. Rather, the
legislature had provided a statutory remedy for first-party bad faith claims under Fla. Stat.
624.155(1)(b)(1). Therefore, the association was precluded from “dressing up” a bad faith claim
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in a common law contract damages suit using the implied warranty of good faith and fair
dealings. Additionally, even though the insurer included a clause in the policy that was noncompliant with the Florida statute governing hurricane deductibles for language and type-size
requirements, the condo association could not sue the insurer for failing to comply. The policy’s
clause was also not void for non-compliance under Florida law. Lastly, even though the policy
required payment of benefits thirty (30) days after a trial court’s entry of final judgment, the
insurer was still entitled to post a bond for its appeal instead of paying the association directly.
Rippy v. Shepard, No. 09-1677, 80 So.3d 305; 37 Fla. L. Weekly S31 (Fla. 2012)
http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/decisions/2012/sc09-1677.pdf
Tractors as “Dangerous Instrumentalities”
The Court determined that the “dangerous instrumentality” doctrine for motor vehicles also
applies to farm tractors. This common law doctrine makes owners of motor vehicles liable when
they entrust that vehicle to a person whose negligence causes injury to another. As a result of the
Court’s decision, owners of tractors and their insurers should be aware that a tractor’s owner can
face a civil damage suit as a result of entrusting the use of their tractor to another.

Universal Ins. Co. of North America v. Warfel, 82 So.3d 47 (Fla. 2012)
http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/decisions/2012/sc10-948_CorrectedOpinion.pdf
“Presumption of Correctness” Given to Engineer’s Sinkhole Report
The Court determined that the Florida statute establishing a “presumption of correctness” given
to an engineer and geologist’s report, as part of a sinkhole claim evaluation, was not applicable
to litigation. Therefore, in a coverage suit where a property owner disputed the findings of the
insurer’s expert sinkhole report, the evidentiary burden on the insured was only to present
rebutting evidence rather than disprove the expert’s findings. A jury, therefore, may not be
instructed that an insurer’s engineer and geologist report is presumed correct in spite of the
insured’s presentation of rebutting evidence.
2.

Appellate Court Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

Citizens Prop. Ins. Corp. v. Cook, 93 So.3d 479; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D1726 (Fla. Ct. App. 5th
Dist. 2012)
http://www.5dca.org/Opinions/Opin2012/071612/5D11-1555.op.pdf
What Constitutes an “Occurrence” of Bodily Injury or Property Damage
Homeowners’ insurer argued that a car crash, resulting from alcohol consumption in its insureds’
residence by minors, was a single “occurrence” of “bodily injury” and “property damage” under
its homeowner policy, rather than several “occurrences” based on each drink consumed by the
underage guests. The estates of the deceased minors contended that, in line with the Florida
Supreme Court’s decision in Koikos, each “act which causes the damage constitutes the
occurrence,” thus triggering liability under the policy’s $100,000.00 limit for each drink
consumed. However, the appellate court here held that the “immediate cause” of the victims’
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deaths was the car crash, rather than the permitting of alcohol consumption at the home.
Therefore, the insurer was only liable for a single occurrence of bodily injury.
Interstate Fire & Casualty Co. v. Abernathy, 93 So.3d 352; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D1246 (Fla. Ct.
App. 1st Dist. 2012)
http://opinions.1dca.org/written/opinions2012/05-24-2012/11-1905.pdf
Liability Coverage for Prior Known Injuries
A certificate of insurance for a liability policy issued to the host of a festival, after the festival
had occurred, did not provide coverage for injuries sustained during the festival. A fourteenyear-old girl was injured on a bungee run during a seasonal event sponsored by a local club. Four
(4) days after the accident, the club obtained a certificate of insurance for a liability policy. After
the girl’s mother settled a personal injury claim with the club, she sued the liability insurer for
refusing to cover her daughter’s accident at the club. The Court, however, stated that, for public
policy reasons, the policy could not extend coverage for liability for prior known injuries.
Kiln PLC v. Advantage Gen. Ins. Co., 80 So.3d 429; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D 475 (Fla. Ct. App. 4th
Dist. 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Feb%202012/02-22-12/4D10-2995.op.pdf
Extrinsic Evidence Relevant to Coverage
A re-insurer denied reimbursement to the liability insurer of an airline under a reinsurance policy
that it believed covered only employed passengers. The re-insurer argued that unemployed
passengers were naturally excluded by the policy language which indicated payments to
passengers were not to exceed 10 times their individual salaries. The broker who procured the
policy testified in his deposition that he believed his client was the liability insurer who required
the policy language in dispute. In finding the contract ambiguous, the trial court construed the
policy against the re-insurer as drafter of the policy. On appeal, the Court found the re-insurer
should have been able to introduce extrinsic evidence regarding who drafted the policy and
whether the broker was acting as an agent of the re-insurer.
Leben v. State Farm Florida Ins. Co., 93 So. 3d 528; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D1822 (Fla. Ct. App. 4th
Dist. 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/August%202012/08-01-12/4D10-3833.op.pdf
Insured’s Failure to Provide “Immediate Notice” Not Fatal to Coverage
Florida homeowners alleged that their roof was damaged by Hurricane Wilma, but did not report
the damage to insurer until approximately four (4) years had passed. After inspecting the roof,
the insurer’s employee stated the amount of time that had elapsed made it impossible to tell
whether the hurricane had actually caused the damage. The insurer then denied the claim on the
grounds that the homeowners’ failure to provide immediate notice prejudiced its interests and
violated the policy. However, the Court disagreed because the homeowners provided two
separate reports concluding that the hurricane did cause the roof damage. Therefore, even though
the homeowners had not complied with the “immediate notice” provision, coverage was not
excluded because whether the insurer had been prejudiced was a question of fact.
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Progressive Express Ins. Co. v. Camillo, 80 So.3d 394; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D344 (Fla. Ct. App.
4th Dist. 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Feb%202012/02-08-12/4D10-3922.op.pdf
Reinstatement of a Policy Does Not Waive Right to Deny Coverage
The insured was sent a renewal bill on his auto policy requiring a payment of $1,062.17 by July
9, 2008. The renewal stated that payment of the unpaid amount due on his current policy would
not renew the policy, and attached a payment coupon stating $532.68 was due by June 5, 2008 to
avoid cancellation of the existing policy. On June 7, the insured made a payment of $537.68 and
was sent a notice stating there was no lapse in coverage. On July 3, the insured made a payment
of $527.64 which the insurer credited to the existing policy which was then paid in full. The
renewal amount was not paid by July 9 and the insured’s policy lapsed due to non-payment. On
July 26, the insured had a car accident and made a payment on the policy later that day.
Progressive reinstated the policy and accepted the insured’s subsequent monthly payments. The
insured filed a complaint against the insurer seeking a declaration that the accident was covered
by the policy. The Court held that an insurer can accept premium payments and reinstate a policy
prospectively without waiving the right to deny coverage for a loss that occurred in the period of
time between the expiration and reinstatement of the policy.
Sunshine State Ins. Co. v. Jones, 77 So.3d 254; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D164 (Fla. Ct. App. 4th Dist.
2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Jan%202012/01-18-12/4D10-2723.op.pdf
Horseplay Does Not Equate to “Use” of Car for Automobile Policy Coverage
The passenger of an automobile engaged in horseplay by grabbing the steering wheel of a
travelling car and beeping the horn. The driver of the automobile sued the passenger for
negligence after the driver swerved into a concrete wall while swatting the passenger away.
Because the passenger was covered by a homeowner’s and an automobile policy issued by
different insurers, the insurers filed suit to determine which was responsible for indemnity and
defense of claims. The Court held that the passenger’s conduct did not rise to “use” of the
automobile which would trigger the automobile policy and which would be excluded from the
homeowner’s policy. Thus, the homeowner’s policy was applicable.
Whistler’s Park, Inc. v. Florida Ins. Guaranty Ass’n, 90 So.3d 841; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D1188
(Fla. Ct. App. 5th Dist. 2012)
http://www.5dca.org/Opinions/Opin2012/051412/5D10-2410.op.corr.pdf
Examination Under Oath Requirement in Policy
In response to the growth of a “cottage industry of EUO litigation,” the Court determined that an
insured’s failure to schedule and appear for an examination under oath did not justify forfeiture
of the policy benefits. An apartment complex suffered hurricane damage and made a claim to its
insurer on the loss. The insurer requested that a representative of the complex call to schedule an
EUO, but no such interview was subsequently conducted and the insurer denied payment on the
claim. The Court reasoned that, even though the policy required the insured to submit to an EUO
before filing suit, failing to appear was a curable breach of the policy agreement unless the
breach caused prejudice to the insurer. Here, the insured’s representative was willing to submit to
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the EUO after suit had been initiated, and could therefore cure the non-material breach of the
policy agreement without prejudice to the insurer.
b.

UM/UIM Decisions

Gay v. Association Casualty Ins. Co., 37 Fla. L. Weekly D2259 (Fla. Ct. App. 5th Dist. 2012)
http://www.5dca.org/Opinions/Opin2012/091712/5D10-1906.op.pdf
Insurer’s Notice of a Claim
Driver was involved in a motor vehicle accident with an underinsured motorist. The driver
informed a representative of the company through which he had purchased his policy that the
underinsured motorist’s insurer had offered him a $10,000.00 check along with a settlement
release of all claims. The representative allegedly informed the driver that it was okay to cash the
check, but asked him not to sign the release because it might affect his ability to obtain UIM
benefits from his insurer. After cashing the check, the driver’s UIM insurer denied coverage
because he had settled with the other driver and had not given notice of the claim to the insurer.
However, the Court held that informing the purchasing company’s representative of the claim
sufficiently gives notice to the insurer through its agent to avoid the requirement that such notice
be in writing. Additionally, even if signing the release, the driver could still obtain UIM benefits
from his insurer so long as he could demonstrate that the insurer had not been prejudiced.
Travelers Commercial Ins. Co. v. Harrington, 86 So.3d 1274 (Fla. Ct. App. 1st Dist. 2012)
http://opinions.1dca.org/written/opinions2012/05-10-2012/11-0015.pdf
UM/UIM Conflict with Florida Law
Plaintiff was injured while riding as a passenger in a vehicle, which was being driven by a
permissive user under a policy purchased by her mother. Plaintiff sought uninsured motorist
benefits from her mother’s policy because the combined payment received from the permissive
user’s policy and under her mother’s policy was less than her medical costs. Insurer denied
coverage based on an exclusion, however this exclusion was not given effect because it
conflicted with uninsured motorist requirements mandated by Florida law. Also, the Court ruled
that a non-stacking election by plaintiff’s mother did not apply to plaintiff because the insurer
did not obtain a knowing acceptance of any such limitation by the plaintiff.
Trout v. Apicella, 37 Fla. L. Weekly D 492 (Dist. Ct. App. 5th 2012)
http://www.5dca.org/Opinions/Opin2012/022012/5D10-2015.op.pdf
UM Coverage for Trailer
Plaintiff was injured while riding in a truck that was pulling a trailer owned by a third person.
The truck was insured but the trailer was not listed on any insurance policy. Plaintiff sought UM
benefits under the policy asserting the trailer was not insured. The insurer denied the claim
stating that UM coverage did not apply because the accident involved a single insured vehicle.
The Court found there was UM coverage according to the plain language of the policy. An
insured auto was defined “as one described in the declarations and covered by the Bodily Injury
Liability coverage.” Because the trailer was not described in the declarations, it did not meet the
definition of an insured auto, rendering it an uninsured auto.
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c.

No-Fault (PIP) Decisions

Chiropractic One, Inc., v. State Farm Mut. Auto., No. 5D11-593, 2012 WL 2465012 (Dist. Ct.
App. 5th June 29, 2012)
http://www.5dca.org/Opinions/Opin2012/062512/5D11-593.op.pdf
False or Misleading Billing
Plaintiff provided treatment to defendant’s insureds injured in car accidents. In exchange,
insureds would assign plaintiff their PIP benefits. Plaintiff then knowingly submitted inflated
bills to defendant. The Court held that plaintiff forfeited its rights to receive compensation on
any knowingly false or misleading claim. However, the Court refused to extend the forfeiture to
past or future billings related to a specific patient’s treatment for the same accident.
DCI MRI, Inc. v. GEICO Ind. Co., Nos. 4D10-1458 and 4D10-1459 (Dist. Ct. App. 4th 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Jan%202012/01-18-12/4D10-1458.op.pdf
Providers Entitled to Assigned PIP Benefits
Plaintiffs were health care providers who were assigned PIP benefits by insureds. The policies
stated the insurer would pay 80% of reasonable medical expenses “in accordance with law.” The
2008 Florida PIP statute enabled an insurer to use the Medicare fee schedule to calculate
reimbursements to providers at a rate less than 80%. When the insurer paid the lesser amount
according to the statute, the plaintiffs brought suit for the amount specified in the policy.
Although the policy contained language indicating the insurer would pay “in accordance with the
law as amended,” the Court found this was insufficient to place the insured on notice of its intent
to pay less than the 80% specified in the policy.
d.

Premises Liability Decisions

Burton v. MDC PGA Plaza Corp., et al., No. 4D10-3000 (Dist. Ct. App. 4th 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Feb%202012/02-08-12/4D10-3000.op.pdf
Open and Obvious Defense
Plaintiff filed suit against CVS after she was injured while working in the store parking lot. She
noticed the foot-wide pothole and warned CVS management and co-workers, but was injured a
week later when she tripped over the pothole. The Court of Appeals held that CVS had a duty to
maintain the premises in a reasonably safe condition despite the open and obvious nature of the
pothole. The plaintiff’s knowledge of the pothole could only be used to raise an issue of fact as
to her own comparative negligence.
Gyongyosi v. Miller, 80 So. 3d 1070 (Dist. Ct. App. 4th 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Feb%202012/02-15-12/4D10-483.op.pdf
Inherently Dangerous Activities Doctrine
A liquid propane gas explosion occurred after a contractor used a chipping hammer to replace
the floor tiles on the sun deck over the insured’s garage. This activity was not inherently
dangerous and thus not subject to the inherently dangerous activities doctrine which allows
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employers to be held vicariously liable for an independent contractor’s negligence. Additionally,
the insureds had no duty to warn the contractor of the propane gas line existing below him
because they did not know that the piping existed and the sun deck where the contractor was
working did not contain any piping. The Court also applied the plain meaning rule to the word
“demolition” contained in a safety regulation to determine whether the safety regulation applied.
e.

Other Significant Decisions

Alessio v. Florida Ins. Guaranty Ass’n, 91 So.3d 910; 37 Fla. L. Weekly D1614 (Fla. 2012)
http://www.2dca.org/opinions/Opinion_Pages/Opinion_Page_2012/July/July%2006,%202012/2
D11-2949.pdf
FIGA’s Obligations Concerning Formerly Settled Claims
FIGA, which assumes insurance coverage and claims from insolvent Florida carriers, disputed
whether it should be required to honor the terms of a settlement agreement negotiated by an
insolvent carrier where the evidence submitted by the estate of an MVA victim was severely
lacking. The Court held that, even though FIGA does not simply step into the shoes of the
insolvent carrier, it is nonetheless required to pay settled claims under Fla. Stat. 631.54(3) where
the claim “arises out of the insurance policy,” “is within the coverage,” and “not in excess” of
the policy limits. Because the deceased girl’s estate claimed a loss that fit those criteria, the loss
was a “covered claim” under Florida law because the insolvent carrier had reasonably
determined the claim proper for settlement.
American Integrity Ins. Co. of Florida v. Gainey, No. 2D11-5118, 2012 WL 4465519 (Fla. Dist.
Ct. App. Sept. 28, 2012)
http://www.2dca.org/opinions/Opinion_Pages/Opinion_Page_2012/September/September%2028
,%202012/2D11-5118.pdf
Notice Requirement of Mediation Statute Inapplicable When Insured Has Instituted Litigation
The insured brought a claim for water damage under its homeowner’s policy and was paid, it
argued, an inadequate amount to cover the damages. After it was served with the breach of
contract complaint, the insurer demanded an appraisal because it disagreed with the insured’s
estimate. The trial court, at insured’s request, ordered the parties to mediation, after which the
insured sought to enjoin the appraisal, arguing that the insurer had waived its right to appraisal
under Florida law because it failed to provide notice of mediation to the insured. However, the
Court determined that where an insured institutes litigation against its insurer, that insurer’s right
to demand appraisal is not waived under Florida law for failing to give the insured notice of
mediation.
Barreau v. Peachtree Casualty Ins. Co., 79 So. 3d 843 (Dist. Ct. App. 5th 2012)
http://www.5dca.org/Opinions/Opin2012/011612/5D10-3637.op.pdf
Delay in Coverage
After an insured was involved in an automobile accident, the insurer failed to tender payment
until nine (9) months after the accident. The insurer delayed making payment because of its
suspicion that the accident had been staged. The Court held that the insurer’s intuition of a
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possibly staged accident is insufficient to justify withholding payment for a nine (9) month
period.
Barreto v. United Services Automobile Assoc., No. 4D10-4710 (Dist. Ct. App. 2d 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Mar%202012/03-07-12/4D10-4710.op.pdf
Insured Entitled to Attorney Fees
Because their insurer paid out only half of the money claimed for flood damage, insured
homeowners invoked the appraisal provision of their policy. After the insurer invoked the
provision as well and demanded an examination under oath, the insureds filed suit and the trial
court entered a stay directing appraisal. The umpire issued an award to the insureds and the
Court lifted the stay ordering the insurer pay the award and additional living expenses owed. The
insureds then filed a motion for attorney fees pursuant to Fla. Stat. 627.428. The insurer argued
the insureds were not entitled to attorney fees because the lawsuit lacked a legitimate purpose.
The Court found the insureds were entitled to attorney fees because the umpire’s award only
occurred as a result of judicial intervention.
Geico General Ins. Co. v. Tarpon Total Health Care, 86 So.3d 1156 (Dist. Ct. App. 2d 2012)
http://www.2dca.org/opinions/Opinion_Pages/Opinion_Page_2012/April/April%2027,%202012/
2D11-128.pdf
Basis for Timely Notice of Claim
A chiropractor failed to include his professional license number on claim forms, as required by
Florida statute and deemed mandatory by Florida courts. However, the Court determined that the
chiropractor nonetheless substantially complied with claim submission requirements. The
insurer, therefore, was not justified in denying the claim on grounds that omission of the doctor’s
professional license number on the claim form constituted failure to provide timely written
notice of a claim.
Higgins v. West Bend Mut. Ins. Co., 85 So.3d 1156 (Dist. Ct. App. 5th 2012)
http://www.5dca.org/Opinions/Opin2012/032612/5D10-3747.op.cor.pdf
Choice of Law in First Party Bad Faith Actions
Insureds, residents of Minnesota, were injured in automobile accident in Florida while on
vacation and only partially recovered UM benefits from defendant. To recover remaining costs,
insured filed a bad faith action. The policy in question lacked a choice of law provision. After
the trial court determined Minnesota law applied, defendant was granted summary judgment as
Minnesota does not allow first-party bad faith claims. On appeal, insured argued that Florida law
should apply. The Court rejected that argument, holding that defendant’s refusal to tender UM
benefits in a first party claim presented a substantive question of contract interpretation rather
than a performance-based one; the lower court was correct to apply the law of the place where
the contract was executed.
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Nawaz v. Universal Property & Casualty Ins. Co., No. 4D10-4288, 2012 WL 2121178 (Dist. Ct.
App. 4th June 13, 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/June%202012/06-13-12/4D10-4288.op.pdf
Non-Insured Individual at EUO
Insured filed a claim for wind damage to his home and brought his public adjuster to the EUO.
Defendant refused to conduct the EUO with the public adjuster present, and then moved for
declaratory judgment claiming the insured failed to comply with the policy. The policy
conditions allowed the defendant to exclude only another insured from the EUO. The Court
decided that a public adjuster was not another insured under the policy and thus the defendant
could not refuse to conduct the EUO simply because of his presence.
Ocean Reef Club, Inc. v. Wilczewski, et al., Nos. 3D09-2779, 3D09-2791 (Dist. Ct. App. 3d
2012)
http://www.3dca.flcourts.org/Opinions/3D09-2779.pdf.
No Tort Immunity for Work-Related Injuries
Plaintiffs brought suit after they were denied workers compensation benefits for respiratory
problems alleged to result from exposure to chemical fumes. Ocean Reef conceded it had
knowledge of the claims but failed to report them to its workers compensation carrier because it
believed the claims were not work-related. After suit was filed, the workers compensation carrier
denied coverage based on the claim being time barred. Ocean Reef defended on the grounds of
tort immunity. The Court held that because Ocean Reef failed to report the claims to workers
compensation on the grounds that the injuries were not work related, it could not later claim
entitlement to tort immunity arguing that the injuries were work related. The employer was thus
prohibited from taking the subsequent inconsistent position.
State Farm Ins. Co. v. Aloni., No. 4D11-4798, 2012 WL 2913291 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Nov%202012/11-28-12/4D11-4798.rehg.op.pdf
Compulsory Disclosure of Claim File Prior to Coverage Determination
An insurer initiated an investigation into a claim for hurricane damage to a roof because it was
submitted four-and-a-half (4½) years after the hurricane. During this investigation, the insured’s
representative sued for breach of contract and demanded that the claim file be turned over during
discovery. The Court held that while coverage and damages are still being investigated, the
insurer cannot be compelled to turn over the claim file where the cause of action is merely for
breach of contract, rather than bad faith.
Trafalgar at Greenacres, Ltd. v. Zurich Am. Ins. Co., No. 4D11-1376, 2012 WL 3822215 (Fla.
Dist. Ct. App. Sept. 5, 2012)
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Sept%202012/09-05-12/4D11-1376.op.pdf
Appraisal Award Constitutes “Favorable Resolution” as Prerequisite for Bad Faith Claim
A shopping center suffered damage to its roof during Hurricane Wilma in 2005. The shopping
center submitted a claim to its insurer and received a check for less than a quarter of the amount
identified in its sworn proof of loss statement. As a result, the shopping center brought a breach
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of contract action against its insurer. The insurer countered by invoking appraisal pursuant to the
policy. When the umpire returned an appraisal award in favor of the shopping center for three
times the amount of the insurer’s first payment, the insurer paid the amount and filed for a
motion of summary judgment with the Court on the breach of contract dispute. The Court
granted the motion, but also granted the shopping center’s motion to include a statutory bad faith
action in its complaint against the insurer. The insurer countered that the shopping center had not
received “favorable resolution” of the breach of contract claim and was therefore barred under
the statute from bringing a bad faith action. However, the Court determined that the appraisal
award in favor of the shopping center satisfied the statutory prerequisite for bringing a bad faith
claim and permitted the action to continue.
D.

SIGNIFICANT CASES PENDING BEFORE THE FLORIDA SUPREME COURT

Florida Ins. Guaranty Ass’n v. Whistler’s Park, Inc., Case No. SC12-1661
Examination Under Oath Requirement in Policy
The Court is considering the Court of Appeals determination that failure to appear for an EUO is
not itself a material breach of the policy, sufficient to justify denial of coverage. The court of
appeals case, decided earlier this year (and mentioned in the “Appellate Court Decisions” section
above), held that unless the failure to submit to the EUO actually prejudiced the insurer’s
interests it was a curable breach of the insurance agreement and not grounds for denying
coverage.
GEICO Ind. Co., et al. v. DCI MRI, Inc., Case No. SC12-701
Providers Entitled to Contracted PIP Benefits After Amended PIP Statute
The Court will consider whether the fee schedules included in the Florida legislature's January 1,
2008 reenactment/revision to the Florida no-fault law apply to policies which were in force on
January 1, 2008, and which contained no-fault endorsements issued prior to the insured's date of
accident. The court of appeals (mentioned in the “Appellate Court Decisions” section above)
held that when the insurance policy provides greater coverage than the amount required by
statute, the terms of the policy will control.
Merly Nunez a/k/a Nunez Merly v. Geico General Ins. Co., Case No. SC12-650
EUO Provision as Prerequisite to Recovering PIP Benefits
The Court is considering whether, under Fla. Stat. 627.736, an insurer can require an insured to
attend an EUO as a prerequisite to recovering PIP benefits. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Eleventh Circuit certified this case to the Florida Supreme Court for review after a federal
district court had granted the insurer’s motion to dismiss a class action suit.
State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Curran, Case No. SC12-157
Failure to Comply with Compulsory Medical Exam Provision
The Court is considering whether an insured’s failure to submit to a compulsory medical
examination (CME), required in his UIM policy, constitutes a material breach of the insurance
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contract, thus forfeiting coverage. Or, alternatively, does the insurer bear the burden of showing
whether it was prejudiced by the refusal before coverage can be denied?
Washington National Ins. Corp. v. Ruderman, et al., Case No. SC12-323
Application of Automatic Benefit Increase Percentage Provision to Limited Benefit Home
Health Care Policy
The Court is considering whether an automatic benefit increase percentage provision of limited
benefit home health care coverage policies applies to dollar values of the lifetime maximum
benefit amount set in the policies or the policies’ per occurrence maximum benefit. Additionally,
the Court has been asked to review whether Florida courts, if finding policy language
ambiguous, must first attempt to resolve the ambiguity by examining available extrinsic
evidence. These questions were certified to the Court by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Eleventh Circuit after the federal district court held that ambiguities in the insurance contract
should be strictly construed against the insurance companies.

These cases were pending at the time this summary was printed. To confirm
whether the Supreme Court has issued a decision in any of these cases, we invite
you to visit our website at http://www.smithrolfes.com.
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
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VIII.

THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
A.

FREQUENTLY CITED WEST VIRGINIA STATUTES
1.

General Considerations in Insurance Claim Management

W.Va. Code § 33-6-3
Insurable Interest Requirement for Property
No insurance contract of property shall be enforceable except for the benefit of persons having
an insurable interest in the things insured. “Insurable interest” is defined as “any actual, lawful,
and substantial economic interest in the safety or preservation of the subject of the insurance free
from loss, destruction, or pecuniary damage or impairment.”
W.Va. Code § 33-6-14
Policy Provision Shortening Limitations Period
This statute prohibits policy provisions which mandate an action based on the policy be brought
in a time period less than two (2) years from when the cause of action occurs.
W.Va. Code § 33-11-4(2)
Unfair Claims Practices
This statute prohibits the misrepresentation and false advertising of insurance policies.
W.Va. Code § 33-11-4(9)
Insurer’s Duty to Acknowledge Communications Regarding Claims; Investigation
An insurer shall not fail to acknowledge and act reasonably promptly upon communications with
respect to claims. Insurers must also not fail to adopt and implement reasonable standards for the
prompt investigation of claims arising under insurance policies.
Within fifteen (15) days after an insurer receives notice of a claim, the insurer must pay or deny
such claim.
W.Va. Code § 33-28-6
Outline of Coverage
No individual accident or sickness insurance policy shall be delivered or issued for delivery
unless an outline accompanies the policy or subscriber contract in the case of a direct response
insurance product, or is delivered to the applicant at the time the application is made in all other
cases. The statute lists what an effective outline of coverage contains.
W.Va. Code § 55-2-13
Foreign Judgments and Decrees
This statute bars every action or suit upon a judgment or decree in another state or country if the
laws of that state or country would bar such action or suit and the judgment or decree would be
incapable of being otherwise enforced there.
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W.Va. Code § 55-13-1
Declaratory Judgments
This statute gives the circuit and county courts of West Virginia the authority to declare rights,
status, and other legal relations, whether or not further relief is or could be claimed.
2.

Insurance Fraud

W.Va. Code § 29-3-12(a)
Responsibilities of Insurance Companies in Fire Loss Investigation
This statute states that any insurance company shall notify the fire marshal, if it has reason to
believe, based on its investigation of a fire loss to real or personal property, that the fire was
caused by other than accidental means. The company shall furnish the fire marshal with pertinent
information acquired during its investigation and cooperate with the courts and administrative
agencies of the state, and the fire marshal, any assistant fire marshal, or any investigator under
the fire marshal’s authority.
W.Va. Code § 33-6-7
Representations in Applications
All statements and descriptions made by an insured in an application for insurance shall be
deemed a representation. A misrepresentation, omission, concealment of facts or incorrect
statements may prevent recovery if it is fraudulent or material to either acceptance of the risk or
to the hazard assumed by the insurer, or if the insurer, in good faith, would not have issued the
policy or insured in as large an amount had the true facts been known.
W.Va. Code § 33-6-25
Proof of Loss Forms
Upon request of any person claiming to have a loss under an insurance contract, an insurer shall
furnish forms of proof of loss. This statutory requirement does not include a responsibility for the
completeness of such proof by the insurer.
W.Va. Code § 33-6-26
Claims Administration
Acknowledgment of the receipt of notice of loss or claim under a policy, furnishing forms for
reporting a loss or claim, for giving information relative to a loss or claim, for making proof of
loss, or investigating any loss or claim under any policy or engaging in settlement negotiations
does not constitute a waiver of any provision of a policy or any defense.
W.Va. Code § 33-41-11
False Statements to Insurers
This statute deems false statements or representations by any person to an insurer to be a felony
if the benefit sought is equal to or greater than $1,000.00 or to be a misdemeanor if the benefit
sought is less than $1,000.00.
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3.

Automobile Insurance

W.Va. Code § 17D-4-2
Minimum Insurance Required
The statute requires motor vehicle insurance in the amounts of: $20,000.00 in case of bodily
injury to, or death of, one person in any one crash; $40,000.00 in case of bodily injury to, or
death of, two or more persons in any one crash; $10,000.00 in case of injury to, or destruction of,
property of others in any one crash.
W.Va. Code § 33-6-29
Rental and Leasing Driver’s Insurance is Primary
The valid insurance providing coverage for the lessor of a motor vehicle for rent or lease is
secondary. Recovery under the lessor’s motor vehicle insurance will not be permitted unless the
lessee has exhausted the limits of all other insurance policies available to him and no
consideration was paid on behalf of the insured vehicle.
W.Va. Code § 33-6-31(a)
Uninsured and Underinsured Motor Vehicle Coverage
No motor vehicle liability insurance policy shall be issued unless uninsured motor vehicle
(UMV) coverage is provided therein.
The term “uninsured motor vehicle” includes motor vehicles as to which there is no: (a) bodily
injury liability insurance and property damage liability insurance, (b) there is such insurance, but
the insurance company writing the same denies coverage thereunder, or (c) there is no certificate
of self–insurance.
W.Va. Code § 33-6-31(b)
Anti-Stacking Language Void
Anti-stacking language in insurance policies is void to the extent that such language is
purportedly applicable to uninsured or underinsured motorist coverage, and an insured covered
simultaneously by two or more uninsured or underinsured motorist policy endorsements may
recover under all of such endorsements up to the aggregated or stacked limits of the same.
4.

Negligence, Other Torts and Contribution

W.Va. Code § 33-41-12
Civil Remedies
This statute establishes civil remedies for an insured against an insurer.
5.

Miscellaneous Statutes

W.Va. Code § 33-11-4(9)(h)
Payment of Settlement
No insurer shall perform, with such frequency as to indicate a general business practice,
attempting to settle a claim for less than the amount to which a reasonable man would have
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believed he was entitled based on advertising material accompanying or made part of an
application.
W. Va. Code § 33-29-5
Readable Language in Insurance Policies
This statute requires that every life, accident, and sickness insurance policy written in West
Virginia pass a readability test, and lists the criteria a policy must meet to be deemed “readable.”
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B.

WEST VIRGINIA STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Libel, Slander, &
Defamation
W.Va. Code § 55-212(c)

One year for an action for libel, slander, and defamation.

Torts of Bad Faith
W.Va. Code § 55-212(c)

One year for an action for torts of bad faith.

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Assault and Battery
W.Va. Code § 55-212(b)

Two years for an action for assault and battery.

Bodily Injury due to
Negligence
W.Va. Code § 55-212(b)

Two years for an action founded on negligence.

Personal Property
Damage due to
Negligence
W.Va. Code § 55-2-12(a)

Two years for an action founded on negligence.

Wrongful Death
W.Va. Code § 55-7-6

Two years for an action for wrongful death.

Fraud
W.Va. Code § 55-2-12

Two years after the right has accrued.

Medical Malpractice
W.Va. Code § 55-7B-4

Two years from the date of the injury, or within two years of
the date when the injury is discovered or reasonably should
have been discovered, not to exceed ten years after the date of
injury.

Product Liability Claims
W.Va. Code § 55-2-12

Two years after the right has accrued.
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Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Breach of Contract not in
Writing
W.Va. Code § 55-2-6

Five years for an action on a contract not founded on a written
instrument.

F
I
V
E
Y
E
A
R
S

Claim Type/Section

Statute Period

Breach of Contract in
Writing
W.Va. Code § 55-2-6

Ten years for an action on a contract founded on a written
instrument.

Minor’s Claims – Claims
of Insane Persons
W.Va. Code § 55-2-15

The limitation for any minor’s claims does not begin until his
becoming of full age. If an insane plaintiff is injured, the
limitation period does not begin until plaintiff is found sane,
not to exceed twenty years from when the right accrues.
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SIGNIFICANT WEST VIRGINIA COURT DECISIONS
1.

Supreme Court of Appeals Decisions
a.

Insurance Coverage Decisions

Goff v. Penn. Mut. Life Ins. Co., No 11-1020 (June 21, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/spring2012/11-1020.pdf
Life Insurance Beneficiary First Party to Contract When Asserting Bad Faith Claim
The insured purchased a life insurance policy from defendant naming plaintiff, her live-in
boyfriend, as the primary beneficiary and her adult children as contingent beneficiaries.
Following the insured’s death, plaintiff filed suit alleging defendant breached its duty of good
faith and fair dealing in failing to pay him the insurance proceeds, and that it used unfair
settlement practices in violation of West Virginia Code 33-11-4(9). The Court held that upon the
death of an insured, a primary beneficiary of a life insurance policy has standing to bring a
statutory bad faith claim against the insurer because he stands in the shoes of the insured as a
first-party to the contract.
In re E.B, a minor, No. 101537 (June 21, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/spring2012/101537.pdf
West Virginia Lien Interest in Medicaid Recipient’s Settlement for Medical Malpractice Claim
Limited to Funds Allocated for Past Medical Expenses
Medicaid recipient filed petition for approval of settlements reached on her medical malpractice
claims brought in Ohio federal court. The West Virginia Department of Health intervened and
asserted statutory priority subrogation lien rights on recipient's settlement for costs paid for
medical services on behalf of recipient as result of malpractice. The Court held that the West
Virginia Medicaid statute was pre-empted to the extent it conflicted with Medicaid. The statute
authorized the Department to obtain full reimbursement of expenses paid to a medical
malpractice settlement agreement recipient, without regard to whether any portion of settlement
represented damages for non-medical expenses, The Court determined that the Department does
not have an absolute priority to recover full reimbursement from any settlement obtained by a
recipient of Medicaid benefits from a third-party tortfeasor, but rather, a priority right to be paid
first out of any damages representing payments for past medical expenses before the recipient
can recover any of his or her own costs for medical care.
Jenkins v. City of Elkins, No. 11-1059 (Nov. 15, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/11-1059.pdf
Tortfeasor Immunity Does Not Preclude Recovery of UIM Benefits
Plaintiff was injured during an automobile accident in which the at-fault driver was driving a
vehicle owned by his city employer. Plaintiff filed suit against defendant municipality for the
resulting injuries, but the circuit court granted summary judgment in favor of defendant based on
political subdivision immunity. The Court held that under the definition of “uninsured motor
vehicle” contained in W. Va. Code 33-6-31(c), uninsured motor vehicle coverage is triggered
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when a person sustains an automobile injury or loss that is caused by a tortfeasor who is immune
from liability. Therefore, uninsured motor vehicle policy exclusions for government-owned
vehicles are void and unenforceable as against public policy.
National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh v. Miller, No. 11-0315 (Feb. 24, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/spring2012/11-0315.pdf
Definition of Fence or “Similar Thing” Pursuant to Policy Exclusion
While riding a bike, the plaintiff ran into a wire strung along the property line of land owned by
the State Department of Forestry. The issue before the Court was whether the wire was a fence or
a “related or similar thing” within the State’s insurance policy exclusions. The Court concluded
that the Merriam Webster Dictionary definition of fence controls in West Virginia, and remanded
to the lower court to determine if the wire constituted a fence or a “related or similar thing,” such
that the exclusion should apply.

New Hampshire Insurance v. RRK, No. 11-1099 (Nov. 9, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/11-1099.pdf
Summary Judgment Reversed Regarding Wear-and-Tear Exclusion Under Doctrine of
Reasonable Expectations
Plaintiff barge owner purchased commercial marine property insurance coverage from defendant
after receiving a faxed copy of the coverage forms of the proposed policy. A copy of the actual
policy was later mailed (though plaintiff did not read the mailed version), which differed from
the proposed copy in that it did not contain a wear-and-tear exclusion nor did it specifically list
the property to be covered by the policy. The circuit court granted partial summary judgment in
favor of plaintiff, finding that under the policy, plaintiff’s barge and the barge’s contents are
covered property and that the wear-and-tear exclusion in the policy is invalid. The Supreme
Court reversed summary judgment in part, finding there was a question of fact as to whether,
under the doctrine of reasonable expectations, the wear-and-tear exclusion present in the policy
mailed to plaintiff was part of the insurance contract.
Sayre v. State Farm Fire & Casualty, No. 11-0962 (May 25, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/memo-decisions/spring2012/11-0962memo.pdf
Family Exclusion in Homeowner Policy Excludes Coverage Where Husband Kills Wife
Husband killed wife and subsequently committed suicide. Wife’s estate filed a wrongful death
claim against husband’s estate, and husband’s estate agreed to an entry of default judgment,
leaving open the possibility for wife’s estate to pursue a claim under the couple’s homeowner’s
insurance policy. The issue was whether the family exclusion provision in the policy precluded
liability coverage when both husband and wife were named insureds under the policy. The Court
found that because wife was a named insured, there was no liability coverage in the policy for
bodily injury of an insured.
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Sayre v. Westfield Ins. Co., No. 11-1135 (Nov. 26, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/memo-decisions/fall2012/11-1135memo.pdf
No Bad Faith Claim Against Insurer After Receiving Liability Coverage & UIM Benefits
Plaintiff’s son was killed by injuries stemming from a motor vehicle accident, in which he was a
guest passenger in the at-fault vehicle. Plaintiff asserted claims for breach of contract, common
law bad faith, and violations of the West Virginia Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act.
Plaintiff was awarded the policy’s full personal liability coverage and full UIM per person
benefits in the parties’ pre-suit settlement, but additionally sought attorney fees for procuring the
underinsured motorist benefits. The Supreme Court found that plaintiff’s action could not
survive dismissal because plaintiff was not compelled to bring suit to collect any policy benefits.
Thomas v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., No. 11-0750 (Oct. 19, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/memo-decisions/fall2012/11-0750memo.pdf
Insurer Has No Duty to Provide UIM Benefits to Plaintiff if No Reasonable Expectation of
Coverage
Plaintiff was injured when he operated his tractor on a public roadway, was hit by a car, and
ultimately died. Plaintiff’s estate sought to recover UIM benefits from the policy of motor
vehicle insurance the decedent had purchased for his personal automobile from State Farm. The
Circuit Court awarded summary judgment to State Farm, stating that insurer had no duty to
provide UIM benefits to plaintiff or decedent because neither had a reasonable expectation of
insurance coverage as the tractor was never insured for coverage. The Supreme Court of Appeals
affirmed, stating the plain language of the owned but not insured exclusion in the policy
precluded coverage.
b.

Employment Decisions

Bowens v. Allied Warehousing Services, Inc., No. 11-0210 (June 15, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/spring2012/11-0210.pdf
Court Expressly Adopts Special Employer Rule
Plaintiff, a temporary warehouse employee who was injured while operating a forklift, brought
action against the warehouse operator under contract with temporary employment agency,
alleging, among other claims, workers' compensation fraud. The Court found that the warehouse
operator could not be liable for workers' compensation fraud, and that it was merely the
employee's special employer. Therefore, it was entitled to workers' compensation immunity
from a negligence claim. In determining whether a second employer is a “special employer” for
workers’ compensation purposes, the following factors are dispositive: (1) whether the employee
has made a contract of hire, express or implied with the second employer; (2) whether the work
being done is essentially that of the second employer; and (3) whether the second employer has
the right to control details of the work. When all three of the above conditions are satisfied in
relation to both employers, both employers will be liable for workers’ compensation and both
will have the benefit of the exclusivity defense of tort claims.
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Cunningham v. Herbert J. Thomas Memorial Hosp. Ass’n, No. 11-0398 (Nov. 20, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/11-0398.pdf
No Employment or Agency Relationship between Hospital and Physicians Employed by
Companies Which Have Contracts with Hospital
Patient sued a hospital after he developed an abscess from surgery performed at the hospital by
doctors employed by a company under contract with the hospital. The patient alleged the
hospital’s vicarious liability for the doctors’ negligence under either the theory that the doctors
were employees or agents of the hospital, or were engaged in a joint venture with the hospital.
The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of the defendant. The Supreme Court held
that no actual employment or agency relationship was present and there was no joint venture
between a hospital and physicians employed by companies who had contracts with the hospital
to provide surgical and hospital physicians. The hospital merely exercised a level of control
commensurate of that approved in Shaffer v. Acme Limestone, and that did not overcome the
physicians’ independent contractor status.
Meadows v. Massey Coal Servs., Inc., No. 11-0631 (Sept. 24, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/11-0631.pdf
Summary Judgment for Defendant Reversed in Deliberate Intention Case
A dump truck driver employed by defendant, alleged that an incident where his truck fell
approximately 150 feet into a dump pit was proximately caused by unsafe work conditions and
that he suffered permanent injuries because of the accident. The Court held that even though the
testimony of the plaintiff supported the defendant’s version of the case, summary judgment was
improper because courts should also consider conflicting witness testimony to establish the
existence of a disputed issue of material fact relating to proximate cause. In this case, other
witnesses provided testimony that potentially supported a causation theory favoring the driver
and should have been considered in the trial court’s summary judgment decision.
c.

Premises Liability Decisions

Kesling v. Sonshine, LLC, No. 11-0672 (March 12, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/memo-decisions/spring2012/11-0672memo.pdf
Common Area Not Part of Demised Premises of Indemnification Clause
While on work break at a strip mall, an employee fell on the sidewalk at the corner of another
business in the plaza and injured her ankle. Plaintiff-employee then filed suit against the owners
of the strip mall alleging negligent maintenance of the subject premises in allowing ice and snow
to accumulate. Defendants then filed a third-party complaint against plaintiff’s employer for
indemnity, pursuant to their lease agreement. The Court held that, pursuant to the lease
agreement, the plaintiff injured herself in a common area, which could not be considered part of
the demised premises under the indemnification clause.
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d.

Other Significant Decisions

Beverly v. Thompson, No. 11-1188 (Oct. 19, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/11-1188.pdf
Co-Guarantor of Loan Liable to Co-Guarantor Under Doctrine of Contribution
Plaintiff and defendants were co-guarantors of a promissory note signed to obtain a bank loan to
pay the debts of the parties’ failed corporation. The circuit court entered judgment in favor of
plaintiff in the amount of $24,080.94 after plaintiff paid back the entirety of the $48,161.88 loan
from personal funds. Defendant motioned for a new trial arguing his liability was to the bank and
not the plaintiff, but their attempt was denied. The Supreme Court affirmed, finding that as a coguarantor, defendant had duty under doctrine of contribution to pay his share.
Big Lots v. Arbogast, No. 11-1260 (Feb. 9, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/spring2012/11-1260.pdf
No Jury Award for Pain and Suffering or Lost Enjoyment of Life
A store patron was struck and injured by a folded day bed being pushed on a dolly by an
employee of a retail store. A trial jury awarded compensatory damages for past and future
hospital and medical expenses, but no damages for pain and suffering. The Court held that,
although there was conflicting evidence, a jury’s failure to award pain and suffering damages
does not preclude an award for medical expenses. In this case, the patron’s injuries before and
after the store incident complicated the jury’s determination of pain and suffering, but not the
determination of attributable medical expenses.

Courtney v. Elias, No. 11-0647 (April 13, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/memo-decisions/spring2012/11-0647memo.pdf
Family Purpose Doctrine Not Applicable Where Child Does Not Live in Parent’s Home
Plaintiff was injured after being struck by a vehicle negligently driven by defendant’s daughter.
After settling his claims with the daughter, plaintiff asserted a separate claim against defendant
under the family purpose doctrine. The Court held that when a child “leaves the family circle and
establishes a home of his own he ceases to be a member of the family within the meaning of the
family purpose doctrine,” and therefore the daughter alone was culpable.
Finch v. Inspectech, LLC, No. 11-0276 (May 24, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/spring2012/11-0276.pdf
Anticipatory Release in Home Inspection Contract Void & Unenforceable
Plaintiff signed an inspection agreement that contained a clause releasing and limiting liability of
the defendant for any defects it failed to report in its inspection of the house the plaintiff
purchased. Plaintiff filed suit against defendant to recover expenses paid to remedy defects of the
house that were not reported due to defendant’s negligent inspection. The Court considered
whether an anticipatory release in a home inspection contract that releases inspector from claims
related to defects that are not reported in inspection report is valid and enforceable. The Court
held that such releases are contrary to public policy and therefore void.
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SER Mass Mutual v. Sanders, No. 12-0699 (Nov. 9, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/12-0699.pdf
Motion for Protective Order Will Be Granted if Party Seeking Deposition of Corporate Official
Does Not Attempt to Obtain Discovery through Less Intrusive Means
This lawsuit is part of a series of retirement plan cases filed in Jefferson County, West Virginia,
against multiple defendants including Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance. This case arose on a
petition for writ of prohibition brought by defendant seeking to prohibit the Circuit Court from
enforcing its order requiring defendant’s President, CEO, and Chairman, Roger Crandall, to
submit to deposition. The Supreme Court previously ruled that when a party seeks to depose a
high-ranking corporate official and that official files a motion for protective order accompanied
by the official's affidavit denying any knowledge of relevant facts, the Court should first
determine whether the party seeking the deposition has demonstrated that the official has any
unique or personal knowledge of discoverable information. If the party seeking the deposition
cannot meet that burden, the circuit court should grant the motion for protective order and first
require the party seeking the deposition to attempt to obtain the discovery through less intrusive
methods. The Supreme Court found that plaintiffs failed to show they attempted less intrusive
means to obtain the information and the writ of prohibition was granted.
R.K. v. St. Mary’s Medical Center, Inc., No. 11-0924 (Nov. 15, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/11-0924.pdf
Breach of Medical Record Confidentiality Action Not Preempted by HIPAA and Not Subject to
MPLA
The plaintiff filed suit against defendant hospital under various state-law tort claims following
unauthorized disclosure of his medical records. The Supreme Court held that common-law tort
claims based upon the wrongful disclosure of medical or personal health information are not
prevented by HIPAA, because such state law claims compliment HIPAA by enhancing penalties
for its violation and thereby encouraging compliance. The Court further found that the Medical
Professional Liability Act (MPLA) does not apply in cases pertaining to the improper disclosure
of medical records because it does not fall within the MPLA’s definition of “health care.”
However, the Court did suggest that HIPAA violations may be used either as a basis for a claim
of negligence per se, or that HIPAA may be used to supply the standard of care for other tort
claims.
Shoemaker v. Everett, No. 11-1652 (Nov. 26, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/memo-decisions/fall2012/11-1652memo.pdf
Supreme Court Affirmed Low Award for Past Medical Expenses in Negligence Suit
This action arose from a motor vehicle accident in which the decedent came around a turn and
struck defendant’s vehicle after it allegedly stalled in the road. The decedent died of a heart
attack several months after the accident, and his estate filed suit against defendant alleging
negligence and wrongful death. The circuit court granted partial summary judgment with respect
to the wrongful death claim and the jury awarded the estate $9,000.00 in past medical expenses
and apportioned 45% negligence to the decedent with respect to the accident, causing the Court
to reduce the award to $4,950.00. The Supreme Court affirmed the amount of the award, despite
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the fact that the estate had authenticated over $20,000.00 in medical bills, because reasonable
jurors might differ over whether the jury award was inadequate.
SER Pratt v. Stucky, No. 12-0442 (Oct. 24, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/12-0442.pdf
Denial of Statutory Immunity for City Reversed
Plaintiffs filed suit against the defendant city when its landfill changed water flow and
consequently damaged plaintiff’s property. Defendant claimed immunity for its licensing powers
and inspection powers, and moved to dismiss, but its motion was denied in favor of conducting
further discovery. Defendant’s requested a writ of prohibition to prohibit the enforcement of the
circuit court’s order. The Supreme Court noted that the immunities defense under West Virginia
law spares the defendant from having to go forward with an inquiry into the merits of the case at
all. The Supreme Court found that defendant was statutorily immune from suit and not subject to
the special duty doctrine, thereby ordering reversing the circuit court.
SER State Farm v. Marks, No. 12-0304, 12-0201 (Nov. 15, 2012)
http://www.courtswv.gov/supreme-court/docs/fall2012/12-0304and12-0210.pdf
Medical Protective Orders Valid & Enforceable to Limit Dissemination & Retention of Medical
Records Obtained through Discovery
The Court was asked to consider whether medical protective orders are valid and enforceable to
limit the dissemination and retention of medical records obtained through discovery. Plaintiffs
frequently use such orders to obtain compensation for injuries sustained in motor vehicle
accidents caused by other motorists. Insurers consistently request that courts invalidate these
protective orders as burdensome, unnecessary, restrictive, intrusive, and unconstitutional. The
Supreme Court here held that as part of a court’s exclusive authority to manage discovery, a
court may enter protective orders to safeguard the confidentiality of materials disclosed in
discovery and to regulate the manner in which such information may be used.
2.

Federal Court Decisions

Graham v. Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, No. 11-1222 (Apr. 11, 2012)
http://federal-circuits.vlex.com/vid/robert-graham-union-fire-insurance-367001742
Breach of Insurer’s Duty to Defend Where Exclusionary Clause Not Conspicuous
Insurance company insured two corporations under a general liability policy, which covered
claims for wrongful acts and a defense of the insured against such claims, subject to several
exclusions. Insured filed suit against insurer, alleging that it breached its contractual duty to
defend him following a civil suit. The issue before the Court was whether summary judgment
was proper where it was held insurance company had no duty to defend insured in a civil action
brought by the state. The Court held that the policy entitled plaintiff to a defense because an
insurer on a general liability policy must make exclusionary clauses conspicuous and clear in
order to avoid liability.
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Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh v. Lambert, No. 10-1557 (Jan. 20, 2012)
http://www.leagle.com/xmlResult.aspx?xmldoc=In%20FCO%2020120120086.xml&docbase=C
SLWAR3-2007-CURR
Inmate Not a “Volunteer Worker” Under State CGL Policy
Even though a prison inmate was working in the prison’s kitchen at the time of the injury, the
Court of Appeals held that a prison inmate was not a “volunteer worker” insured under West
Virginia’s CGL policy. Therefore, insurer had no duty to defend or indemnify underlying
personal injury action. Inmate was obligated to work at prison in some capacity and prison
maintained coercive authority over prisoner.
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With Remembrance and Thanks to our
Dear Friend, Colleague and Law Partner

Duane R. Skavdahl, Esq.
July 18, 1946 to July 3, 2012

Duane is missed by all of us who had the privilege, honor and joy to know and work with him.

